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Conturbabimus illa, ne sciamus
In trying to decide the small question of whether PHerc. 1113a belongs to
Philodemus' On Poems (which, after six months' work, finally seems unlikely), I stumbled upon new fragments of two treatises on aesthetics, one on
poetry and the other on music, which on the basis of their colour and/or
hand must be by Demetrius Laco. 1 I also identified new pieces of Epicurus,
Metrodorus, and Philodemus. Attention to the largely neglected field of
early Roman palaeography also enabled me to decipher for the first time
various Latin texts, including additional fragments of the so-called Carmen
de bello Actiaco as well as an oration about Sicily and some pieces in cursive.
The identification of these fragments will in some cases help greatly in the
reconstruction of complete papyrus-rolls.
Study of the history of the disegni, now in Oxford, in which these texts are
found has clarified baffling difficulties in the numbering of many Herculaneum papyri and drawings, following a line of enquiry which David Blank
had initiated independently. These confusions must have occurred in or
shortly after 1791. It may well seem surprising that they were not sorted
out a century ago, once the Herculanensia Volumina and photographs of the
Oxonian disegni had been published. Some had since been resolved by serendipity, but the key to the whole puzzle lay in a register in Naples which
David Blank and Francesca Longo Auricchio published only in 2004. Moreover, to grasp the underlying principle required that one try to map a world
governed by the philological equivalent of quantum physics, where normal
For various kinds of help I am grateful to
Dr Chad M. Schroeder; for assistance in deciphering and transcribing the Latin papyri I
thank Dr Jake MacPhail and Ms. Abigail
Sherkow. In addition, I wish to thank David
Blank for sharing with me his materials on
these drawings and on the papyri of Philodemus' Rhetoric, Dirk Obbink for information
about the De pietate, and W. B. Henry for
information about Sir Humphry Davy and
other most valuable assistance. For an uncorrected but searchable version of the texts of
Philodemus, which was indispensable in
helping me to identify previously published
fragments, the Philodemus Translation Project remains very grateful to Prof. Theodore
Brunner of the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae. I
thank Gianluca Del Mastro for a copy of his
CD-Rom Va*qsgc Catalogo Multimediale dei
Papiri Ercolanesi (Biblioteca Nazionale di Napoli, 2005), which I was able to use at the last
minute to verify the hands of many of the
scorze on the basis of Brigham Young University's infra-red images of them, after I had
done the essential work from the Herculanensia Volumina. I especially wish to thank William Poole for helping me to acquire the ex1
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emplar of the latter that formerly belonged to
the Society of Writers to the Signet, without
which I could not have prosecuted this line of
research to a successful conclusion. Lastly, I
wish to thank Francesca Longo Auricchio for
helpful corrections and suggestions.
Abbreviations and bibliography: AOP=Archivio dell'Officina dei Papiri; A.S.N.=Archivio di Stato di Napoli; Angeli, Lampsaco=A. Angeli, La scuola epicurea di Lampsaco nel PHerc. 176, «CErc» 18/1988, pp.
27-51; Angeli, Svolgimento=A. Angeli, Lo
svolgimento dei papiri carbonizzati, «PapLup»
3/1994, pp. 37-104; Angeli and Dorandi=A. Angeli and T. Dorandi, Il pensiero
matematico di Demetrio Lacone, «CErc» 17/
1987, pp. 89-103; Arrighetti=G. Arrighetti, Epicuro. Opere (Torino 1973 2); Bassi,
Frammenti inediti=D. Bassi, Frammenti inediti di opere di Filodemo in Papiri Ercolanesi,
«RFIC» 38/1910, pp. 321-356; Bassi, Papiri
disegnati=D. Bassi, Papiri Ercolanesi disegnati, «RFIC» 41/1913, pp. 427-464; Bodl.=
Bodleian Library, Oxford; Bischoff= B. Bischoff, Latin Palaeography: Antiquity and the
Middle Ages (original edition 1979), trans. D.
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Â CroÂinõÂn and D. Ganz (Cambridge 1990);
O
Blank=D. L. Blank, Reflections on Re-reading Piaggio and the Early History of the Herculaneum Papyri, «CErc» 29/1999, pp. 55-82;
Blank and Longo=D. L. Blank and F.
Longo Auricchio, Inventari antichi dei Papiri
Ercolanesi, «CErc» 34/2004, pp. 39-152; Camodeca=G. Camodeca, Tabulae Pompeianae Sulpiciorum (Roma 1999); Capasso, Manuale = M. Capasso, Manuale di Papirologia
Ercolanese (Lecce 1991); Capasso, Piaggio=M. Capasso, Per la storia della papirologia
ercolanese III: il Piaggio a lavoro (da un documento e un disegno inediti), in M. Capasso
(ed.), Bicentenario della Morte di Antonio Piaggio, «PapLup» 5/1997, pp. 59-76; Capasso,
Volumen=M. Capasso, Volumen: aspetti della tipologia del rotolo librario antico (Napoli
1995); Castaldi=G. Castaldi, Della Regia
Accademia Ercolanese (Napoli 1840); Cat
PErc=M. Gigante (ed.), Catalogo dei Papiri
Ercolanesi (Napoli 1979), with M. Capasso,
Primo Supplemento al Catalogo dei Papiri Ercolanesi, «CErc» 19/1989, pp. 193-264, and G.
Del Mastro, Secondo Supplemento al Catalogo
dei Papiri Ercolanesi, «CErc» 30/2000, pp. 157241; Cavallo=G. Cavallo, Libri scritture
scribi a Ercolano, I Suppl. a «CErc» (1983);
Comparetti=D. Comparetti and G. de Petra, La villa ercolanese dei Pisoni (Torino 1883,
Napoli 1972); Courtney, Fragmentary Latin
Poets=E. Courtney, The Fragmentary Latin
Poets (Oxford 1993); CroÈnert, FaÈlschungen=W. CroÈnert, FaÈlschungen in den Abschriften der Herculanensischen Rollen, «RhM»
53/1898, pp. 585-595; CroÈnert, Neues = W.
CroÈnert, Neues uÈber Epikur und einige herkulanensische Rollen, «RhM» 56/1901, pp. 607626; CroÈnert, Kolotes=W. CroÈnert, Kolo-

tes und Menedemos (Leipzig 1906, repr. Amsterdam 1965); CroÈnert, Memoria=W. CroÈnert, Memoria Graeca Herculanensis (Leipzig
1903, repr. Hildesheim 1963); Davy=H.
Davy, Some Observations and Experiments on
the Papyri found in the Ruins of Herculaneum,
«Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society» 2/1821, pp. 191-208; De Falco=V.
De Falco, L'epicureo Demetrio Lacone (Napoli
1923); De Jorio=A. De Jorio, Real Museo
Borbonico. Officina de' papiri descritta (Napoli
È ber die
1825); Diels=H. Diels, Philodemos U
GoÈtter erstes Buch, «APAW», Phil.-Hist. Kl.
(Jahrgang 1915), No. 7 (Berlin 1916), pp. 3104; Del Mastro, Papiri latini=G. Del Mastro, Riflessioni sui papiri latini ercolanesi,
«CErc» 35/2005, pp. 183-194; Del Mastro,
Poetica=G. Del Mastro, Il PHerc. 1419:
nuovi frammenti del II libro della Poetica di Filodemo, in G. Indelli, G. Leone, and F. Longo Auricchio (edd.), Mathesis e Mneme. Studi
in memoria di Marcello Gigante (Napoli 2004),
pp. 87-94; Dorandi, Arconti=T. Dorandi,
Gli arconti nei papiri ercolanesi, «ZPE» 84/
1990, pp. 121-138; Dorandi, Poetica=T. Dorandi, Per una ricomposizione dello scritto di
Filodemo Sulla poetica, «ZPE» 91/1992, pp.
29-46; Dorandi, Precisazione=T. Dorandi,
Precisazioni su papiri della Poetica di Filodemo,
«ZPE» 97/1993, pp. 81-86; Dorandi, Ricomposizione=T. Dorandi, Per una ricomposizione
dello scritto di Filodemo sulla Retorica, «ZPE»
82/1990, pp. 59-87; DuÈrr=E. DuÈrr, Sulla catalogazione di alcuni papiri ercolanesi, «CErc»
18/1988, pp. 215-217; Foerster and Frenz=
H. Foerster and T. Frenz, Abriû der lateinischen PalaÈographie (Stuttgart 2004); Gallo=I.
Gallo, Vita di Filonide Epicureo (PHerc.
1044), in Studi di papirologia ercolanese (Napoli
2002), pp. 59-205; Hayter=J. Hayter, A
Report on the Herculaneum Manuscripts in a
Second Letter addressed, by Permission, to His
Royal Highness the Prince Regent (London
1811); Janko=R. Janko, Philodemus: On
Poems. Book One (Oxford 2000, corrected reprint with revisions 2003); Janko, De poem. 34=R. Janko, Philodemus: On Poems Books 3-4
(Oxford, to appear); Janko, Empedocles=R.
Janko, Empedocles' Physica Book I: a New Reconstruction, in A. Pierris (ed.), The Empedoclean Jo*cloc: Structure, Process and the Question of Cyclicity (Patras 2005), pp. 93-135;
Johnson, Bookrolls=W. A. Johnson, Bookrolls and Scribes in Oxyrhynchus (Toronto
2004); Kleve=K. Kleve, An Approach to
the Latin Papyri from Herculaneum, in S. Cerasuolo (ed.), Mathesis e Philia. Storia, poesia e
pensiero nel mondo antico. Studi in onore di

principles of logic like Occam's razor seem rarely to apply. Lovers of confusion will be relieved to know that some of the items are still mystifying.

I. The Oxonian disegni of 1788-1792
All these texts appear in a set of twelve drawings of papyri which are grouped
together among the Oxonian disegni. They now form vol. VI folios 1567-79 of
the Oxonian collection in the Bodleian Library. 2 Images of them are readily
available through the website of the Herculaneum Society; 3 without their availability, for which we all owe a debt of gratitude to Dirk Obbink as well as to the
Bodleian Library, this article could never have been written. 4 I shall show that
Marcello Gigante (Napoli 1995), pp. 313-320;
KoÈrte=A. KoÈrte, Metrodori Epicurei fragmenta, «JCPh» Suppl. 17/1890, pp. 531-597;
LGPN III=M. J. Osborne and S. G. Byrne,
Lexicon of Greek Personal Names: III Attica
(Oxford 1994); Lindsay=W. M. Lindsay,
The Bodleian Facsimiles of Latin Papyri from
Herculaneum, «CR» 4/1890, pp. 441-445;
Longo Auricchio=F. Longo Auricchio, Uikodg*lot Peqi+ q<gsoqijg&c libri primus et secundus, in F. Sbordone (ed.), Ricerche sui Papiri
Ercolanesi III (Napoli 1977); Longo, Castrucci=F. Longo Auricchio, Giacomo Castrucci e
i papiri ercolanesi, in Mnemosynon: Studi di letteratura e di umanitaÁ in memoria di Donato Gargliardi (Napoli 2001), pp. 363-373; Longo,
Davy = F. Longo Auricchio, L'esperienza napoletana del Davy, in Proceedings of the XIXth
International Congress of Papyrology (Cairo
1994), pp. 189-202; Longo, Retorica=F. Longo Auricchio, Nuovi elementi per la ricostruzione della Retorica di Filodemo, «CErc» 16/
1996, pp. 169-172; Macfarlane and Del Mastro=R. Macfarlane and G. Del Mastro,
Il PHerc. 1491, «CErc» 37/2007, pp. 111-124;
Mekler=S. Mekler, Academicorum Philosophorum Index Herculanensis (Berlin 1902); Militello=C. Militello, Filodemo, Memorie
Epicuree, Scuola, vol. XVI (Napoli 1997); Obbink=D. Obbink, Philodemus: On Piety. Part I
(Oxford 1996); Olivieri=A. Olivieri, Philodemi Peqi+ paqqgci* ac libellus (Leipzig 1914);
Osborne, Nikias=M. J. Osborne, The Archonship of Nikias Hysteros and the Secretary
Cycles in the Third Century B.C., «ZPE» 58/
1985, pp. 275-295; Papiri non inventariati=A.
Angeli, M. Capasso, M. Colaizzo, T. Dorandi and G. Indelli, Papiri ercolanesi non inventariati, «CErc» 8/1978, p. 159; Romeo, Poesia
=C. Romeo, Demetrio Lacone, La Poesia,
Scuola, vol. IX (Napoli 1988); Romeo, Nuove
letture=C. Romeo, Nuove letture nei libri ``Sulla
poesia'' di Demetrio Lacone, «CErc» 8/1978, pp.
104-123; Santoro=M. Santoro, [Demetrio

Lacone, La forma del dio], Scuola, vol. XVII
(Napoli 2000); Schober = A. Schober, Philodemi peqi+ et\cebei* ac libelli partem priorem restituit Adolf Schober (Diss. KoÈnigsberg ined.
1923), «CErc» 18/1988, pp. 67-125; Scott
=W. Scott, Fragmenta Herculanensia. A Descriptive Catalogue of the Oxford Copies of the
Herculanean Rolls together with the Texts of Several Papyri accompanied by Facsimiles (Oxford
1885); Scuola =La Scuola di Epicuro, Collezione di testi ercolanesi diretta da M. Gigante;
Spinelli =E. Spinelli, Metrodoro contro i dialettici?, «CErc» 16/1986, pp. 29-43; Strazzullo=F. Strazzullo, P. Antonio Piaggio e lo
svolgimento dei papiri ercolanesi (Napoli 2002);
Sudhaus=S. Sudhaus, Philodemi Volumina
Rhetorica I-II (Leipzig 1892-6); Threatte,
Grammar of Attic Inscriptions I= L. Threatte,
The Grammar of Attic Inscriptions, I: Phonology
(Berlin and New York 1980); Tracy = S. V.
Tracy, Athens and Macedon: Attic letter-cutters
of 300-229 B.C. (Berkeley and Los Angeles
2003); Traill=J. S. Traill, Persons of Ancient
Athens: Volume 13, N- to Opsios (Toronto
2004); Travaglione=A. Travaglione, Incisori e curatori della Collectio Altera. Il contributo
delle prove di stampa alla storia dei papiri ercolanesi, in M. Capasso (ed.), Contributi alla Storia
della Officina dei Papiri, 3 (Napoli 2003), pp. 87178; Turner and Parsons =E. G. Turner,
Greek Manuscripts of the Ancient World, revised
edition by P. J. Parsons (London 1987); Usener=H. Usener, Epicurea (Leipzig 1887);
Usener, Glossarium Epicureum =H. Usener,
Glossarium Epicureum, edd. M. Gigante and
W. Schmid (Roma 1977).
Their shelf-mark is Ms. class. gr. c. 2, vol.
vi, ff. 1567-1579.
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See http://www.herculaneum.ox.ac.uk/papyri.html.
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If the Neapolitan disegni were made available similarly, this would enormously facili-
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the papyri correspond to those which were «issued» for drawing (but not for
unrolling) 5 between May 1788 and August 1792. Contrary to the later practice
of the disegnatori, but like those made by Padre Antonio Piaggio, 6 these disegni
are drawn in ink. 7 In addition, they often depict on the same folio pieces from
more than one papyrus-number, whereas later disegni put different papyri on
different sheets, and indeed normally show only one column per sheet. The
disegni are on blue paper, approximately 21.2 W. x 32.1 H. With one exception, 8
they are signed «Gio(vanni) Batt(ist)a Malesci dis.». G. B. Malesci was appointed
svolgitore, disegnatore and incisore under the supervision of Father Piaggio on 12
Nov. 1781; 9 he continued to work at the Officina until well after 1810. 10 The
drawings are countersigned in ink «Fran(ces)co Daniele Seg(retar)io della R(eale)
A(cademia) E(rcolanese)». Francesco Daniele (11 Apr. 1740-14 Nov. 1812) became Secretary of the Academy in 1787, and was renewed in 1807. 11 They are
endorsed in ink «Carlo Rosini Accad(emi)co Ercol(an)ese». Carlo Maria Rosini
(Naples, 7 Apr. 1748-17 Feb. 1836), elected to the Accademia in 1787, became
interprete at the same time; he was often President of the Academy from 1807
onwards. 12 He was appointed Superintendent of the Officina in Oct. 1802, 13
and remained in post until he died. Three drawings are further endorsed `App(rovat)o Vega'. 14 Francesco La Vega (Rome 25 Jun. 1737-Naples 25 Dec. 1805)
was director of the Reale Museo Ercolanese at Portici from 1781 until his death.
Thus all the drawings have a terminus post quem of 1787.
The existence of these drawings as a recognized set can be traced in the
historical record. The pile of drawings has a cover-sheet (VI 1567) with the
following inscriptions written in ink in three different hands:
Disegni di piuÁ frammenti, e due Alfabeti. Carte num(er)o [[1.3.]] 12
Incise 15
No. 1[[3]]2. Disegni di frammenti [[con un alfabeto, inclussive]] 16
«Fragments immediately following
No. 1676 12 in Number but containing
no Alphabets» Note written on outer
wrapper of these fragments
H. C. 17
There are now twelve sheets in the series (VI 1568-1579), excluding the
cover-sheet. The corrections prove that there were once thirteen sheets, one
of which has been lost; I will suggest later which items it depicted. This is
probably the only exception to Bassi's statement that no drawings were lost
between 1806 and 1807. 18 The word `incise' implies that copperplates were
made of all the drawings; if they survive, their whereabouts are unknown.
This folder is recorded at the end of the list of materials handed by Pietro La
Vega to Pirro Paderni 19 on 22 Jan. 1806, where after PHerc. 1676 we find the
tate the matching up of more drawings with
their originals, and therefore the reconstruction of complete papyrus-rolls.
5

7

See Blank, Reflections, who demonstrated
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that the draughtsmen drew layers which
could easily be separated, but did not engage
in unrolling, since the process of scorzatura
parziale did not begin until decades later (in
my view between c. 1812 and the early

1820s). Bassi had already tried to make sense
of this, rightly deducing that thirteen papyri,
two of which we now know to have been
issued in 1790-1, viz. 234 and 453, had still
not been unrolled by 1807 (Frammenti inediti,
p. 334 with n. 2).
6

See Capasso, Piaggio.

The earliest drawing made in pencil of
which I know is that made by G. B. Malesci
of PHerc. 1675, dated to 1786 (Bassi, Papiri
disegnati, p. 463 n., with Capasso, Piaggio, p.
71). Pencil only became the norm in about
1796 (personal observation).

7

VI 1575 is not signed by Malesci. VI 1573
is not countersigned or endorsed.

8

AOP I, fasc. I/1 c. 2, with Travaglione,
pp. 89-90.
9

10 On 18 Oct. 1807 he was the highest-paid
employee of the Officina, and he was still a
svolgitore there in 1810; by 15 Feb. 1817 he
was deceased and had been succeeded by his
son Carlo (A.S.N., Ministero dell'Istruzione
Pubblica 378/1), who had been taken on by
the Officina on 28 Nov. 1812 (AOP III, fasc.
II/10 c. 12, with Travaglione, p. 97).
11 Castaldi, pp. 41, 43, 127; Id., Vita di
Francesco Daniele (Napoli 1812); N. Ciampitti, De Francisci Danieli studiis scriptisque commentarius (Napoli 1818); Strazzullo, pp.
48-50.
12

Castaldi, pp. 217-227.

Castaldi, p. 221, mistakenly gives the
date as 1801.

13

14

Castaldi, pp. 180-184.

Hand of G. B. Malesci, presumably corrected in 1806-1807 by Pietro La Vega or
Pirro Paderni.
15

Second hand, sic. This must be the hand of
Pietro La Vega in 1806, corrected by Pirro
Paderni in 1807.

16

These are perhaps the initials of the person at Oxford who oversaw the binding of
the drawings in 1883; he is evidently quoting
Hayter, who must have created the lost outer
wrapper in order to keep the fragments together, presumably when he received them in
Sept. 1807.
17

18

Papiri disegnati, p. 441.

19
The second son of Camillo Paderni
(Strazzullo, p. 45). He had become an assistant at the Reale Museo after his father's

following, which corresponds verbally to the second heading above before it
was corrected: 20
Në: tredici disegni di frammenti Greci, e Latini con un alfabeto inclusive
Alfabeto uno Latino, e cinque Greci

In the two inventories that were made when Paderni gave the folder to Hayter
on 2 Sept. 1807, it reappears each time, again at the end after PHerc. 1676: 21
Disegni dodici di frammenti Greci, e Latini
Sei alfabeti greci
Un Alfabeto Latino

From here the twelve drawings passed via Hayter and the Prince Regent into
the possession of the Bodleian Library, where they were placed after the
drawings of PHerc. 1676.
These papyri have suffered serious confusion in their numeration, which cannot
be blamed on the political turmoil that would engulf the Kingdom of the Two
Sicilies a few years later. Many items have incorrect numbers, while seven have
none at all but are labelled with letters instead. Blank 22 studied the question in
1999. However, further progress can be made, since only later did he and I
come to recognize independently that their common date of issue might be used
to clarify the history of this group of papyri. Thus Blank wrote in 2004: 23

death in 1781 (royal decree of 2 July 1781,
quoted by M. G. Mansi, Per un profilo di
Camillo Paderni, «PapLup» 5/1997, pp. 77108, at p. 107 n. 139). For Pietro La Vega,
brother of Francesco, see Castaldi, p. 184.
20
Inventario de' disegni de' papiri ercolanesi
svolti a tutto il 22 gennaio 1806: nota de' Disegni dei Papiri Ercolanesi svolti, Busta XVII
6, published by Blank and Longo, pp. 130133, at p. 133.

Nota di tutti i disegni de' papiri d'Ercolano
svolti, e questi col numero secondo si trovano
segnati nell'inventario, Bodleian Library, Ms.
gr. class. c. 10, ff. 36-41 and 61-66, published
by Blank and Longo, pp. 133-136, at p. 136
and pp. 136-139, at p. 139.
21

22

Reflections, pp. 69-70.

23
I am greatly indebted to David Blank for
sharing with me, when my own research was
considerably advanced, his unpublished paper Remarks on fragments and drawings in Piaggio's time, which he wrote in 2004 and which
reached independently almost the same conclusion, which I at first shared, viz. that the
confusions are limited to papyri with dates of
issue in 1790-1791.

«I've found something interesting, which should probably be noted: if one lists
all the pieces said in the 1807 Catalogo to have been `given out for unrolling'
between 1782 and 1792, almost all the scorze among them are listed between
Aprile 1790 and Maggio 1791 and have drawings of one, or at most four
fragments in Oxford, among the drawings in the two mappe which have
been placed at the end of volume vi. This would tend to indicate that these
scorze were taken so that they could be drawn, and perhaps the draughtsman
also tried to remove layers from the back of the pieces using the macchina».

After listing the pieces and discussing the signatures on the drawings, he
continued:
«Do these cosigners tell us anything about the dates of the drawings? Is it
possible or probable that they were made at the times when the papyri were
signed out? . . . Note that all the fragments whose disegni appear in O were
given out between Aprile 1790 and Maggio 1791. Therefore, it is probable that
the other pieces, whose date is not given in the Catalogo but which appear in O,
were also drawn between those dates».

Although I started out with the same hypothesis regarding the range of
relevant dates, in fact, as we shall see, the dates of issue of the papyri
involved in these confusions commence as early as May 1788 (no. 1076
=O `220') and end as late as August 1792 (no. 1090=O `235').
Although these Oxonian disegni bear the folio-numbers 1-12 and then, when
they were bound in Oxford, 1567 to 1579, I will list them in reverse order.
This is because this was the original sequence of the folios, as is proved by the
presence of seven fragments that bear the letters A-G instead of numerals.
These pieces were labelled with letters because their numbers had been lost.
We know this because `Frammento D' is annotated in a different ink, but still
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in the hand of Malesci, «per non esservi num(er)o nel pezzo del Papiro Ð».
This set of alphabetical labels guarantees the sequence of seven of the drawings. Hence Table 1 lists all the relevant disegni in reverse order relative to that
in which they were bound in Oxford. The first sheet was not completed before
Dec. 1790, since the first item in the alphabetical series, `fr. A', appears on the
same folio, 1579, as a piece (no. 1116) that was issued in Dec. 1790. If there
was a delay in undertaking the drawing, this may have contributed to the
confusion in the numbering.
Four folios also bear in pencil a series of letters of the alphabet, but I can make
nothing of the sequence that these letters imply. They are as follows: 1576, `A';
1574, `B'; 1579, `c'; 1578, `d'. This contradicts the order implied by the pieces
numbered with letters, since 1576 has Fr. D and 1579 Fr. A.
Within this sequence of folios, the fragment-numbers used by Malesci prove
that he began in the upper left quadrant of the folio and then filled the upper
right quadrant before moving down to the left centre of the folio, and so on.
His procedure is confirmed by the fact that the first six folios depict Greek
papyri, the seventh contains fragments of Greek with one piece of Latin in the
lower right corner, and the last five contain Latin; this also proves that Malesci
drew the Greek first and the Latin afterwards. On folio 1572 the copyist drew
three pieces of papyrus 413 and then put a piece of papyrus 397 in the gap; he
drew the remaining pieces of 397 on the next folio, 1571. Hence we may infer
that another papyrus was finished on the succeeding sheet but not numbered:
`1082' was continued from folio 1570 to folio 1569. Table 1 shows the order in
which the papyri were drawn, with their dates of issue where known. Pieces
where the language is not indicated are in Greek. Numbers that are demonstrably erroneous are shown within inverted commas, e. g. `235'.
Table 1. The Oxonian disegni of 1788-1792 by G. B. Malesci, with dates of issue
Item-nos., in order in which they were drawn

Dates of issue

page-no., folio-no

Cover-sheet

[created after Dec.
1790]
Jul. 1790 (bis), Dec.
1790, Oct. 1790
Dec. 1790, Jul. 1790,
Dec. 1790, Jul. 1790
Oct. 1790, Jul. 1790,
Dec. 1790
Dec. 1790, ?, May
1788, Jul. 1790
Dec. 1790
Jul. 1790, ?, not
recorded
?, Jul. 1790, ?
all Dec. 1790
?, Dec. 1790 (bis)

Ð, 1567

244 in two layers, `235', 1116, `Fr. A'
`Fr. B', `247' in two layers, 238 in two layers, 237
230 in two layers, `Fr. C', 239 in two layers
435, `Fr. D', `220', 253
1083 in two layers
221 in two layers, `1106', `455'

12, 1579
11, 1578
10, 1577
9, 1576
8, 1575
7, 1574

`Fr. E', `Fr. F', `Fr. G' (Latin)
6, 1573
413 in two layers (Latin), 397 (Latin), 413 (Latin)
5, 1572
`1419' (Latin), `459' (Latin), 397 in three pieces
4, 1571
(Latin)
`1082' in four pieces (Latin )
?
3, 1570
unnumbered (= `1082', Latin), 413 (Latin), 397
?, Dec. 1790 (bis), not 2, 1569
(Latin), 399 (Latin)
issued
1, 1568
`1082' bis (Latin), unnumbered (?=`1082', Latin), ?
caption erased and unnumbered in two layers (=
`1082', Latin)
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To reconstruct how these pieces came to be drawn and renumbered, we
need to consider all the papyri that were given out for study and unrolling
before the Neapolitan Revolution, which are listed in the Catalogo de' Papiri
Ercolanesi dati per isvolgersi e restituiti, con la indicazione di quelli donati da S.
M. a personaggi esteri, which was compiled in 1807. 24 This catalogue itself
must be based on an earlier register, dating back to at least June 1782,
which is the date of the earliest entry, that for no. 1420. The present
whereabouts of this latter register are unknown, but, like Piaggio's inventory, it should be sought in the Museo Archeologico di Napoli. This register
must have been kept alongside the inventory that, as Blank discovered, was
made by Piaggio and F. La Vega after March 1782 but before August
1786. 25 He rightly inferred that, «with the making of the new inventory,
the system of signing for papyri taken to be unrolled was also instituted». 26
Thus the fact that no. 1420 was issued in June 1782 proves that Piaggio's
inventory was compiled between March and June of that year. In the extant
list of 1807, the following entries relate to items that may have been issued
before work was interrupted by the Neapolitan Revolution, were not among
the items that were completely unrolled, and do not have drawings elsewhere among the Oxonian disegni:

AOP XVII 7, published by Blank and
Longo, pp. 139-148.
24

Published by Blank and Longo, pp. 39152, at pp. 45-120. For the dates between
which the inventory was made, see Blank,
Reflections, p. 82.

25

26

Blank, Reflections, p. 82.

150
177
220
221
230
234
235
237
238
239
244
247
253
335
397
413
435
439
453
455
459
474
500
809
860
995

restituito
Dato per isvolgersi [[ Ð Ð Ð ]]
Dato per isvolgersi nel Marzo 1791. Restituito
Dato per isvolgersi nel Luglio 1790. Restituito
Dato per isvolgersi nel Luglio 1790. Restituito
Dato per isvolgersi
Dato per isvolgersi nel Luglio 1790. Restituito
Dato per isvolgersi nel Luglio 1790. Restituito
Dato per isvolgersi nel Luglio 1790. Restituito
Dato per isvolgersi nel Luglio 1790. Restituito
Dato per isvolgersi nel Luglio 1790. Restituito
Dato per isvolgersi nel Luglio 1790. Restituito
Dato per isvolgersi nel Luglio 1790. Restituito
Dato per isvolgersi a' 11 Agosto 1796. Restituito
Dato per isvolgersi a' Dicembre 1790. Restituito
Dato per isvolgersi nel Dicembre 1790. Restituito
Dato per isvolgersi nel Dicembre 1790. Restituito
Dato per isvolgersi nel Dicembre 1790. Restituito
Dato nel Dicembre 1790. Restituito
Dato per isvolgersi
Dato per isvolgersi nel Dicembre 1790
Dato per isvolgersi nel Dicembre 1790. Restituito
Dato per isvolgersi nel Settembre 1791. Restituito
Dato per isvolgersi a' Svolto del tutto a'
Dato per isvolgersi nell'Ottobre 1790. Restituito
Dato per isvolgersi a' 27 Giugno 1796. Restituito a'
11 Agosto detto anno
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1010
1063
1064
1076
1080
1082
1083
1090
1096
1116
1172
1413
1419
1420
1491
1690
1691

Dato per isvolgersi alli 11 Agosto 1796.
Dato nel Maggio 1788. Restituito
Dato nel Maggio 1788. Restituito
Dato per isvolgersi nel Maggio 88. Restituito
Dato per isvolgersi nel Maggio 88. Restituito
Dato per isvolgersi nell' Aprile 1791. Restituito
Dato per isvolgersi nel Dicembre 1790. Restituito
Dato per isvolgersi nel Agosto 1792. Restituito
Dato per isvolgersi nel Dicembre 1790. Restituito
Dato per isvolgersi nel Dicembre 1790. Restituito
Dato per isvolgersi. Restituito
Dato per isvolgersi a' 27 Giugno 1796. Restituito
alli 11 Agosto detto anno
Dato per isvolgersi nel Dicembre 1790. Restituito
Dato per isvolgersi nel Giugno 1782. Restituito
Dato per isvolgersi nel Settembre 1782. Restituito
Frammenti
Frammenti

Note that nos. 177, 234, 455, 809, and 1010 are not recorded as having been
returned, while 150, 177, 234, 455, 809, 1172, and 1690-1 have no dates at
all. We will see in Section IV below that several of these undated items can
be excluded, because we can determine on other grounds that they were
issued either before 1782 (nos. 1690-1691) or after 1801 (nos. 150, 809).
The only undated items that will in fact appear to have been issued between
the relevant dates are nos. 234, which was I think given out in July 1790,
and 455, which was issued in December of that year. The papyri were given
out on the basis of how they were stored, as Blank observed, 27 since there
are clusters of papyri which, according to the inventory of Piaggio and later
sources, belonged to the same Tavolette (I arrange the clusters by date,
omitting items that are isolated):
220-238
239-255
397-425
426-452
453-474
1057-1065
1073-1090
1091-1119

Tav.
Tav.
Tav.
Tav.
Tav.
Tav.
Tav.
Tav.

XXI
XXII
XXXIV
XXXV
XXXVI
LVIII
LX
LXI

July 1790 (220 in Mar. 1791)
July 1790
Dec. 1790
Dec. 1790
Dec. 1790
May 1788
May 1788 (1090 in Aug. 1792)
Dec. 1790

If we rearrange this list by date of issue (if known), adding a description of
the state of the papyri as recorded in Piaggio's list of 1782, or at least (for
the numbers 1-311, where Piaggio's inventory is lost) as they are at present,
we obtain the following pattern:
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27

Pers. comm., 2007.

Jun. 1782
Sept. 1782
May 1788
July 1790
Oct. 1790
Dec. 1790
Mar. 1791
Apr. 1791
Sept. 1791
Aug. 1792
Jun. 1796
Aug. 1796

28

Blank, Reflections, p. 78.

Blank and Longo, pp. 105, 109, where
no. 1491 is described as «facile a sfogliarsi».
29

30

Blank and Longo, p. 85.

1420 (roll)
1491 (roll)
1063, 1064 (rolls), 1076, 1080 (scorze)
221, 230, 235, 237, 238, 239, 244, 247, 253 (scorze)
860 (scorza)
397, 413, 435, 439, 453, 474, 1083, 1096, 1116 (scorze),
1419 (roll)
220 (scorza)
1082 (scorza)
500 (roll)
1090 (scorza)
995, 1413 (rolls)
335, 1010 (rolls)

This pattern is explicable not because of the language of each text, but
because of the differing states of the papyri. Blank has listed all the rolls
which were successfully opened before 1798. 28 Piaggio began in 1754 by
unrolling PHerc. 1497. The Officina also unrolled PHerc. 1418 (issued
June 1792), 1424 (issued in July 1791), 1425 (issued October 1789),
1426 (issued in September 1791), and 1427 (issued in September 1786);
these are close in numeration to nos. 1413, 1419 and 1420. The entry
«Frammenti» for nos. 1690 and 1691 implies that the unrolling had failed,
and these were pieces removed from the outsides on Piaggio's machine;
perhaps this was in 1754-1765, when Piaggio and Merli unrolled PHerc.
1669 to PHerc. 1676 inclusive. Since it is not even stated that these two
items were issued, they must have been worked on before 1782, when
records began to be kept. Since nos. 1420 and 1491 were whole volumina, 29 they was tackled first, in 1782. Nos. 1063 and 1064 were also
whole papyri, 30 so one understands why they were issued in 1788; PHerc.
1065 was also given out then and was completely unrolled.
However, at the same time two scorza-stacks, nos. 1076 and 1080, were
issued. It is no coincidence that both items appear in this set of Oxonian
disegni, where they are called `220' and `455' respectively (see Section IV
below). The majority of the pieces in the drawings were issued between
July 1790 and August 1791. The papyri given out during that time were all
scorze except for no. 1419. The last item to appear in our drawings was
issued in August 1792, viz. no. 1090, a scorza, but this is an unusual case
(see on PHerc. 253 in Section IV below). The next month a roll was issued,
no. 500. No further transactions are recorded until 1796, when the rolls
with the nos. 335, 995, and 1010 were issued; PHerc. 1021 was given out
in the same year and was successfully unrolled.
Although the absolute terminus ante quem for our set of drawings is December 1798, when Naples fell to the French and King Ferdinand fled to
Palermo, taking the papyri with him, we can be more precise. This set of
drawings represents only scorze. In May 1788 Rosini and his staff began to
experiment with pieces that had been peeled off from the outsides of
volumina and could not be unrolled continuously. These were tackled
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either with sollevamento or somehow by lifting off pieces that were «facile
a sfogliarsi», as Piaggio described no. 860 among many others in his catalogue of 1782. When they found that this was practicable in some cases,
they tested the method on a whole series of scorze. They seem to have
desisted from this experiment in about September 1791. As Blank hypothesized, they did not undertake true scorzatura, i. e. the deliberate
removal and destruction of layers from the the top of the stack, beginning
with the innermost layer.
Since the first item to be issued whose relevance to the set of disegni can be
demonstrated is no. 1076, which was given out in May 1788, and the last
is no. 1090, issued in August 1792, the rolls which were given out before
and after these dates are therefore irrelevant to this investigation. It seems
likely that the attempts to unroll the latter rolls failed. However, if they
were partially unrolled and some pieces of them were drawn (and it is
perfectly possible that discrete fragments were successfully removed from
the outsides and were copied), the whereabouts of all such disegni are
unknown. A search should be made in the papers of the Ministro della
Casa Reale, to whom Piaggio and his successors could have sent them, as
he sent his drawing of the subscriptio of PHerc. 1675; M. Capasso discovered it in the Archive of the Archaeological Superintendency of Naples
and Caserta. 31 Thus we may yet recover drawings of the items originally
catalogued as nos. 335, 500, 995, 1010, 1063-1064, 1413, 1420, 1491, and
1690-1691.

II. Scribal hands, including those of Latin texts, in the disegni of 17881792
Although it is generally claimed that the disegnatori do not depict the
different hands with sufficient care for them to be recognized, 32 this is
certainly not true of these drawings, which are exceedingly careful and
accurate. In a few cases Malesci drew wrongly some letters in the first few
lines of a piece, and offers the correct forms lower down in the text.
Where he offers two forms of the same letter, the second one is always
correct. His care with regard to the lettering accords with the trouble he
took to avoid drawing multiple layers: the only drawing in the set that
depicts the top of a scorza-stack with different layers visible is Fr. E (VI
1573), the present PHerc. 245.
The Greek scribal hands of many of the surviving papyri were identified
by Cavallo, supplemented for the papyri of Philodemus' Rhetoric by Dorandi. 33 However, when the hands of the extant papyri do not match those
of the drawings, I have relied on my own observations to explicate the
confusions among them, with the dates of issue of the papyri serving as a
control on what would otherwise have been almost infinite possibilities.
The identifications of the Greek hands, in Cavallo's numeration, are included in Table 2 below and are discussed for each papyrus in Section IV.
These identifications have been crucial to sorting out the disorder in these
drawings.
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31 Capasso, Piaggio, p. 61, quoting Arch.
Mus. Arch. Naz. Nap. LXX 1751-1761. The
archives of the National Archaeological Museum in Napoli ought also to contain further
drawings of rolls that Piaggio attempted to
unroll.
32
«Nessun valore puoÁ essere riconosciuto ai
disegni nella ricostruzione della fenomenologia grafica» (Capasso, Manuale, p. 123); cf.
Cavallo, pp. 11-22.
33

See Dorandi, Ricomposizione.

34

Pace Kleve, p. 314.

See R. Cavenaile, Corpus Papyrorum Latinarum (Wiesbaden 1956-1958).
35

36

See Kleve, pp. 315-319 with his Table I.

37
It is already found in the papyrus of Gallus
from Qasr IbrõÃm, which dates from the 20s
B.C. (Kleve, p. 317).
38 PHerc. 817 col. 8, where it separates the
two clauses in the line consiliis nox apta ducum, luÂx aptior armis.

Kleve, pp. 313-314. It is astonishing that
the authenticity of PHerc. 817 has lately been
questioned by F. BrunhoÈlzl (Zum sogennanten Carmen de bello Actiaco, PHerc. 817, Codices Manuscripti 22/1998, pp. 3-10) who is
cited with credulous approval by Foerster
and Frenz (p. 104). See the devastating rebuttal by M. Capasso and P. Radiciotti, La
falsa falsificazione del De bello Actiaco (PHerc.
817): a proposito di un paradosso ercolanese,
«PapLup» 8/1999, pp. 117-135.
39

40

Lindsay, p. 442.

Malesci seems likely to have depicted the hands of the Latin papyri with
an equal degree of accuracy. 34 This is certainly true of the script of the
Carmen de bello Actiaco, where we can compare his work with the extant
PHerc. 817. At least six different scribes can be discerned: to distinguish
their writing from Greek «Hands», I will call them «Manus». The fact
that they all have a terminus ante quem of A.D. 79 will be of great value
for our understanding of Roman palaeography, which is very poorly documented during this period. It is astonishing that no Latin papyri from
Herculaneum were included in the Corpus Papyrorum Latinarum. 35
Three Latin hands must be called Capitals, both «Early Roman» and «PreClassical». 36 (The drawings contain no example of Kleve's «Classical Capitals», which he dates to the first century A.D.) 37 Manus 1 (in O `1082'
bis, prose or verse) is a bilinear, upright script. It uses the early form U
rather than V, as in Kleve's style «Early Roman Capital», and also has
very large letters, like those in the papyri of Lucretius. However, it uses
the capital forms of A, D, L, and R rather than the lower-case forms. The
use of these forms suggests that it is somewhat later than the hands in the
copies of Ennius (PHerc. 21) and Lucretius (PHerc. 1829-31) that comprise Kleve's «Early Roman Capital». I would tentatively date this script
to the mid to late first century B.C. because of its use of U, but this
criterion is somewhat uncertain. Note its use of an apex for punctuation
over the mid-line dot that separates the words; this combination is also
seen in Manus 3, the Carmen de bello Actiaco. 38
Manus 2 (in O Fr. G, prose) is a tidy, bilinear capital, smaller than Manus
1. It again uses U rather than V, with the first arm sloping to the left and
the second straighter. Otherwise it uses capitals, so far as one can tell. It
uses a long I projecting above the line in line 1 to mark the lengthened
vowel. No dots separating the words are preserved; it is not clear from
such a small sample of the script whether they were used. Its date is
similar to that of Manus 1.
Manus 3 (in O 397 and 399, hexameter verse), which Kleve termed «Preclassical Capital», is the same elegant, mid-sized upright hand as that of
PHerc. 817, the famous Carmen de Bello Actiaco. This hand, formerly
called «rustic capitals» and adapted in the modern font «Herculanum»,
is actually of Augustan date. 39 Only the Q breaches bilinearity. The first
letter of each line is enlarged. As W. M. Lindsay noted, 40 both of these
papyri, like PHerc. 817, use dots to separate the words. Likewise both use
apices to mark long vowels that might be ambiguous, and a bent paragraphus. O 397 twice uses dots to separate prefixes as well, as in per.emi
and c[o]n.u[; the same phenomenon appears in N 817 col. 7 (likewise
drawn by G.B. Malesci), Atropos.in.rid[e]ns and consilia.inter.itus. There
is no instance of long I in these disegni; this is sometimes used in PHerc.
817, but is not always represented in the drawings of it.
I classify three hands as cursive, a style which has hardly been discussed
in the previous literature on the Herculaneum papyri. Indeed, the latter
have been almost entirely neglected by scholars of early Roman cursive,
who believe that until the fourth century A.D. their sources are limited to
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wooden and wax tablets, tabellae defixionum, graffiti and inscriptions on
clay. 41 I shall assign letters to these scripts, so that further hands can be
added to this series by future scholarship. The distinction between the
three hands at Herculaneum enables us to make a finer classification of
them, which may even have chronological implications. Bischoff calls all
such scripts «Old Roman Cursive», with the older set of the forms of it in
his illustration of that style. 42 However, we shall see that some forms of
this cursive use a P without a loop, a U instead of a V, and an R that looks
like K with a vertical left leg. By analogy with the evolution of the
Capitals, one might expect these forms to be older than cursives which
use some capital forms. In addition, Manus A and B are more formal than
is Manus C. Since the former hands were used even for literary works,
they might reasonably be called «semi-cursive».
Manus A (in O `1082', an oration, perhaps the same as PHerc. 238a) is
upright, squarish and bilinear except for B, Q, and long I. This I, extending well above the line and transcribed õÁ, is used to mark the lengthened
vowel, as Lindsay noted. 43 Manus A uses U rather than V, although the
latter appears twice and may have been a variant form. It has the lowercase forms of D and R (the latter is almost indistinguishable from A, which
as usual has lost its central line), and the right top of H is hardly shown.
The letter B already has the shape known as «B aÁ panse aÁ gauche», i. e. «a
bow on the left with a long rounded neck above it». 44 I, L, P (which has no
loop) and T are often hard to tell apart. Separation-points were apparently
always used. The sign / seems to be used for punctuation. I think this hand
can be called «Early Roman Cursive», by analogy with the capitals of the
time; it is probably 1st. century B.C. in date. Apart from its use of U, it is
closely comparable to that of a fragment of Cicero's Verrine 2 in a papyrus
in Giessen, supposedly datable to the first century A.D., which uses the «B
aÁ panse aÁ gauche» and P with no loop, but also has a sloping V like Manus
B. 45 This Ciceronian papyrus shows that semi-cursive could be used for
literary works.
Manus B (in O `1419', an oration or letter) is bilinear except for F and B,
which again is the «B aÁ panse aÁ gauche». R is still lower-case, again resembling A. However, H and P have the Classical form, and a leftward-sloping
V, like that in Manus 2, is used rather than U. One separation-point is
shown. Again this hand is closely comparable to the fragment of Cicero's
Verrine 2 in Giessen, which uses the sloping V but has the earlier form of P
with no loop. By analogy with the Kleve's terminology for the Capitals, I
call Manus B «Pre-Classical Cursive», and suspect that it is Augustan in
date.
Manus C (in O 413 and probably O `459', both correspondence or legal
depositions) is a rapid cursive. A, B, D, long I and L rise above the line,
while F and Q go below. U is used rather than V. H has a lower-case but
angular form. R is lower-case and easily confused with A; in one place a
vestige of its lower right diagonal is still written. Note the abbreviation N'
for n(on) in O `459'. In O 413 the first letter of each paragraph, or at least
initial C, is enlarged and written in ecthesis. Separation-points at mid-
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41

So Bischoff, p. 61.

Bischoff, p. 64. Cf. the description of
Foerster and Frenz, pp. 111-112.
42

43 Lindsay, p. 443 (I do not think, however,
that the spelling nIno contains the preposition in, as he supposed). This too is found in
the archive of the Sulpicii (Camodeca vol. I,
p. 39).
44
Bischoff, p. 62 with Fig. 5. Francis Newton, to whom I am grateful for this reference,
tells me that he calls the form «left-looped B».
45

P. Jand. 90, illustrated in Bischoff, Pl. 2a.

height are used spasmodically to separate the words; from the copies we
cannot tell whether they were always so used. However, it is likely that
they were, since they appear in at least 38% of the documents in the
archive of the Sulpicii from Puteoli (this is dated to the middle of the
first-century A.D. and superbly edited by G. Camodeca), 46 and were neglected only by barely literate writers. 47 Whether Manus C is Republican
or Early Imperial is unclear. The hand is perhaps less evolved than the
hands in the archive of the Sulpicii, since these hands use the highly
cursive form of E as two uprights; however, this form can be traced back
to the second century B.C.

III. The Confusions in the Drawings of 1788-1792

46

See Camodeca.

47

Camodeca vol. I, pp. 38-39.

The surviving portion of Piaggio's catalogue of 1782, which begins with
no. 312, is of some help in identifying the items further. It reveals that
the pieces with numbers greater than 312 were all exterior scorze of
similar sizes, with the exceptions of no. 1172, which was still a complete
midollo, and of nos. 1419, 1420, and 1491, which were still complete
rolls. The identification of the scribal hands was vital to the identification
of the drawings. Where the papyri in Table 1 can be identified, they were
all issued between May 1788 and August 1792. It will also be shown that
some other papyri that were simply «issued», with no date stated and no
indication that they were returned, probably belong to this group as well.
These are nos. 177, 234, and 455, while no. 1172 has no date of issue but
was returned and 399 is not listed at all. Finally, I will be able to prove
below that two papyri changed their numbers: O fr. E was mistakenly
refiled as PHerc. 245, while the original no. 397 became O 399 and was
refiled as PHerc. 399. Table 2 lists them all in numerical order. For ease of
reference, I have listed the items in all the relevant places, and I have
catalogued all the lettered pieces in alphabetical order at the end, as well
as under their papyrus-number where that is known; the current number
for each entry is in bold face. The dimensions given in Piaggio's inventory
of 1782 are converted to cm. (1 oncia=2.2 cm); the widths (W.) and
heights (H.) quoted from the Catalogo are maxima. Note that the heights
and widths of the papyri can have diminished between 1782 and today,
but they cannot have increased. Where the dimensions are unknown, i. e.
in nos. 1-311, and the identity of the original no. with the present number
cannot be affirmed or denied, I have assumed that the number was the
same, simply in order to include the information about the date of issue.
As a check on this, I have supplied the ratio of the height to the width
(H.  W.), since this is applicable even to drawings where the dimensions
are not given. This is sometimes a useful confirmation that two items are
the same, but often damage has rendered them incommensurate. Lastly, I
have been careful to state where an item was or is a roll rather than a
scorza. I give only the height for rolls, since the width is not useful as an
indicator of identity.
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Table 2. The papyri given out from June 1782 to August 1796, together with those having no date of issue (numbers changed in the disegni are in
inverted commas)
No. in Size (cm.), ratio Date of issue No. in
No. now
register H./W., state in in register of Oxonian
of 1782 1782
1807
disegni,
ratio H./W.
150
150
? (roll)
not stated
Ð
(1804?)
177
? (roll)
not stated, ?, if drawn 177
return not
noted
1076
`220'
1076
W. 7.2, H. 20.9, May 1788
R. 2.9, scorza
R. 2.33
220

?

Mar. 1791

?, if drawn 220

221

?

July 1790

221

230

?

? (233 ?
was not
issued)
234
?

?

?

July 1790
?

R. 2.07

221
230

R. 1.15
Fr. C

W. 3.5, H. 7,
R. 2.0, scorza

233

W. 3.4, H. 6, R. *Dem. Lac. De mus.,
1.76, scorza
unpublished, middle

R. 2.0
not stated
?, if drawn 234
(July 1790?),
return not
noted
`235'
253+1090
?

235

?

July 1790

?, if drawn 235

?

?

?

`237'

1082

237

?

July 1790

R. 1.28
?

237

?

?

?

238

?

July 1790

R. 1.5-2.3

238

238b

?

?

?

?

238c

?

?

?

?

238d

?

?

?

?

238e

239

?

July 1790

239

239a

R. 1.42
?

?

?

?, if drawn 239b

244

?

July 1790

244
R. 2.13

244

O VI folio
nos.
Ð
not known
1576
not known
1574

*Dem. Lac. De poem. lib. inc., *2 Cavallo 1577
unpublished, top
*4 Cavallo 1577

W. 4.5, H. 12, R. Phld. Rhet. I, published, top and 20 Cavallo not known
2.66, scorza
bottom
3 pieces, W. 3.2, Phld. De vitiis, De avaritia, partly 25 Cavallo 1579
H. 7.7, R. 2.41 unpublished, top
(1090 lost)
W. 4, H. 6.6, R. Greek prose, author and work ?
not known
1.65, scorza
unknown
W. 5.6, H. 8, R. *Phld. De vitiis II or III,
*25 Cavallo 1578
1.43, scorza
De adulatione, unpublished, top

presumably Greek, author and ?
work unknown
*Manus A
`1082' and 238a=1817 W. 6.5, H. 17.5, Latin oration, unpublished,
R. 2.69, scorza bottom
sine numero `lost'

R. 1.25

richard janko

Hand
(*=newly
identified)

H. 16.5, unrolled Greek prose, author and work ?
unknown, top
H. 15.8, unrolled *Phld. De dis III, unpublished, *as PHerc.
top
152/157,
1076
W. 7.2, H. 19.5, Phld. De dis III, unpublished, as PHerc.
R. 2.7, scorza
?top
152/157,
177
W. 8.5, H. 20.0, *Phld. Rhet. IV ed. A,
*27 Cavallo
R. 2.35, scorza unpublished, top
W. 5.7, H. 13.6, Phld. Rhet. IV ed. A, top
27 Cavallo
R. 2.38, scorza

230

R. 1.5
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Size (cm.), ratio Contents (*=new
H./W., state now identification), publication
status and location in column

frag., ?size

small scorza, R. *Phld. Rhet. VIII, unpublished, *14 Cavallo
1.75, not in
top
CatPErc
scorza, not in
?
?
CatPErc
small scorza, not ?
?
in CatPErc
small scorza, not ?
?
in CatPErc
2 pieces with
*Phld. Memoriae Epicureae,
*as PHerc.
238, R. 1.18, not unpublished, bottom or top
310, 474,
in CatPErc
1787
W. 6.5, H. 6, R. Latin prose or verse,
?Manus A
0.92, scorza
unidentified, unpublished,
bottom
W. 4, H. 9, R. *Phld. Rhet. IV ed. B,
*11 Cavallo
2.25, scorza
unpublished, bottom

not known
1568, 1569,
1570
1578
?
?
?
1577
not known
1579

No. in Size (cm.), ratio Date of issue No. in
No. now
register H./W., state in in register of Oxonian
of 1782 1782
1807
disegni,
ratio H./W.
245
? (245 ?
?
Fr. E
was not
R. 1.15
issued)
`247'
? (255 ?
?
255
R. 2.12
was not
issued)

Size (cm.), ratio Contents (*=new
H./W., state now identification), publication
status and location in column

Hand
(*=newly
identified)

O VI folio
nos.

W. 8, H. 8.5, R. *Phld. Rhet. IV ed. A, partly
1.06, scorza
unpublished, top

*27 Cavallo 1573

3 pieces, W. 4, Metrodorus, ?Adversus
as PHerc.
1578
H. 7, R. 1.75
dialecticos, partly unpublished, 418, 439,
top
1084, 1091,
1112
247 (=
W. 5.5, H. 14, R. Phld. De piet., ?top
12 Cavallo 1573
247
?
July 1790
Fr. F
1815, lost) 2.55, scorza
R. 1.84
439
W. 4, H. 18.7, Dec. 1790 `253'
439, = 1824 8 pieces, W. 4, Metrodorus, ?Adv. dialecticos, as PHerc.
1576
R. 1.45
R. 4.68, scorza
H. 16, R. 4.0
unpublished, top
255, 418,
1084, 1091,
1112
253 + 1090 3 pieces, W. 3.2, Phld. De vitiis, De avaritia,
25 Cavallo 1579
253
?
July. 1790 `235'
H. 7.7, R. 2.41 unpublished, top
R. 1.51
(1090 lost)
255
? (255 ?
?
`247'
3 pieces, W. 4, Metrodorus, ?Adv. dialecticos lib. as PHerc.
1578
was not
R. 2.12
H. 7, R. 1.75
inc., partly unpublished, top
418, 439,
issued)
084, 1091,
1112
335
6 pieces, H. 8.5, *Epic. De nat. lib. inc.,
*5 Cavallo Ð
335
H. 15.4, roll
11 Aug. 1796 Ð
unrolled
unpublished, top and bottom
(broken in middle)
397
W. 4.4, H. 11.9, Dec. 1790 397
lost, = 399 lost
*uncertain author, De bello
*Manus 3 1569, 1571,
R. 2.0-2.3
R. 2.70, scorza
Actiaco, unpublished, top
(as PHerc. 1572
817)
399
397
W. 4.4, H. 11.9, Dec. 1790 399
broken scorza,
*?uncertain author, De bello
*Manus 3 1569
R. 2.0-2.3
(399
R. 2.70, scorza
?size
Actiaco, unpublished, top
(as PHerc.
was not
817)
issued)
413
W. 3.5, H. 9, R. Latin letter or legal deposition, *Manus C 1569, 1572
413
W. 3.5, H. 13.2, Dec. 1790 413
R. 2.8-3.0
2.57, scorza
unpublished, top
R. 3.77, scorza
435
W. 3.5, H. 11.5, Dec. 1790 ?
?
?
?
?
?
R. 3.29, scorza
`435'
455
2 pieces, W. 4, *Phld. Rhet. III, unpublished, *22 Cavallo 1576
455
W. 4.4, H. 11, not stated
H. 10, R. 2.5
top
R. 2.5, scorza
(Dec. 1790?), R. 1.88
return not
noted
?, if drawn 435
W. 5, H. 7, R. *Phld. Rhet. ?II, unpublished, *?23
not known
?
?
?
1.4, scorza
middles?
Cavallo
(so Blank)
439
439
W. 4, H. 18.7, Dec. 1790 `253'
8 pieces, W. 4, *Metrodorus, ?Adv. dialecticos, *as PHerc. 1576
R. 4.68, scorza
R. 1.45
H. 16, R. 4.0
unpublished, top
255, 418,
1084, 1091,
1112
W. 5, H. 9.5, R. *Phld. Rhet. IV ed. A,
*27 Cavallo not known
453
W. 5.5, H. 9.2, Dec. 1790 ?, if drawn 453
1.9, scorza
published, top
R. 1.67, scorza
`455'
1080
5 pieces, W. 6, *Phld. Rhet. X, unpublished, top *21 Cavallo 1574
1080
W. 6.6, H. 18.7, May 1788
R. 1.46
H. 20, R. 3.33
R. 2.83, scorza
455
455
W. 4.4, H. 11, not stated
`435'
2 pieces, W. 4, *Phld. Rhet. III, unpublished, *22 Cavallo 1576
R. 2.5, scorza
(Dec. 1790?), R. 1.88
H. 10, R. 2.5
top
return not
noted
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No. in Size (cm.), ratio Date of issue No. in
No. now
register H./W., state in in register of Oxonian
of 1782 1782
1807
disegni,
ratio H./W.
459
W. 3.1, H. 11, Dec. 1790; `459'
?
R. 3.54, scorza return not R. 2.26
noted
459
?
? (roll)
?
`1116'
R. 2.48
474
W. 8.4, H. 13.2, Dec. 1790 ?
?
R. 1.57, scorza
?
?
?
?, if drawn 474

Size (cm.), ratio Contents (*=new
H./W., state now identification), publication
status and location in column

*Latin letter or legal deposition, *Manus C
unpublished, top?

H. 10, unrolled

*?Epic. De nat. XXV copy 2, top *15 Cavallo 1579

?

?

?

860

H. 13, unrolled

H. 18.7, roll

Fr. A
R. 1.67
27 June 1796 Ð

1010

H. 20.9, roll

11 Aug. 1796 Ð

1010

1063

H. 20.7, roll

May 1788

?, if drawn 1063

1064

H. 25.3, roll

May 1788

?, if drawn 1064

1076

W. 7.2, H. 20.9, May 1788
R. 2.90, scorza

`220'
R. 2.33

1076

1080

`455'
R. 1.46
?

1080

?

W. 6.6, H. 18.7, May 1788
R. 2.83, scorza
W. 3.3, H. 9.7, Apr. 1791
R. 2.94, scorza
?
?

?

?

?

?

?

?

1083

W. 3.5, H. 18.7, Dec. 1790
R. 5.34, scorza
W. 4, H. 6.6, R. Aug. 1792
1.65, scorza
?
July 1790

`1082'
and
sine
numero,
R. 1.5-2.3
`1082' bis, ?
R. 2.24
1083
1083
R. 1.75

?, if drawn 500

H. 15.4, roll

Sept. 1791

809

H. 6.2, roll

1796 or later Ð

860
?

W. 9.9, H. 13.2, Oct. 1790
R. 1.33, scorza
? (roll)
?

995

1082

1090
253
1096
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W. 4.5, H. 14.3, Dec. 1790
R. 3.18, scorza
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?

`237'
R. 1.28

?

809

995

?

W. 5.6, H. 8, R. *Phld. De vitiis II or III,
1.43, scorza
De adulatione, unpublished,
top
238a = 1817 W. 6.5, H. 17.5, Latin oration, unpublished,
`lost'
R. 2.69, scorza bottom

?

?, if drawn 1096

?

as PHerc.
239a, 310,
1787
?

not known
not known

?

Ð

?

?
1579
Ð
Ð
not known
not known
1576
not known
?

*25 Cavallo 1578
*Manus A

Latin prose or verse,
*Manus 1
unpublished, bottom
W. 4.5, H. 13.5, Dem. Lac. De Polyaeni quaest. 4 Cavallo
R. 3.0, scorza
lib. inc., unpublished, bottom?
lost
?
?

`235' R. 1.5 253 + 1090 ?, R. 2.1(?), scorza Phld. De vitiis, De avaritia,
[N disegni only] unpublished, top

1571

?

*Dem. Lac. De mus.
4 Cavallo
unpublished, top
frag., ?size
presumably Greek, author and ?
work unknown
crr. 6, H. 8.5, un- Epic. De nat. II, top and bottom Group C
rolled
Cavallo
frag., ?size
presumably Greek, author and ?
work unknown
H. 11.4, unrolled *Phld. Rhet. I, unpublished,
*20 Cavallo
top
W. 7.2, H. 19.5, *Phld. De dis III, unpublished, *as PHerc
R. 2.71, scorza whole column
152/157,
177
5 pieces, W. 6, *Phld. Rhet. ?X, unpublished, 21 Cavallo
H. 20, R.3.33
top
?
?
?

1082

?

O VI folio
nos.

?

10 pieces, W.
*Phld. Memoriae Epicureae,
10.8, H. 10.2, R. unpublished, top
0.94
frag., ?size
presumably Greek, author and
work unknown
frag., ?size
presumably Greek, author and
work unknown
?
?

500

Hand
(*=newly
identified)

1568, 1569,
1570

1568
1575
?

25 Cavallo 1579

W. 4.5, H. 11, R. Phld. Rhet. III, top and bottom 22 Cavallo not known
2.44, scorza

No. in Size (cm.), ratio Date of issue No. in
No. now
register H./W., state in in register of Oxonian
of 1782 1782
1807
disegni,
ratio H./W.
`1106' = 1113a=
? (1106 ?
?
N 1113
1818
& 1113
R. 2.13
were not
issued)
1116 W. 3.5, H. 8, R. Dec. 1790 ?, if drawn 1116
2.29, scorza
`1116'
459
?
? (roll)
?

R. 2.48

1172

1172

1413

H. 11, roll with not stated
Ð
umbilicus
H. 15.4, roll
27 June 1796 Ð

?

?

?

`1419'
R. 1.48

? 1491 b

?

?

?

?

1419a

?

?

?

?

1419b

1419

H. 19.8, roll

Dec. 1790

1419c

1420
?

H. 13.2, roll
H. 13.2, roll
? (roll)

June 1782
Sept. 1782
?

Fr. B
R. 1.0
Ð
?
?

?

? (roll)

?

? `1419'

?

? (roll)

?

?

1690

?

fr. taken from before 1782 Ð
roll, ?size
fr. taken from before 1782 Ð
roll, ?size
Fr. A
?
?

1419

H. 19.8, roll

1491

1691

Dec. 1790

? (233 ?
was not
issued)
?
?

?

? (245 ?
was not
issued)
247
?

?

?

?

R. 1.67
Fr. B
R. 1.0
Fr. C
R. 2.0

1413

1420
?

1491a
(cr. 1)
1491b
(crr. 2-3)
1491c
(cr. 4)
1690
1691
860
1419c
(cr. 2)
233

Fr. D
R. 1.23
Fr. E
R. 1.15

?

July 1790

Fr. F
R. 1.84

?

Fr. G
R. 1.0

247
(=1815,
lost)
?,=1816,
lost

?

245

Size (cm.), ratio Contents (*=new
H./W., state now identification), publication
status and location in column

Hand
(*=newly
identified)

O VI folio
nos.

W. 5, H. 9.2, R. *?Epic. De nat. lib. inc.,
1.84, scorza
unpublished, top

?

1574

W. 3.5, H. 8, R. Greek prose, author, work and ?
2.29, scorza
hand unknown, middle
H. 10, unrolled *Epic. De nat. XXV copy 2,
*15 Cavallo
unpublished, top
?size, roll with unknown, unopened (unless by ?
umbilicus
sollevamento)
H. 6, unrolled
Epic., unidentified dialogue, top Group A
Cavallo
?
Latin oration or legal document, Manus B
author and work uncertain,
unpublished, bottom
W. 5.8, H. 15, R. Phld. De mus. IV, unpublished, 26 Cavallo
2.59, scorza
bottom
W. 3, H. 12, R. ?Phld. De dis III, unpublished ?as PHerc.
4.0, scorza
152/157
10 frr., W. 12.5, *Phld. De poem. II, unpublished, 8 Cavallo
H. 12, R. 1.0
top and bottom
H. 13, unrolled Epic. De nat. lib. inc., top
6 Cavallo
?
?
?
H. 21.7, unrolled Greek prose, author and work ?
uncertain, unpublished,
bottom
H. 18.5, unrolled Latin prose, author and work Manus B
uncertain, unpublished, bottom
H. 15.5, unrolled *Phld. Rhet. IV ed. B,
*11 Cavallo
unpublished, top
H. 16, unrolled Latin prose, author and work ? (cursive)
unknown
H. 20, unrolled Greek prose, author and work ?
unknown
H. 13, unrolled *Dem. Lac. De mus.,
4 Cavallo
unpublished, top
8 pieces, W. 12, *Phld. De poem. II, unpublished, 8 Cavallo
H. 12, R. 1.0
top and bottom
W. 3.4, H. 6, R. *Dem. Lac. De mus.,
*4 Cavallo
1.76, scorza
unpublished, middle

not known
1579
Ð
Ð
1571
not known
not known
1578
Ð
Ð
not known
? 1571
not known
Ð
Ð
1579
1578
1577

?

Greek prose, author and work *as PHerc. 1576
unknown
1408, 1489
W. 8, H. 8.5, R. Phld. Rhet. IV ed. A, partly
27 Cavallo 1573
1.06, scorza
unpublished, top
W. 5.5, H. 14, R. Phld. De piet., ?top
2.55, scorza

12 Cavallo 1573

?

Manus 2

Latin literary prose,
unpublished, top

1573
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As we saw above in Section I, we know that one drawing has been lost from
the set, because the cover-sheet (VI 1567) says there were thirteen drawings,
but the number is twice corrected to twelve, and the catalogue of 1806,
quoted above, records thirteen drawings, whereas that of 1807 and Hayter's
wrapper, also cited above, say there were twelve. The extant scorze of six
pieces of Philodemus' Rhetoric that were issued during 1788-1792, but
which have no recognizable drawings in the set, are in familiar hands:
PHerc.
PHerc.
PHerc.
PHerc.
PHerc.
PHerc.

220
234
435
453
455
1096

Phld.
Phld.
Phld.
Phld.
Phld.
Phld.

Rhet.
Rhet.
Rhet.
Rhet.
Rhet.
Rhet.

(Hand
(Hand
(Hand
(Hand
(Hand
(Hand

27) 48
20) 49
?23) 50
27) 51
22) 52
22) 53

The absence of drawings in Hands 20 and 23 from this set of disegni suggests
that the lost folio had drawings of PHerc. 234 and 435 on it. Since the Greek
papyri were drawn separately from the Latin papyri, and we have the sheet
(VI 1573) where the transition from Greek to Latin occurs, the other pieces
on this missing folio must also have been in Greek. Of the two papyri in
Hand 22, PHerc. 455 and 1096, we can deduce that the former was mislabelled O `435', which is clearly in Hand 22, while PHerc. 1096 was perhaps
shown on the missing folio. Since O `455' is shown as in Hand 21, and
depicts a piece broken off below line 14, it can be identified as the present
PHerc. 1080, which is in Hand 21 and depicts columns that are often broken
below line 14. One of the papyri in Hand 27 is accounted for by `Fr. E',
which has since become PHerc. 245. Thus the missing folio could also have
contained another fragment of the Rhetoric in Hand 27.
While this series of drawings was being made, other confusions arose. It was
already known that no. 235 was exchanged with no. 253 and no. 247 was
renumbered `255', 54 while the number 247 was reallocated to a fragment of
the De pietate. 55 But the disorder was much more extensive, as Table 2 made
clear. This should occasion no surprise. As in the cave of Vergil's Sibyl, and as
any Philodemean can confirm from their own experiences in the Officina, a
single gust of the breeze that comes off the sea would have sufficed to scatter
many of the labels: foliis tantum ne carmina manda, ne turbata volent rapidis
ludibria ventis ... But it is worth noting that, when the items were returned,
the staff of the Officina evidently managed to assign the correct numbers to
many of them, even though in a minority of cases further confusion arose.
The muddle was not limited to confusions between pieces in given Tavolette
where the fragments were stored (see Section I above), since there are confusions between all the Tavolette of scorze involved except Tavoletta XXXIV
(from which only two pieces were issued), and the correspondences between
them reveal no regular pattern. The most confusion is found in Tavoletta
XXXVI (nos. 453-474), which participates in confusions with four others,
followed by Tavoletta LX (nos. 1073-1090) with three and then by XXI (nos.
220-238) and XXII (nos. 239-255) with two each. Since some confusions
have not yet been successfully diagnosed, it is not clear what this tells us.
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48

Contra Cavallo, pp. 39, 45.

49

Cavallo, pp. 39, 45.

50 David Blank, pers. comm., May 2007 (he
had thought it might be in Hand 27).
51

Contra Cavallo, pp. 39, 45.

Cavallo, p. 64, with Tav. XLIII (showing
PHerc. 1426).
52

53

Dorandi, Ricomposizione, pp. 63, 79-80.

54

Bassi, Papiri disegnati, p. 445.

55

Blank, Reflections, p. 70.

Many pieces have had their numbers changed or lost. The pieces affected by
these confusions are listed in Table 3, which prioritizes the numbers in the
drawings over those of the originals.
Table 3. The confusions in the Oxonian disegni of 1788-1792
No. in 1782 No. in Present Content of Hand
Cause of error
disegno PHerc. drawing (Cavallo)
no.
1076
`220' 1076
Phld. De as PHerc.
label `220' given to 1076
dis III
152/157, 177
253
`235' 253 + Phld. De 25
label `253' given to 439, label `235'
1090
avaritia
given to 253 (digits reversed); papyrus
broke and part was refiled as 1090
? (scorza)
`237' 1082
Phld. De 25
labels `1082' exchanged with `237',
adulatione
`238' and `239'
? (255 was `247' 255
Metrod. as PHerc.
label `247' given to wrong papyrus,
not issued)
?Adv.
418, 439,
wrong no. assigned when refiled
dialecticos 1084, 1091
1112
439
`253' 439
Metrod. as PHerc.
label `235' given to 253 (digits
?Adv.
255, 418,
reversed), label `253' given to 439
dialecticos 1084, 1091,
1112
397 (399
399
399 (397 uncertain Manus 3
piece of 397 wrongly numbered 399,
was not
is lost) author,
wrong no. assigned when refiled
issued)
De bello
Actiaco
455
`435' 455
Phld. Rhet. 22
label `455' given to 1080, label `435'
III
given to 455
1080
`455' 1080
Phld. Rhet. 21
label `455' given to 1080
?X
label `1116' given to 459, label `459'
? (scorza)
`459' ?
Latin letter Manus C
given to wrong papyrus
or legal
deposition
? (scorza)
`1082' 238a
Latin
Manus A
labels `1082' exchanged with `237',
oration
`238' and `239'
? (scorza)
`1082' 239b
Latin prose Manus 1
labels `1082' exchanged with `237',
bis
or verse
`238' and `239'
? (1106 and `1106' 1113a Epic. De ?
unknown label given to wrong papyrus,
1113 were
nat. lib. inc.
wrong no. assigned when drawn and
not issued)
again when refiled
? (roll)
`1116' 459
*Epic. De 15
label `1116' given to wrong papyrus
(roll)
nat. XXV
copy 2
? (scorza)
`1419' ?
Latin ora- Manus B
label `1419' given to wrong papyrus
tion or let(digits reversed to `1491'??)
ter
? (roll)
Fr. A 860
Dem. Lac. 4
unknown label given to wrong papyrus,
(roll)
De mus.
label `860' given to wrong papyrus,
item refiled as 860
1419 (roll) Fr. B 1419c Phld. De 8
label `1419' given to Latin piece, but
poem. II
item refiled correctly
? (233 was Fr. C 233
Dem. Lac. 4
unknown label given to wrong papyrus,
not issued)
De mus.
item refiled under no. that was never
issued
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No. in 1782 No. in Present Content of Hand
disegno PHerc. drawing (Cavallo)
no.
? (scorza)
Fr. D ?
Greek
as PHerc.
prose,
1408, 1489
author and
work
unknown
? (245 was Fr. E 245
Phld. Rhet. 27
not issued)
IV ed. A
247

Fr. F

? (scorza)

Fr. G

247 (fr. Phld. De
is lost) piet.
?
Latin
literary
prose

Cause of error
unknown label given to wrong papyrus

31

unknown label given to wrong papyrus,
item refiled under no. that was never
issued
label `247' given to 255

Manus 2

unknown label given to wrong papyrus

Thus we are left with thirteen pieces shown in the drawings whose original
numbers have not been identified. There may in fact be as few as ten,
because the sizes of the originals of three items with numbers below 311
are still unknown, and their numbers could even be correct. These are given
in Table 4.

Table 4. The items of unidentified origin in the Oxonian disegni of 1788-1792
No. in 1782 No. in Ratio Present Size and Ratio Content of drawing Hand (Cavallo)
disegno (H./W.) PHerc. no. (H./W.)
? (scorza)

`237'

1.28

1082

? (roll)

`247'

2.12

255

? (scorza)

`459'

2.26

?

? (scorza)

`1082' 1.5-2.3 ?238a

? (scorza)
? (scorza)

`1082' 2.24
bis
`1106' 2.13

1113a

? (roll)

`1116' 2.48

459

? (scorza)

`1419' 1.48

?

? (roll)

Fr. A 1.67

860

? (scorza)

Fr. C 2.0

233

? (scorza)

Fr. D 1.23

?

? (scorza))

Fr. E 1.15

245

? (scorza)

Fr. G 1.0

?
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?239b

W. 5.6, H. 8,
R. 1.43
W. 4, H. 7,
R. 1.75 (three
pieces)
?

Phld. De adulatione 25
Metrod.
?Adv. dialecticos

as PHerc. 418,
439, 1084, 1091,
1112
Latin letter or legal Manus C
deposition
W. 6.5, H. Latin oration
Manus A
17.5, R. 2.69
W. 6.5, H. 6, Latin prose or verse ?Manus A
R.0.92
W. 5, H. 9.2, Epic. De nat.
?
R. 1.84
lib. inc.
H. 10,
*Epic. De nat. XXV 15
unrolled
copy 2
?
Latin oration or let- Manus B
ter
H. 13, unrol- Dem. Lac. De mus. 4
led
W. 3.4, H. 6, Dem. Lac. De mus. 4
R. 1.76
?
Greek prose, author as PHerc. 1408,
and work unknown 1489
W. 8, H. 8.5, Phld. Rhet. IV ed. A 27
R. 1.06
?
Latin literary prose Manus 2

Eight of these thirteen pieces have numbers, and five have letters. In addition, two pieces were given wrong numbers on the drawing and refiled under
a wrong number, i. e. the numbers of items that had not been issued at the
time in question: I refer to O `1106', now PHerc. 1113a, and O `399', which
was apparently refiled as PHerc. 399. Three papyri were refiled under numbers that were never issued, viz. the present PHerc. 245, 255, and 399: these
were drawn as `Fr. E', `247' and `397' respectively. The most economical
explanation for this situation would be as follows. We know that the five
alphabetical items had lost their labels. These labels were given to five of the
numbered items in the list, but we do not yet know which ones. This leaves
two numbered items. These probably comprise a pair which had their labels
exchanged with each other. However, in dealing with this problem, although
the most economical explanation has been my guiding principle, it has not
always proved as reliable as sheer persistence.
There is no proof that any pieces issued either before May 1788 or after
August 1792 were involved in the confusion; hence, for economy of hypotheses, I exclude them. I also exclude no. 150, which was probably given out
in 1804. There remain nineteen items that were or may have been issued
between May 1788 and August 1792 that have not had any Oxonian drawings identified (see Table 2). At least five were rolls. The items without
Oxonian disegni are listed in Table 5. Some of them will be identical with
the present PHerc., but others will not.
Table 5. Items issued in 1788-1792 that are not identified in the Oxonian disegni
No. and state in Size in 1782
1782
and Ratio
177 (date of
?
issue not stated)
220
?
234
235
237
435 (scorza)
453 (scorza)
459 (scorza)
474 (scorza)
500 (roll)
860 (scorza)
1063 (roll)
1064 (roll)

Size now and
Content of present PHerc.
Ratio
H. 15.8, unrolled Phld. De dis III

Hand
(Cavallo)
as PHerc.
152
27

W. 8.5, H. 20, R. Phld. Rhet. IV ed. A
2.35
?
W. 4.5, H. 12, R. Phld. Rhet. I
20
2.66
?
W. 4, H. 6.6, R. Greek prose, author and work unknown
1.65
unidentified
?
not given in
presumably Greek, author and unknown
CatPErc
work unidentified
W. 3.5, H.
W. 5, H. 7, R. unknown, size differs from ?
11.5, R. 3.29 1.4
PHerc. 435
W. 5.5, H.
W. 5, H. 9.5, R. Phld. Rhet. IV ed. A
27
9.2, R. 1.67 1.9
W. 3.1, H. 11, H. 10, unrolled unknown, not same as O `459' ?
R. 3.54
or PHerc. 459
W. 8.4, H.
W. 10.8, H.
unknown, possibly=PHerc.
?
13.2, R. 1.57 10.2, R. 0.94
474 (Phld. Memoriae Epicureae,
hand as PHerc. 239a)
H. 15.4, roll not given in
presumably Greek, author and unknown
CatPErc
work unknown
W. 9.9, H.
H. 13, unrolled unknown (scorza in 1782, but ?
13.2, R. 1.33
PHerc. 860 was a roll)
H. 20.7, roll not given in
presumably Greek, author and unknown
CatPErc
work unknown
H. 25.3, roll H. 11.4, unrolled Phld. Rhet. I
20
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No. and state in Size in 1782 Size now and
Content of present PHerc.
Hand
1782
and Ratio
Ratio
(Cavallo)
1082 (scorza)
W. 3.3, H.
W. 5.6, H. 8, R. unknown, size differs from ?
9.7, R. 2.94 1.43
PHerc. 1082
1083 (scorza)
W. 3.5, H.
W. 4.5, H. 13.5, unknown, size may differ from ?
18.7, R. 5.34 R. 3.0
PHerc. 1083
1096 (scorza)
W. 4.5, H.
W. 4.5, H. 11, R. Phld. Rhet. III
22
14.3, R. 3.18 2.44
1116 (scorza)
W. 3.5, H. 8, W. 3.5, H. 8, R. Greek prose, author and work unknown
R. 2.29
2.29
unidentified
1172 (roll) (date H. 11, roll
?size, roll with unknown
?
of issue not sta- with umbilicus umbilicus
ted)
1413 (roll)
H. 15.4, roll H. 6, unrolled Epic., unidentified dialogue
Group A

Three of these are perhaps the same as the present papyri, since the dimensions are fairly similar (nos. 474, 1082, 1083). Drawings of four or more
items must have been on the lost thirteenth folio, and it is of course possible
that further folios were lost already before 1806. If we deduct four from the
total of nineteen, to allow for the lost folio, the remaining total of fifteen
almost corresponds to the tally of thirteen Oxonian drawings whose original
numbers are unknown in Table 3. Four pieces issued in 1788-1792, viz. nos.
177, 234, 455, and 459, do not have their return recorded in the inventory,
as we saw in Section II. This suggests that they were known to have lost
their original numbers. Indeed, although the original scorza no. 455 is exactly the same size the present PHerc. 455, the label `455' was given to the
wrong papyrus, since O `455'=PHerc. 1080. In addition, no. 459 was given
to a Latin piece, while the present roll PHerc. 459 was drawn as O `1116'.
Unfortunately it is possible that a few of the unidentified originals may have
been given numbers that fall outside the list of items that were issued in
1788-1792, since, as we saw, at least three scorze were drawn and replaced
under the numbers of items that were not issued then, viz. PHerc. 245, 399,
and `1106'=1113a. Further study of all the scorze and disegni is needed to
resolve these lingering problems. But so long as we lack the dimensions of
the original nos. 1-311, some of the confusions relating to these numbers will
never be definitively solved.

IV. Notes on the Papyri issued in 1788-1792
With the exception of PHerc. 1113a, the editions below are only preliminary, since I have not studied all the surviving scorze. Instead, they should
help future editors by identifying pieces that might otherwise have passed
unnoticed, and by pointing to new works in the library that need proper
editions.

PHerc. 150 (Greek prose, author, work and hand unknown)
The date of issue of PHerc. 150 is not stated. However, it can be excluded
from our set of disegni on the grounds that it was issued after 1801. An
identical entry for PHerc. 355 is datable to 1804 on the basis of an erasure,
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Blank and Longo, pp. 140, 142. See
Longo, Davy, p. 201 n.
56

57

So CatPErc, p. 84.

Longo, Davy, p. 201 n. 38, quoting AOP
Busta XVII Pos. IV. The CatPErc, p. 84, does
not note this fact but states that it was not
taken for unrolling until 1856.
58

See Cavallo, Tavv. XXIII and XX respectively.
59

60

DuÈrr, p. 216.

These were included in the «Clarendon
Press Facsimiles» («Oxford Photographs»)
VII 22-3 (CroÈnert, Kolotes, p. 113 n. 512);
for details about this rare publication see
Lindsay, pp. 441-442. CroÈnert's transcription reveals that these disegni are also published as engravings (without the number of
the papyrus) by Davy, p. 208 Plate XII Figs.
2-3, which enabled me to identify the hand.
They were engraved by James Basire (London, 12 Nov. 1769 - Chigwell Wells, 13 May
1822), the engraver to the Royal Society. The
CatPErc (p. 96) gives the reference as O 1112, with no volume-number. This is in fact a
reference to the sixty-seven disegni that Davy
brought back from Napoli (De Jorio, p. 53),
forty-one of which are now in a bound volume in the Bodleian Library with the shelfmark Ms. Cl. Pr. d. 44. (I thank W. B. Henry
for information on this point.) I have ascertained that the other twenty-three are in a
volume entitled Copies of specimens of papyri
unrolled under the auspices of His Sacred Majesty King George the Fourth (manuscript,
after 1820, with watercolour drawings); its
shelf-mark in the Royal Library at Windsor
is RCIN 1076170.
61

62 Bassi, Papiri disegnati, p. 444; cf. CatPErc,
pp. 95-6. Some were apparently made by Sir
William Gell, since folio 31 verso of the
drawings in the Bodleian Library, which belong to the Clarendon Press and have the
shelf-mark Ms. Cl. Pr. d. 44 (Capasso, Manuale, p. 119 n.), bears the following note:
«Fragments of Papyri found at Herculaneum
Ð unrolled in Dec. 1819 Jan(uar)y & Feb(ruar)y 1820 Ð under the auspices of His Sacred
Majesty George IV by the chemical experiments of Sir H(umphry) D(avy), compared
with the originals by Rev(eren)d P(eter)
E(lmsley) FRS & delineated by Sir W(illiam)
G(ell) FRS FAS». I owe this information to
W. B. Henry.
63

CroÈnert, Kolotes, p. 113 n. 512.

since it reads (beginning, as in the case of PHerc. 150, with a lower-case
letter R) «restituito [[Dato per isvolgersi a' 29 Settembre 1804]]». 56 Hence
the entry «150 restituito» was probably written after that date. The piece
consists only of strips unrolled on Piaggio's machine, containing the tops of
columns; there are no Neapolitan drawings. 57 It was later worked on by Sir
Humphry Davy. 58 The hand, which Cavallo does not discuss, bears some
resemblance to those of PHerc. 757 (Philodemus, unidentified work) and
PHerc. 1021 (Philodemus, Academicorum index), especially the latter. 59

PHerc. 177 (Philodemus, De dis III, hand of PHerc. 152/157 and 1076)
The date of issue of no. 177 is not recorded; adjacent items were given out in
1802, but this evidence has little weight. Its return is not noted either,
which suggests that it was confused with another piece; we shall see that
this is PHerc. 97. Presumably the attempt to open it did not succeed, because
it was only unrolled under the direction of Sir Humphry Davy in 1820. Its
remains were put onto four cornici by D. Bassi. 60
Two drawings of it were published among Davy's disegni (here denoted by
the siglum O), 61 which were made at that time by F. Celentano, 62 while a
third is in Naples. 63 There are further drawings in England, both in Windsor
and in Oxford. 64 CroÈnert showed that the content both of the fragments
that Davy illustrated and of the unpublished Neapolitan drawing is on the
gods; he calls both pieces `P. ined. 177'. 65 Its hand is that of Philodemus'
Peqi+ sg&c [sx&m] hex&m diacxcg&c C in PHerc. 152/157, i. e. De dis III. 66 This is
also the hand of the scorza. This hand appears within the Oxonian set in the
present PHerc. 1076 (see further below on PHerc. 1076). However, the latter
was drawn as O `220'. Hence it is not clear whether this is the same piece or
not. Moreover, although CroÈnert identifies the drawings as PHerc. 177, they
are labelled PHerc. 97 in the Oxonian volume. 67 The latter papyrus is now
Philodemus' De divitiis in Cavallo's Hand 24, 68 on which Davy also
worked. 69 Further study of these texts will surely resolve the question; a
new edition of De dis III by Holger Essler is eagerly awaited. Meanwhile, I
include only a preliminary edition of the two drawings that Davy illustrated.
64 W. B. Henry kindly examined Bodl. Ms.
Cl. Pr. d. 44 for me, and writes: «your fr. 1 is
fr. 3 on fol. 9, with the note ``3 in King's
book''. The reference will be to the set of
disegni in the Royal Library in Windsor. The
Oxford copy has a further fragment, 4-5 letters wide at the start of lines 11-12. Your fr.
2 is not to be found in the Oxford volume,
but there is a note on fol. 7 to the effect that
no. 4 in the ``King's book'' ``begins auoqam'',
which must be your fr. 2,1. There are three
more fragments in the Oxford volume, each
of which is given its number in the ``King's
Book''» (pers. comm., July 2007). For details
of the «King's Book» see n. 61 above.

65

CroÈnert, Kolotes, p. 113 n. 512.

Cavallo, p. 36 with Tav. XXXI. CroÈnert (Kolotes, p. 113 n. 512) supplied sx&m,
and I cannot see what other three-letter word
could have been lost.
66

W. B. Henry adds that the volume also
contains disegni assigned to PHerc. 177, but
these are in a different hand (pers. comm.,
July 2007). They may well turn out to depict
the present PHerc. 97.
67

68

Cavallo, pp. 40, 45.

CatPErc, p. 77, where the drawings by F.
Celentano are inaccurately dated.

69
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Fr. 1=`Fig. 3' (lower layer?)
1

9

cmo*m[s - - kec[ - - heot& c.\ [t<]pa*sxi, o.< ha[m - - - som so+ a.> so[l]o.m t<po+m [ - - so+ jajo+m dqa&m. a\kka+ s.[ - - heot[.] e\m sotsi* , jai+ o< lg[ - - - a\pei* qceim cjk[gq.]m a[ - - ei#mai [. .(.)]o.t[. . .]s.xc ok.[ - - . . . . . . . . . . . . .(.)]jai[ - - -

10

deest versus unus

11

..... .....

5

. . .]i.c am[ - - -

desunt versus fere xxix
fons O adsunt margines sin. et sup. primus edidi 3 c. vel s. distinxi o. potius quam
c. fort. ha*[masoc 4 a. vel k. o. vel x., h. 5 spat. vac. unius litt. s. vel c. 6 fort. heot& [c\
vel heot+[c distinxi fort. dtma*lemoc 7 fort. cjk[gqo+]m vel cjk[gqa+]m 8 o. vel h., x. s.
vel c. fort. ot%]s.xc vel a\ko*]c.xc k. vel l.

Fr. 2=`Fig. 2' (upper layer?)
0
1

5

9

auoqa+m [ - - e\m g'i so.t& a\.ja[ - - pqo.[.]im a\jot[ - - o<l. +o.[i* xc] * a%we.xc ot\[ - - j.ot*cgc. jai+ bk[ - - co*uoic a\ma.h.a[ma - - so l[ - - le[ - - mx[ - - -

di-]||
,
-

-

-

desunt versus fere xxxi
fons O adsunt margines sin. et sup. primus edidi 2 o. vestigium sin. a. vel k. fort.
a\ja[sa- 3 o. vel c. fort. a\jot*[cexc 4 l. vel k.k. sup. l. adest o. vel c. e.: potius o. 4-5
fort. pqoc g]|j.ot*cgc 5 j. potius quam v., c. spat. vac. unius litt. fort. bk[e*pesai 5-6
fort. soi& c uiko]|co*uoic 6 a. vel k. h. vel o., c. 8 fort. so+ a.i> [siom

PHerc. 220 (Philodemus, Rhetoric 4 edition A, Hand 27)
No. 220 was issued in March 1791. It is not recognized among the Oxonian
disegni: the piece O `220' is now known to correspond to the present PHerc.
1076, which is part of Philodemus' De dis III (see on PHerc. 1076 below).
PHerc. 220 consists of a single scorza and twelve Neapolitan disegni. These
depict whole columns (the first three drawings show only the left edges of
columns). They were drawn by C. Malesci in 1824 and published as HV 2 VI
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188-99. 70 Sudhaus edited the text. 71 Following a suggestion of Sudhaus, 72
Cavallo 73 and Dorandi 74 both assigned PHerc. 220 to Hand 21. Since Sudhaus 75 assigned PHerc. 220 to the same roll as PHerc. 1669, Dorandi 76
attributed it to his book `VII' of the Rhet. rather than to his book VI. Longo
Auricchio has since shown that book `VII' may actually be book X. 77 However, the scorza is clearly in Hand 27, as is proved by a comparison with that
of PHerc. 221. 78 It therefore belongs to Philodemus, Rhet. IV edition A. No
drawing of it survives among this set, unless the artist chose to depict only
the upper part of the column. It was presumably on the lost folio.

O `220' = PHerc. 1076
See on PHerc. 1076 below.

PHerc. 221 = O 221 (O VI 1574, Philodemus, Rhetoric 4 edition A,
Hand 27)

70

CatPErc, p. 107.

71

Sudhaus II, pp. 131-143.

Sudhaus I, pp. XII, XI-XIII; II, p. VII;
Suppl., p. XXIX.

72

73

Cavallo, pp. 39, 45.

74

Ricomposizione, p. 85.

I, pp. XII, XI-XIII; II, p. VII; Suppl., p.
XXIX.

No. 221 was issued in July 1790. 79 There seems no reason to doubt that it
was the same piece as Oxonian drawing and the present PHerc. 221. O 221
was first assigned to a work on rhetoric by Scott. 80 It belongs to Philodemus,
Rhet. IV edition A, as the fact that it is in Hand 27 indicates; the extant
pieces are in the same script, and the content is rhetorical. The whole will be
published by R. Gaines as part of the Philodemus Translation Project. The
piece labelled `1', which was presumably a small piece from an upper layer
that easily came off the top of the scorza, is unpublished, while the piece
labelled `2' shows lines 1-14 of the scorza in a more complete state than in
1832 or so, when it was drawn by F. Casanova. The latter offers new readings compared with Sudhaus, who had relied on N 221 fr. 1 only (=HV2
VIII 134). The correct order is clearly first `2', and then `1'. The quotation
of Plato, Gorg. 486a-b, turns out to be more accurate than Sudhaus had
supposed, and to support E. R. Dodds' preference in the line cited from
Euripides' Antiope for the more idiomatic reading g%sic of codices BF rather
than the ei> sic of TW. 81

75

76

Ricomposizione, p. 85.

77

Longo, Retorica.

This is confirmed by David Blank (pers.
comm., 2007).
78

Not May 1791, as Blank stated (Reflections, p. 69 n. 51).

O 221, fr. 1 (fr. `2', VI 1574),=N 221, fr. 1 (fr. 4 Gaines)
0
1

79

80

Scott, p. 48.

E. R. Dodds, Plato: Gorgias (Oxford
1959), p. 278. See F. Longo Auricchio, Echi
del Gorgia nella Retorica di Filodemo, «CErc»
15/1995, pp. 191-196, at pp. 194-195.
81

5

Mei> si* c cot kabo*N- ||
lemoc ei\c so+ declxsMg*qNiom a\pa*coi, ua*cjxMm
a\Ndijei& m ot\he+m a\dijNot&msa, lg+ a/m e>veim
o%N si vqg*caio cat\sx&i,
a\Nkk' i\kiccia&m jai+ vacla&[ch]a.i a\poqi* ai sot& si* ei\p]ei& m, jai+ e\m dijacsgMqi* xi jasgco*qot set*-
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10

14

na]msa pa*mt uat*kMoNt
jaNi+ lovhgqot&, ham[[.]]ei& cha]i. «px&c» de+ «couMo+Nm
sot&s'N e\csim, g%sic Met\utg& kaNbot&ca se*vMmNg [. .

incertum quot desint versus
deest pagina una vel altera
fontes O (vv. 1-14), N (fines vv. 1-22), MPlat., Gorg. 486a-bN adsunt margines sup. et
dext. ed. pr. Sudhaus ii. 176 1 l N: l. O 2 a\pa*coi O, Platonis codd. praeter V: apacx
N: a\paca*coi Platonis cod. V 3 ot\he+m ON: lgde+m Plato 4 o O: o. N m N: l O 6
i\kiccia&m pap., i\kicci{*gc Platonis codd. Fbt: ei\k- Platonis codd. BTW 7 a. vel k. 9 x O: x.
N t: e O, c N 9-10 set*|[na]msa scripsi ex O: stvx+m Plato: s[t|vo*m]sa Fuhr: s[tcva*|mo]msa
Sudhaus e N (sat[ | ]msa) 10 Nt O: om. N uat*kMoNt iam Fuhr: uat*k[ot se Sudhaus,
perperam 11 o: h O: om. N eic O: om. N 11-12 ham[ei& c |hai iam Sudhaus: ham[ei& m | a/m
Fuhr 12 i O, post quod spat. vac. omisit, haud recte: vacat N m N: om. O 12-14 Eur.
fr. 186 Kannicht 12-13 e\csim, g%sic Met\utg& scripsi: otcimgsic [.]mj[ N: ]csimgsic O: e\csim,
x# Cx*jqasec , g%sic et\utg& Platonis cod. B (et\utei& Platonis cod. F, ei> sic codd. TW): e\c|sim, ei\
e]t\c[e]mg& sic [a>]m[hqx|pom Sudhaus 14 ev[.]g N: ov[ O 15-22 omisi

«. . . (Plato says that), if someone grabbed hold of you and led you off to prison,
saying you were a criminal when you had committed no crime, you would not
know how to react, but would be left dizzy and gaping from not knowing what
to say, and if in court you hit upon a prosecutor who was wicked and evil, you
would be put to death. But ``how wise a thing is this, a skill that takes a gifted
man (and makes him worse)''? . . .»

O 221, fr. 2 (fr. `1', VI 1574), om. N (om. Sudhaus, fr. 5 Gaines)
1
4

-

-

-

]aq g<la&c at\so+c [ - - a\]mabiba*cac ei\c [ - - ]amom dei* neie lg.+ [ - - ]xi lgde+ k[.(.)]qom [ - - -

deficit papyrus
fons O adest margo sup. 2 so+ bg&la conieci 3 pih]amo+m conieci g. vel i. 4 k[g&]qom
conieci

«. . . he himself (verb missing) . . . making us mount (the rostrum?) . . . would
show not (to be) . . . to the (singular noun missing), nor . . . nonsense (?) . . .»

PHerc. 230 = O 230 (VI 1577, Demetrius Laco, De poem. liber incertus,
Hand 2)
No. 230 was issued in July 1790; it was probably the same as the present
PHerc. 230. I have ascertained that the two Oxonian disegni are in the same
hand as the current PHerc. 230. The latter is heavily damaged and contains
parts of several layers. 82 Inspection of this scorza, which is unpublished,
shows that it is brown, as is usual for manuscripts of Demetrius Laco. As
Hayter noted, all the Greek manuscripts are darker than the Latin papyri,
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82

Dorandi, Precisazione, p. 85.

Hayter, pp. 47-48. Papyri of Demetrius
Laco that are light brown in colour include
PHerc. 188, 1012, 1013, and 1014 (Santoro,
p. 70).

83

84
Cavallo, p. 18, stated that Maas' Law is
rarely observed at Herculaneum (cf. Capasso, Manuale, p. 209), but this is not so: cf.
Janko, p. 72, and Johnson, Bookrolls, pp. 9199.
85

See Cavallo, p. 29 with Tavv. VI-VII.

86

Cavallo, p. 29.

87

Scott, p. 49.

88

Dorandi, Precisazione, p. 85.

I at first ascribed these pieces to a Peqi+
o\mola*sxm of Demetrius, contained in O VI

89

1577 and supposedly with its initial title in
PHerc. 238a (Janko, Empedocles, p. 99), but
this was mistaken.
90

Scott, p. 49.

91

Scott, p. 49.

92

Precisazione, p. 85.

I at first repeated this error (Janko, Empedocles, p. 116 n. 44).

93

and the manuscripts of Philodemus are the darkest of all; he added that the
less the manuscript has been affected by the heat of the eruption, i. e. the less
dark it is, the harder it is to unroll. 83 The script closely resembles the hands of
Cavallo's Group B,which are nearly all manuscripts of Demetrius Laco. Our
hand could also be compared with the script of PHerc. 860, which I have
identified as a copy of Demetrius' On Music in Hand 4 of Group C, but the A
and T are different. In fact it is undoubtedly Hand 2 of Group B. It slopes to
the right, but less strongly than Hand 4. The unusual forms of the G and P
with sloping horizontals are the same, and so are the L with a less high
second peak and curved final stroke. It has E, O, and C as narrow letters (no
H is preserved); it uses an angular A, whereas that of Hand 4 is a rounded,
semi-cursive form. It has a very distinctive T with a horizontal right arm; it is
largely bilinear, although S, Q, U, and W project below the line while U and W
rise above it. U has a triangular central element. X too is distinctive, since it
has its first loop raised above the base-line, but the second loop touches it and
is terminated by an upright. As is usual at Herculaneum as well as elsewhere,
the scribe observes Maas' Law, 84 and the disegnatore reflects this.
Hand 2 also wrote PHerc. 188 and 1014, i. e. the two known rolls of
Demetrius of Laconia's De poem., and PHerc. 1013, an unidentified work
of his. 85 This same hand, Hand 2, may also have written PHerc. 1061, i. e.
Demetrius' De geom., and two unidentified texts, PHerc. 1024 and 1053,
although Cavallo is unsure that the latter three papyri are in Hand 2. 86 The
form ot\dei* c is known in the MSS of Demetrius, e. g. PHerc. 1012, cols. 53,4,
70,5, and 72,8 Puglia; PHerc. 1055 col. 22,3-4 and 8 Santoro.
Scott assigned this piece, on the basis of its Oxonian disegno, to a work on
poetry, but specifically to Philodemus' De poem. 87 When Dorandi published
this disegno, he rightly reassigned it to Demetrius Laco, because the handwriting has archaic traits and the extant scorza is dark brown. 88 The content
certainly suggests that both layers of O 230 are from a roll of the De poem. of
Demetrius Laco; it is likely to be from the outer parts of its volumen, but there
is no demonstrable match between either piece and either book of Demetrius'
work. One cannot be certain whether it is a second copy of Book 1 or of Book
2, or another, previously unknown, further volume of the same treatise. 89
There are two fragments in O. The surviving scorza is heavily stratified, and
legible only to the extent that the script can be identified; there is no overlap
with either of the Oxonian fragments. Following Scott, 90 Dorandi printed
the ends of fr. 1,12-16 as a separate fragment, but since the sense runs on
and the letters continue across the crack between the two pieces I believe
that only one layer is shown. Scott 91 understood that fr. 2 also belonged to
this papyrus, since he speaks of two pieces, but Dorandi did not, since he
publishes only fr. 1. 92 Dorandi read the number of fr. 2 as `238', but it is
actually `230'; he misread a smudge above the `0' as the upper loop of `8'. 93
This is shown on the same disegno as fr. 1, and is depicted as having been in
the same hand as that papyrus. To judge from the usual habits of the
disegnatori, the way in which Malesci drew it immediately to the right of ll.
4-11 of the disegno of PHerc. 230, without any outline of the edges being
given, strongly suggests that it was a sovrapposto to that very piece, in which
case it no longer exists (the lines below l. 11, where a crack is drawn, would
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not have survived the process of scorzatura); for on the same drawing Malesci
follows the same practice for O 239 (VI 1577), of which only one piece
survives. If it was a sovrapposto, it would have been closer to the end of the
roll, and so would come from further on in the text.
O 230, fr. 1 (VI 1577)
1

5

10

15
16

. . .(.)]atk.[ - - sot*sxm [ - - pom. e\v[ - - som ep[ - - sec so+m [ - - wol.em [ - - pkac[ - - ot\dei+ c ek.[ - - et# uqom[x&m - - sai. e\cs[ - - sa pkac[ - - pkaclo+c [ - - nexc oic[ - - pkg+m e\p[ - - a\]k.k.a[ - - - pem t%k[ - - -

-

-

-

incertum quot desint versus
deest pagina una vel altera
fons O adsunt margines sup. et sin. primus edidit Dorandi 1 u]atk.[ coniecerim k.
vel m. 3 post m spat. vac. i-ii litt. 6 l.: potius k.k. 7 pkac [l conieci 8 k. potius quam
m. 10 post i spat. vac. 11 pkac[l conieci 13-14 pqa*]|nexc vel ke*]|nexc scripserim 14
oi'c intellexerim 15 supplevi k.k. potius quam l. 16 t%k[ legi: sk[ Dorandi

«. . . of these . . . have . . . we will . . . style . . . nobody . . . in his right mind . . .
is . . . style . . . style . . . of (feminine singular noun missing) . . . except . . . but (?)
. . . material . . .»

O 230 fr. 2 (VI 1577)
desunt versus iii
4
5

10

-

-

t<]po+ lo*moic [ - - ]okolehe[ ]v[ - - s]o+ o>mola so+ g.< [dt+ - - i\]di* xc pogl[a - - ]ai. e\csim d[ - - .]c.ac pamim[ - - - o\m]ola*sxm [ - - -

incertum quot desint versus
fons O absunt margines primus edidi 6 o: si O g. vel m. 8 post ai spat. vac. i-ii
litt. 9 c. vel s. sa+c a<qlo]c.a+c conieci pa&m i> di[om vel pa&m, i% m[a conieci
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«. . . under only (plural noun missing) . . . (one line illegible) . . . the word that is
pleasant . . . in a particular manner a verse . . . But (?) (subject missing) is . . .
everything that is particular (?) . . . of words . . .»

PHerc. 233 = O Fr. C, PHerc. 860 = O Fr. A (VI 1577 and 1579,
Demetrius Laco, De mus., Hand 4), with an edition of O 1671 fr. 1

94

CatPErc, p. 112.

95

Scott, pp. 49-50.

96

Blank and Longo, p. 73.

97

Blank and Longo, p. 119.

98

Blank, Reflections, p. 78.

Davy, p. 208 Plate XVIII Fig. 2. This
drawing is in the Bodleian Library, Ms. Cl.
Pr. d. 44 f. 77. It is annotated with supplements, prabably by Peter Elmsley.
99

100

Cavallo, pp. 30, 45, 59, with Tav. IX.

Item no. 860 was issued in October 1790, but item no. 233 was not issued
during the period in question. Two of the Oxonian drawings in this set, `Fr.
C' and `Fr. A', together with the surviving papyri now called PHerc. 233,
860 and 1671, belong to a previously unrecognized aesthetic work by Demetrius Laco. `Fr. C' on VI 1577 must be the same piece as the scorza now
called PHerc. 233, since the ratio of its height to width is the same (it may
have been confused with an adjacent number like 234). Presumably the layer
that was drawn as `Fr. C' has since been destroyed in an attempt at scorzatura. No Neapolitan disegni of PHerc. 233 exist. 94
Scott recognized that the hands of O Fr. A, O Fr. C and O 1083 are
identical. 95 I can add that PHerc. 860 (with R. Biondi's Neapolitan disegni
of it, which were drawn in 1851-2 and reproduced as HV 2 X 81-92) is in the
same hand. However, it cannot be the same as the original no. 860, because
Piaggio recorded the latter as a scorza 96 whereas PHerc. 860 was evidently a
roll. Fr. A must have been peeled off the back of one of the items that were
issued as a roll, and the latter subsequently was refiled under the incorrect
number `860'.
Another papyrus in Hand 4 is PHerc. 1671, which was unrolled before
1782, because Piaggio's catalogue records that at that date it was a «pezzo
di papiro svolto, di lunghezza palmi 3. 11/24, di larghezza once 2. 1/2, resta
incollata su di una carta, e resta la medesima su di una tavoletta, quale carta
eÁ in parte strappata con porzione di papiro». 97 This was presumably part of
the series of rolls that Piaggio first attempted, since he began PHerc. 1669
in May 1766, and did PHerc. 1672 and 1673 in 1754-1756 and PHerc. 1674
and 1675 by 1762 (it is unknown when he opened PHerc. 1670). 98 In 1820
PHerc. 1671 was worked on again, drawn and mounted in two cornici under
the supervision of Sir Humphry Davy. Because of its content, the effect of
sound on the hearing and the emotions, I believe that it belongs to the
same work. A drawing of it in Oxford, published by Davy, 99 is transcribed
below.
Apart from the fact that it slopes to the right, the script resembles the hands
of Group B, which are nearly all in manuscripts of Demetrius Laco. However, Cavallo has identified the script of PHerc. 860 as Hand 4, 100 and so all
these papyri are in this script. Hand 4 is largely bilinear, although J, S, Q,
U, and W project below the line while U and W rise above it. The writing
slopes to the right. It has E, H, O, amd C as narrow letters; it uses a rounded
semi-cursive A. It has a distinctive T made in two movements, with a
shallow bowl and a diagonal downstroke beginning from the upper right.
X is well-rounded and written slightly above the base-line, with the bottoms
of its two loops level with each other. Some of the letters can be very widely
spaced.
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The same hand is found in PHerc. 1407 (a new identification) and 1501,
which are from an unidentified work or works, and in PHerc. 1429, 1642
and 1647, which are from Demetrius Laco's Pqo+c sa+c Poktai* mot a\poqi* ac,
in five books. 101 Other papyri known to belong to the latter work are PHerc.
1083, also in Hand 4 (see below on PHerc. 1083). There is a second copy in a
later script in PHerc. 1258 and 1822 (olim 1696). 102 Until now the content of
PHerc. 860 and 1501 has remained unidentified, because both are in very
poor condition. 103 Angeli and Dorandi 104 could neither confirm nor deny
that both of these papyri belonged to Pqo+c sa+c Poktai* mot a\poqi* ac, because
they could not recognize any key words.
Scott could make nothing of Fr. C, and thought Fr. A was on pleasure and
pain. 105 However, both pieces can be referred beyond doubt to a work on music.
The fact that PHerc. 860 also belonged to this work is proved by N 860 fr. 9,
since this contains the word aihla, which is surely to be read a#icla «song».
There is no obvious way to establish the relation between Fr. A, Fr. C and
the other papyri. The number of letters per line and number of lines per
column have not been established. A full edition of the material from this
roll, including the extant remains of PHerc. 860 and 1671 and the relevant
Neapolitan disegni, is a desideratum.
Fr. 1 (O fr. A=VI 1579)
1

5

10

15
16

ci pqo+c sg+[m - - a\kka utc[ - - paq' g<la&c ei\d[ - - hem d' o<s' a#icl[a - - a.# icl' a>kkom ic[ - - pqo+c sg+m jasa+ [ - - g<domg+m sg&c [ - - -

jeile*mxm pe[qi - - dgliotqci* ac [ - - lo*mom e>vg[i] s[ - - so+ a\kcot&m k.[ - - et\xv.i* am ke[ - - . .]eja[ - - . .]ime[ - - . .]eim a[ - - .(.) at#]hic k.[ - - -

lg+

incertum quot desint versus

fons O adsunt marCYyõ4kOLWõjkRÂNyNyõfkqG0)0)y(y(yqG0)0)yzYNGzY55yN52G)q05yõm
a. vel k. O 7-8 ctc]|jeile*mxm
kj(G(((zyõck<OveWNzGNOlW{õXkRÂ2yNyõfkUG
101
Cavallo, p. 30.
scripserim 11 k. vel a. fort. a\.[kka+ jai+ 12 v. vel k., d. 16 k
102

Angeli and Dorandi, p. 99.

The poor state of PHerc. 860 is readily
apparent from Cavallo, Tav. IX.
103
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104

Angeli and Dorandi, p. 99 n. 90.

105

Scott, pp. 49-50.

Fr. 2a (O fr. C, layer 1=VI 1577)
1

5
7

-

-

-

. . .(.)] g\.h.x&[m - - . .(.)]kai co[ - - ]m soi& c a[ - - ] a\mas[ - - ]avg.[ ] sx&[ - - ]k[ ]ca. sg.c. [ - - ]s[.]d[ ]x[ - - -

fons O absunt margines primus edidi 1 g. pedes h. vel a. 4 fort. a\mas[ih- 5 g. vel
i.[ 6 aderant partes versuum alienorum u.v. fort. a\k]k' [o%]ca. a. vel k. g.: potius m. c.
vel o., x., h.

«. . . of characters . . . for the (plural noun missing) . . . ascribe (?) . . .»

Fr. 2b (O fr. C, layer 2=VI 1577)
7

- - - ]k[. . .]ce[ - - - - - . . . . .]a[ - - deest versus unus

10
12

- - - . . .(.)]ms[ - - - - - (.)]hx[.]av[ - - - - - ]saja[ - - -

fons O absunt margines primus edidi 11 fort. g\]hx&[m vel pa]hx&[m

Fr. 3 (O 1671, fr. 1, Pl. XVIII Davy)
1

5

10

15

-

-

]eid[ - - t<]poje[i - - - lese]i& v[e] sx&[m - - ]l.o.m ap[ - - - a\]pokt*sxm. x[ - - ]si vqg*cil[a] p[ - - ], a\kka+ lesei[v - - - pa*]hotc sqoug.[ - - ] o%qom e\jsihe.[
] so+ sg&c a\jo[g&c pa*hoc - - ]am o\vkgca[ - - ] a\ma*kocom [ - - ] e\jkeai* mei [ - - ]ke socat*s[ - - ]sai s[ - - -

fons O fort. adest margo inf. primus edidi 1 d: a formae inusitatae 3 fort. ot\ 4 l.
vel k. o. vel h. fort. vqg*c i]l.o.m vel a>k]kom 5 m. potius quam i.k. 6 l: x O si* vqg+
cixp[a&m Elmsley 8 g
. vel [ ]i. 9 e.: potius o. 10 o: a O \Aja[dglei* ac Elmsley 11 a: d.
O o>vkgci[m 13 e: k O
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«. . . underlie . . . did not (?) partake of the (plural noun missing) . . . useful (?) . .
. of absolute (plural noun missing) . . . useful (plural noun missing) . . ., but
partook of the emotion . . . nourishment . . . set out a definition . . . the
experience (?) of the hearing . . . annoy . . . analogous . . . smoothes out . . . so
many . . .»

PHerc. 234 (Philodemus, Rhetoric I, Hand 20)
As we have seen, although the date of issue of no. 234 is not recorded, it
probably belongs to this group. The piece which now bears this number is
known to be part of a copy of Philodemus' Rhet. I in Hand 20; 106 it
contains the whole height of the column. Four fragments of PHerc.
234, two with the upper margin and one with the lower, were published
by D. Bassi 107 from the Neapolitan disegni of F. Casanova, that were made
between 1825 and 1835; N fr. 3 is a drawing of the extant scorza. Since
their content does not correspond with anything in this set of Oxonian
drawings, no such disegno of it appears to survive. As was argued above, it
must have been drawn on the missing thirteenth folio.

PHerc. 235 (Greek prose, author, work and hand unidentified)
No. 235 was issued in July 1790. No drawings of it are known; O `235'
depicts the present PHerc. 253 (see below on PHerc. 253). The extant scorza
is small and illegible; all one can make out is that the script is in Greek. It
may contain the top of a column. The hand is hard to classify, since almost
no letters can be recognized, but the forms of M and Q are comparable to
those of PHerc. 1538 (Philodemus, De poem. V copy 2), and also to those of
PHerc. 1427 (Philodemus, Rhet. I), by the scribe of Hand 20, who also
copied PHerc. 234. 108

O `235' = PHerc. 253 = PHerc. 1090 (O VI 1579, Philodemus, De vitiis
lib. inc., De avaritia, Hand 25)
See on PHerc. 253 below.

O `237' = PHerc. 1082 (O VI 1578, Philodemus, De vitiis 2 or 3, De
adulatione, Hand 25)
See on PHerc. 1082 below.

PHerc. 238a = O `1082' (VI 1568, 1569, 1570, Latin oration, Manus A)
One item numbered 238 was issued in July 1790. There is much confusion
among the six scorze that are conserved as the present PHerc. 238. Their
numbering and identity needs clarification in the Officina. One of the
scorze under this number, which I will label PHerc. 238a, can be identified
as the drawing O `1082', although it cannot have been issued under the
latter number, since in 1782 no. 1082 was smaller than is the present
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Cavallo, pp. 39, 45, followed by Dorandi, Ricomposizione, p. 74. Comparetti
(p. 86) had wrongly identified it as from the
De pietate.
106

107

Bassi, Frammenti inediti, p. 341.

Cavallo, pp. 38-39, 45, Tavv. XXXVII,
XLI.
108

109

Scott, p. 52.

110

Papiri latini, p. 187.

111
Papiri latini, p. 186. I have not been able
to edit it well, since the digital images in
Chartes have part of it missing.
112

CatPErc, p. 113.

PHerc. 238a. Scott noted that O `1082' does not match the current PHerc.
1082, which is Philodemus' On Flattery; he found nothing intelligible in
these drawings. 109 The drawings on folio VI 1570 are of two different
shapes: square, and oblong. It is not clear whether they depict upper or
lower margins, or no margins at all. An unnumbered piece in the top left
corner of folio VI 1569 shows an upper margin and seems to be in the same
hand. The fact that it was drawn immediately after the four pieces of O
`1082' on folio VI 1570 supports its attribution to the same papyrus. The
four pieces labelled `1082' on folio VI 1568 are more puzzling. The drawing
in the upper left corner definitely depicts a second, larger and very different hand: this is called O `1082' bis. The hand on the narrow strip of
papyrus shown in the upper right quadrant is smaller, and could be the
same as that of O `1082'; I have called it O `1082' fr. 6. The script of the
two lower pieces is likely to be the same as that of O `1082'. For a description of the hand see Section II above. Del Mastro does not record the
existence of either O `1082' or O `1082' bis in his list of Latin papyri from
Herculaneum, since he lists only extant pieces. 110
Study of the recently conserved scorza PHerc. 238a, combined with the
analysis of the confusions in this set of drawings, suggests that this piece
is the same as O `1082', which likewise has large early Latin letters. The
number of letters across is approximately the same. No contradiction between the letter-forms can be detected, but it must be admitted that the
number of letter-shapes that are securely identified in PHerc. 238a is small
(only A, F, G, I, K, M, N, O, and perhaps U, which seems to appear on a
different layer at the lower right below line 5). The F and U are the same.
However, most of the pieces of O `1082' seem to depict the tops of columns, but PHerc. 238a is definitely from the bottom of its roll. PHerc. 238a
is a thick and large scorza-stack, 6.5 cm. W. by 17.5 cm. H. A width of 5.75
cm. of lower margin is preserved. The visible letters are c. 5.4 to 5.6 mm. in
height. This scorza was first recognized as Latin by Del Mastro. 111 Its size
matches the entry in the Catalogo, which records only one fragment of
PHerc. 238. 112 The confusion arose in 1788-1792, since, as we saw above,
the papyrus now numbered PHerc. 1082 of the On Flattery is drawn under
the number O `237'.
The original sequence of the fragments of this papyrus is hard to determine. PHerc. 238a fr. 1 is an outermost folio and therefore comes first, but
its content is obscure. O `1082' fr. 1 probably precedes fr. 2, and fr. 3 is
likely to stand in the same relation to fr. 4. There is both narrative and
speech addressed to singular and plural audiences. PHerc. 238a fr. 1 mentions `mind' and `spirit'. O `1082' fr. 1 mentions groaning or doubling and
perhaps cooking; fr. 2 a god, suspicion, insolence, a consul and perhaps a
fire; fr. 3 a fire and washing, seeking and involving oneself in a complaint
or quarrel; fr. 4 sending, a quaestor, and a Greek called Dmetor; fr. 5
involves a group who drag, besmirch something with dung, are covetous
(?) and frivolous, the people of Henna in Sicily or Vienne in France, and
perhaps great crimes; fr. 6 is badly damaged; fr. 7 mentions travelling,
various nations, hearing, sound, quiet, and someone's right, and fr. 8
thought, a city, and possibly Sicily. There are enough suggestions of forms
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in the first person singular for one to conjecture that this was a political
oration, as the mentions of a consul and quaestor confirm. The presence of
the Greek Dmetor inclines me to prefer a Sicilian to a Gallic setting; a
greedy Roman governor like Verres comes to mind.

PHerc. 238a, fr. 1
1

5

-

-

-

]a.li . .. m
. .. . .[ - - ]o.m
. [. .]r.it.iu.l.. . .[ - - ]. .n.i.mam . nonn.. .t[ - - ]i. . o.. .a.nimo . f. . . .g[ - - ].no. .c.. .na.. .r..[ - - -

fons pap. adest margo inf. primus edidi fr. lectu difficillimum 3 fort. a]n. i.mam 5 r. vel k.

«. . . spirit . . . not . . . mind . . .»

O `1082', fr. 1 (VI 1570, square piece, below)
1

5

-

-

-

] cum [.] non [.] ac[ - - ]. .egerentu. .[ - - ].m . ingemi. .[ - - ].mu[. .]et [.] cau[ - - ].itium; coc. .[ - - -

fons O incertum an adsit margo sup. vel inf. primus edidi 2 fort. (intel)l]egerent vel
negl]egerunt(u[r) vel t]egerent(u[r) vel r]egerent(u[r) 5 fort. u]itium vel ex]itium vel in]itium vel com]itium / signum interpunctionis fort. coc[t-

«. . . since . . . not . . . they . . . groan (?) . . . and (?) . . . cooked (?) . . .»

O `1082', fr. 2 (VI 1570, square piece, above)
1

5
6

-

-

]im [.] deus [.] . .[ - - - sus]picacem . .[ - - ]um [.] quin. .[ - - - i]nsolent.ia.[ - - - co]n.sulem [.] . .[ - - ].n [.] accen[ - - -

fons O incertum an adsit margo sup. primus edidi 1 fort. (et)en]im 2 pi: n O 4 t. vel
l. 5 n. potius quam r. accen[d- vel accen[s- vel accen[t-

«. . . god . . . suspicious . . . that not . . . arrogance . . . consul . . . set fire to
(?) . . .»
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O `1082', fr. 3 (VI 1570 oblong piece, below)
1

5

10

-

-

-

]. . . a.[r]dentõÁs [.] ce.[ - - ].gali [.] im
. um [.] . . . .[ - - ]. . . .e [.] ma. . . x. .[ - - ]. . . .t [.] cui [.] l.aua. .[ - - p]eteret [. .]mit[t]. .[ - - ]. [. in]uoluo [.] quer.. .[ - - ]. .os [.] quoad [.] in. . .[ - - ].r.m. .os [.] .l. . . .[ - - ]. .m. .tus. . . . . - - - [
].m [.] t. .[ - - -

fons O incertum an adsit margo sup. primus edidi 1 a. vel r. , m
. a. [r]dentõÁs potius quam
dentõÁs e. vel c. , o. 2 re]gali vel coniu]gali vel uecti]gali m
. vel n. , r. i. 4 l. vel i. 6 r. vel m
.,
a. fort. quer. [imoniis vel quer. [elis 8 r. potius quam a. fort. fi]r. m[at]os l. vel i.

«. . . on fire (?) . . . royal (?) . . . lowest . . . for whom . . . wash . . . (singular noun
missing) might seek . . . send . . . I involve (myself) in complaints . . . to the
extent that . . . strengthened (?) . . .»

O `1082', fr. 4 (VI 1570, oblong piece, above)
1

5

9

. .].um . et [.] tu.to[ - - . . .t [.] tandem [.] es[ - - . . .ues [.] ubi [.] misi.[ - - s[i . qu]a.esto[r . u]idit [.] .[ - - Dmeto.[r.] p.ot..[ - - amas [. . . . .]mau[ - - cebat. [.] gem. . . .[ - - magno. . . . .[ - - co [.] no.uus. . . . . .[ - - -

fons O adsunt margines sup. et sin. primus edidi 1 u. vel ]i. 2 fort. es[t 4 a. vel r. 5 o. vel
c. p. potius quam l. t.: potius i. fort. si me 6 fort. mau[ult vel a]mau[i(t) 6-7 di]|cebat.
vel du]|cebat. vel no]|cebat. 7 t. vel p. 9 o. vel c. s. : potius i. vel t., p.

«. . . and safe . . . at long last is (?) . . .where . . . have sent . . . if the quaestor
saw . . . Dmetor . . . able . . . (if) you are willing . . . prefer (?) . . . used to . . .
double (?) . . . great . . . new (?) . . .»

O sine numero = <`1082'>, fr. 5 (VI 1569, oblong piece)
1

5

- - - ]em [.] est. [.] d[ - - - - - tra]h.ant . o[ - - - - - i]bus [.] fim[ - - - - - ].ficiunt [. - - - - - ].c [.] ea[. .] tim[ - - -
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10
11

-

-

- app]et.onibu[s - - - ].nse.[(.).] circ[ - - ]. .euibusq[ue - - - H]ennen[s].[ - - - o]mn[. . .] hab[e - - - ].l.ic.t[. .] ma[ - - -

fons O adest margo sup. primus edidi 1 t. vel i. 2 h. vel t. 3 fim[u- vel fim[o- vel
fim[briis 5 fort. ne]c ea[s] tim[ent 6 t. vel i. 7 fort. praese]ns e. : potius f. Henne]nse. [s potius quam Vienne]nse. [s 8 l]euibusq[ue vel br]euibusq[ue 9 H]ennen[s- potius
quam Vi]ennen[s- 10 fort. o]mn[es 11 l. vel i. c. : potius t. fort. de]l.ic. t[a] ma[xima

«. . . is . . . they drag . . . dung (or `fringes'?) . . . they (present tense verb missing) .
. . nor (?) do they (?) fear them (sc. the laws?) . . . for people who are covetous . .
. around (?) . . . and for people who are frivolous (?) . . . men of Henna (?) . . . all
had . . . great offences (?) . . .»

O `1082', fr. 6 (VI 1568, oblong piece, narrow)
1

5
8

-

-

- e]x [.] qua. . .[ - - - mi]hi . su. . .[ - - - ]. .x. . . . .[ - - - ]na. . . .[ - - - ].m. . . .[ - - - ]. .non. . .[ - - - ]. . . . . . .[ - - - ]. . .r. . . .[ - - -

fons O adest marg. sup. ut vid. primus edidi 3 x. vel aÂ.

«. . . from which . . . for me . . . not . . .»

O `1082', fr. 7 (VI 1568, oblong piece, broad)
1

5

10

-

-

- ]. . . .sinae. . . . .[ - - - ]. . . .ui [. i]ter . fac [.] eo[ - - - ua]riõÁs [.] quidem [.] gen[t]ib[us - - - ]it [.] . . . [.] sensiti[s .] ex[ - - - ]ci. . .nato [.] so[no - - - ]. . . . . . . o [.] in. . . . . .[ - - - ]. .quie[s .] ex [.] quib[us]. . . .[ - - - ]. . . [.] nancto [.] en. . . .[ - - - ]. .oro. [.] ite.r [.] ac [.] te. . . . .[ - - - ]. . sui [.] re[ct]õÂ [.] et. . . . . .[ - - -

fons O adest margo sup. primus edidi 1 fort. re]sinae vel Brundi]sinae vel A]sinae vel
Peru]sinae 3 n: a. vel m
. O 8 n: a. vel m
. , q. O fort. en[im 9 o. vel c. e. vel t. 10 Âõ adest
apex

«. . . go on your way in that direction . . . for different nations . . . you hear
from . . . sound . . . born . . . tranquillity, from those which . . . having been
obtained . . . I beg (?) . . . journey and . . . of his own right and . . .»
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O `1082', fr. 8 (VI 1568, oblong piece, narrower)
1

5

10
11

-

-

- exi]stim[. .]q[u - - - ]. . [. u]rbem [.] . .[ - - - ]. . . .auitq[ue - - - Si]ci.lia [.] t.em
.[ - - - e]x [.] eadem [ - - - ]i . [.] sed [.] cum [- - - - - ]. . [.] alios [.] n[ - - - - - ]gessisse. .[ - - - - - ]. . .es [.] mu[ - - - - - ]. . .onu. . .[ - - - - - ]. . . .u. .[ - - -

fons O adest marg. sup. primus edidi 1 fort. exi]stim[at vel ae]stim[at 4 Si]ci.lia scripsi
propter Hennensium mentiones, sed etiam con]ci.lia possis i. vel l. t. vel p. m. potius quam a.
5 e:c O

«. . . think . . . city . . . and he did (verb missing) . . . Sicily (?) . . . from the same
. . . but when . . . that others . . . managed . . .»

PHerc. 238b = O 238 (O VI 1578, Philodemus, Rhetoric VIII, Hand 14)

113

Bassi, Papiri disegnati, p. 448.

114

Scott, p. 50.

115

Ricomposizione, pp. 62-63, 86.

116

Cavallo, pp. 36, 45 with Tav. XXX.

It is mounted to the left of PHerc. 238a
and upside-down in relation to it, as appears
in digital image no. 11212. It is not to be
confused with PHerc. 239a, which is seen
below PHerc. 238a on image no. 11213.

The Oxonian drawing numbered 238 shows a papyrus in Greek with parts of
two layers that are apparently from the top of a column. Bassi thought that
the number is wrong, since PHerc. 238 is in Latin; 113 by this he meant PHerc.
238a (see above). On the basis of content Scott rightly assigned O 238 to a
work on rhetoric; 114 he was followed by Dorandi, who made supplements in
two lines but felt that the hand could not be identified. 115 The square form
of L is not like Hand 20, nor like Hand 14, and neither is the variation
between a bilinear form of Q and a form with a long tail below the line.
However, the other traits of the script are close to Hand 14, in which PHerc.
1015/832 is written; this is a copy of Rhet. VIII Longo. PHerc. 300, an
unidentified work, is in the same hand. 116 Since fr. `2' probably underlay
fr. `1', and is therefore closer to the start of the text, I have reversed their
order. The number of letters lost at either side in fr. 1 is not determined.
O 238 may well correspond to a small scorza in a Greek bilinear hand, with
only a few letters surviving in its lower left corner but a Q descending below
the line, that is now kept with PHerc. 238a; 117 I shall call this PHerc. 238b.
There is no proof that it is the same piece, but the ratio of height to width
and the surviving letter-shapes are at least compatible, so just this once I feel
able to apply Occam's razor to these papyri.
PHerc. 238b, fr. 1
1

117

5

-

-

- ]d.[ - - - ]oj[ - - - i< ]csoq[i - - -. ]gm[ - - - ]le.m[ - - -

fons P primus edidi absunt margines 1 fort. d. vel n., f.

5 e. vel o.
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O 238 fr. 1 (`fr. 2', VI 1578)
1

-

5

9

-

-

a\]popkg.ni* ac [ - - ]a*cgi, ja/m jo*qo[m - - q<g*]sxq g/ uiko*co[uoc - - ]de+ so+ pqo*vei[qom - - ]im, x<c oi< q<g*so[qec - - ]ci" sot&so ca+q pa[ - - ]m i> dxlem [ - - ]am jai+ + i\ *asqijg+m [ - - ]cha.[i] k.[ - - -

incertum quot versus desint
fons O

praesto est marg. sup. primus edidi 1 o: g. vel i.i. O g. potius quam i.c. 2 fort.
p]a*cgi vel (jasa)cjet]a*c gi vel pkeom]a*cgi 3, 5 suppl. Dorandi 6 fort. pa*[msec 7 fort.
o%sa]m vel e\]a+m 8 fort. o%sa]m vel e\]a+m 9 a. vel k., d. k. vel a.

«. . . lunacy . . ., even if an orator or philosopher (verb missing) boredom, but
they (verb missing) what is to hand . . . as the orators (verb missing). For we all (?)
(verb missing) this . . . when (?) we see . . . when (?) medicine too . . . to be (verb
missing) . . .»

O 238 fr. 2 (`fr. 1', VI 1578)
1

5

9

h' e<at[s - - e>nx. uoqo+m [- - <
cim, xc ja[ - - atso+m pa[ - - v x%c ugcim o[ - - s' + e * t[. .(.)]sa[ - - se*v[mg]c a[ - - po*ko{ko}ipoi[ - - sx&m ct+m sg&[i - - -

ot\-

-

t<-

incertum quot versus desint
fons O adsunt margines sup. et sin. primus edidi 2 litt. x. e litt. u. a pictore emendata
est 6 se: so librarius a.c. in linea

«. . . self . . . outside tending . . ., as . . . him . . . not, as he says . . . well . . . of
art . . . the remaining (plural noun missing) of the . . .»

PHerc. 238c, 238d, 238e (all unidentified)
Several further scorze are kept with the present PHerc. 238a. None is
recorded in the Catalogo. 118 These include the small piece with a few
Greek letters mounted alongside PHerc. 238a, which I call PHerc. 238b
(see above), and the very legible Greek scorza which is in fact the original
PHerc. 239 and which I will now call PHerc. 239a (see below), which is
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118

CatPErc, p. 113.

mounted below PHerc. 238a. 119 There are three more. Mounted to the
right of PHerc. 239a lies another scorza, about the same size as PHerc.
239a. There is only a letter readable either as Greek K or Latin cursive A
or R, which seems more likely, and an O. Two further scorze are mounted
below PHerc. 239a and the latter piece. That below PHerc. 239a has no
visible writing at all. The second is in a smaller hand than that of PHerc.
238a. At least two layers are visible, and no margins. Almost nothing is
readable except some As (one of which might be D), a N in the upper
right corner and R. [.] NEC or meo. in the lower right corner. It is hard to
tell whether it is in Greek or in Latin, but Latin seems more likely,
especially if there is a R or B (if so, it is in the form used by the scribe
of the Carmen de bello Actiaco). None of these pieces is fit to edit.
Whether any of them matches missing items issued in 1788-92 seems
impossible to determine.

PHerc. 239a = O 239 (O VI 1577, Philodemus, Memoriae Epicureae, hand
of PHerc. 310, 474 and 1787), with an edition of N 1787

119 This piece and the others discussed in the
rest of this paragraph are all visible in infrared image no. 11213.

It appears in infra-red digital image no.
11213 below the edge of PHerc. 238a.
120

121

Scott, pp. 24, 49.

122

CroÈnert, Neues, p. 614.

For this hand see Cavallo, pp. 44, 57, 65
with Tav. LX. However, the illustrations at
HV2 VIII 194-6 are more informative than
Cavallo's plate.
123

No. 239 was issued in July 1790. Two drawings under this number correspond in hand and roughly in shape to a scorza, containing parts of at least
two layers, that is conserved with PHerc. 238a, perhaps by an error during
the recent remounting; 120 I shall call it PHerc. 239a. There are no Neapolitan disegni corresponding either to O 239 or to PHerc. 239a.
The script of O 239 is much larger than Hand 4 as seen in PHerc. 233 and
PHerc. 860 and does not have the same rightward slope. The huge writing
of PHerc. 1113a can also be compared, but there the A is angular. Scott 121
rightly thought that these pieces are in the same hand as PHerc. 310, an
exemplar of Philodemus' Memoriae Epicureae with 15 lines per column. In
addition, CroÈnert 122 noticed that the same extraordinarily distinctive
hand appears in the five disegni of N 1787, which were drawn in 1839
by F. Celentano and published at HV 2 I 198-200 (I have not seen the
surviving scorza, but CroÈnert says that it does not match the disegni),
which is presumably from the same roll (neither the top nor the bottom
margin is preserved). Nobody has noticed that this hand also appears in
PHerc. 474, a badly damaged and unpublishable scorza from the top of its
roll.
There are many elements in common with the large script of PHerc. 310,
which Cavallo dates to the 1st century A.D. rather than B.C. 123 (I would
prefer an earlier date). The projection of the top left end of the diagonal
of D is distinctive. The U with triangular body and semi-cursive, rounded
A are identical. The hand has the same contrast between broad and
narrow letters, with E, H, O, and C written very narrow, but the O is
not usually small. The uprights of J, Q, S, and U go below the base-line,
while B and U project above. The upright in T is centred, as in the hand
of PHerc. 310. The sole difference is that the X, drawn but once, sags in
its right loop, in a manner more reminiscent of Hand 2, whereas in the
original it has a straight first upright. However, the identification must be
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regarded as certain. These pieces must come from a second copy of the
work found in a different script in PHerc. 1418, formerly called Pqaclasei& ai. 124 Another treatise on the biography of Epicurus by an unknown
Epicurean writer in an early hand 125 is found in PHerc. 176, in columns
only 5-6 cm. wide, 126 but that is in a very different script since it is
bilinear. 127
Many of the same people appear both in the new fragments and in C.
Militello's recent edition of Philodemus' Memoriae Epicureae, 128 which she
based on PHerc. 310 and PHerc. 1418. Both Epicurus and Leonteus of
Lampsacus, to whom Epicurus wrote letters, 129 are named, just as they are
in that work. O 239 fr. 2 names Eudoxus, who also occurs in the Memoriae
Epicureae; 130 his identity is uncertain, 131 but he seems likely to have been a
friend and correspondent of Epicurus. Likewise, a Eudemus appears in N
1787 fr. 4; a Eudemus was mentioned as a correspondent of Epicurus in the
Memoriae Epicureae. 132 A name in -chus, perhaps Protarchus, Eurylochus,
Anaxarchus, Amynomachus, or Hermarchus, associates of Epicurus, 133 may
also appear (or Timarchus, a correspondent of Metrodorus, 134 might be
meant). Another name probably began with chi, conceivably Charidemus,
Epicurus' brother who is in the Memoriae Epicureae, 135 or Charmides, another correspondent. 136
On the other hand, Nicias the son of Antidorus or Antibius is unknown.
Although a Nicias was among the slaves whom Epicurus freed in his
will, 137 and an Antidorus was a philosopher whom Epicurus criticized (it
is not clear whether he was a follower or an adversary), 138 Philodemus
may mention this Nicias because he was an Athenian archon who held
office a certain number of years before Epicurus died. In fact a Nicias was
archon in 282/281, 139 eleven to twelve years before Epicurus died in 271/
270 during the archonship of Pytharatus. Another Nicias surnamed t%cseqoc, who is most unlikely to have been the same person, 140 had been
archon in 296/295. 141 In neither case is the father's name or demotic
known, but the provision of such details would usefully distinguish between them. Nicias Otryneus, son of Philo and archon in 266/265, 142 is
too late to be relevant.
The topics of O 239 are probably an action of Eudoxus that Philodemus
wishes to date to 282/281, and conceivably the fact that Epicurus was
never prosecuted or brought to trial. 143 N 1787, fr. 1, mentions letters; fr.
2 mentions refutations of arguments and Eudemus, fr. 3 the happiness of
the philosopher who refrains from politics, and fr. 4 arguments, while fr.
5 may describe Epicurus' generosity to his students. The presence of
hiatus shows that both papyri, like PHerc. 310 and 1418, contain quotations from Epicurus' epistles, but I have been unable to define their
extent.
Since I suspect that O 239, `fr. 1', is likely to have overlain `fr. 2', which in
turn is likely to have been above the present scorza, I present the pieces in
reverse order. The number of letters per line is unknown. My edition of N
1787 depends on the engravings, since I have not seen the originals. I have
assumed that the order of fragments needs to be reversed relative to the N
disegni because of the process of scorzatura totale.
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124

See the edition by Militello.

125

Cavallo, pp. 44 and 57, with Tav. LV.

126

Cavallo, p. 18.

The readings of PHerc. 176 are revised by
Angeli, Lampsaco.
127

128

See Militello.

129

D. L. 10. 25-26.

130

PHerc. 1418 col. 20,6-16.

131
See Militello, pp. 233-234. Philodemus
mentions the astronomer at De dis I col.
21,28 Diels, De lib. dic. (PHerc. 1471) fr.
6,5 Olivieri, and Ind. Acad. col. 16,11 Mekler.
132

Col. 18,5-15 Militello.

Protarchus is discussed by Militello, p.
228, while Eurylochus appears at D. L. 10.
13 and Amynomachus at D. L. 10. 16.
133

134

Fr. 38 KoÈrte.

135

Col. 10,4 Militello.

136

Epic., fr. 170 Usener.

137

D. L. 10. 21.

138
D. L. 10. 8, 10. 28, cf. PHerc. 418 fr. 6,16
(= HV2 IX 77), with Spinelli, pp. 34-36,
who suggests that he transferred his allegiance from the Garden to the Megarians.
139 LGPN III, 333, no. 21; cf. Osborne, Nikias, pp. 275-80; Dorandi, Arconti, p. 123;
Tracy, p. 109 n. 10; Traill, no. 711755.
140

Tracy, pp. 12-14.

Traill, no. 711750. The subscriptio to
Epic., De Nat. 28 (fr. 13 col. XIII Sedley)
says the book was written in the archonship
of «the Nicias who came after Antiphates»,
who was archon in 297/296. The reference to
the archonship of a Nicias in Phld., De Epic.
2 (PHerc. 1289) fr. 1,7 Vogliano is in a damaged context; we cannot tell whether Nicias I or Nicias II is meant.
141

142

Traill, no. 712610.

Cf. Phld., De piet. 1508-12 Obbink, with
Obbink, p. 526.
143

PHerc. 239a, fr. 1a (sottoposto)
1

5
6

-

-

-

]m. jai+ [ - - ]gvom i\.d[ - - ]. . . . .[ - - ]. .[ - - ]vom pqi.[ - - ]gla d[ - - -

incertum quot desint versus
deest pagina una vel altera
fons pap. absunt margines primus edidi 1 m. pes sin. 2 fort. g#vom ]i. vel p. fort.
\Id[oleme- 3-4 vestigia incerta 5 fort. Pqx*saq]vom vel Et\qt*ko]vom vel \Altmo*la]vom
vel % Eqlaq]vom i. pes

«. . . and . . .»

PHerc. 239a, fr. 1b (sovrapposto)
desunt versus ii
3
5
6

-

-

-

]. .boki..[ - - ]m. ct+m pqx.[ - - ]." ja[ - - ]j.[ - - -

incertum quot desint versus
fons pap. absunt margines primus edidi 3 i.[ vel g. 4 m. vel i. x. vel i.
Pqx.[sa*qvxi 5 spat. vac. ii litt.

fort.

«. . . with . . .»

O 239, fr. 2 (VI 1577)
1
4

-

-

]sa Et>do.noc ctmicsa[ - - - e\]pi+ Miji* ot sot& \Am.sidx*[qot sot& - - ]gsot, x<c oi#lai, a\u' ot' [ - - ] \Epi* j[o]tqoc e>f.g d.[x*deja e>sg - - -

incertum quot desint versus
deest pagina una vel altera
fons O incertum an adsit marg. sup. vel inf. primus edidi 1 o. vel c. 2 pi: sg O, sed g
multo angustius quam debuisset depinxit m. potius quam g. \Am.sidx*[qot scripsi: amsidio[ O 3 ]gsot nomen vici Attici potius quam po]gsot& 4 \Epi* j[o]tqoc iam Scott f. vel
s., p. d.: potius a.

«. . . Eudoxus . . . constitute . . . (in the archonship?) of Nicias the son of
Antidorus (?) (of the deme?) . . .-etus, as I suppose, from which point . . .
Epicurus lived twelve years . . .»
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O 239, fr. 1 (VI 1577)
1

5
6

-

-

]o[. .] e>[[i]]vei pqocjeil.[em - - ]soc \Epijot*qot so+ c. [ - - - et\]acecsa*sg[[i.]] jem[ - - - ] e\p.[i+ ] pkei* oci* se, o.= c g.[ - - - ] + id[ *. .] e\.mg.* vhg pqo[ - - ]saq[ - - -

deest versus unus
8
10

-------

]kalbamo[ - - *
+
p]qoseqom d[e] jai+ V[ - - j]ai+ Keomse*a so+m i.[ - - -

incertum quot desint versus
fons O incertum an adsit marg. sup. vel inf. primus edidi 1 litt. i puncto superscripto
delevit librarius l. pes tantum 2 c. vel o., x. 3 et\]acecsa*sg[[i.]] potius quam e\m]acecsa*sg[[i.]] litt. i. potius quam c. puncto superscripto delevit librarius fort. jem[x&c 4 p.
vel i.[, g. o. vel lacuna male descripta g. pes sin. 5 vestigia litt. id parvarum in init. sup.
lin., quae fort. paginae aliae tribuenda sunt e. potius quam h. g.: potius i.p., fort. pars
paginae alienae 8 o: a O 9 fort. V[aqi* dglom vel V[aqli* dgm 10 fort. \I[doleme*a

«. . . has . . . lying nearby . . . the (singular noun missing) of Epicurus . . . most
innocent (?) (singular noun missing) . . . empty . . . and with reference to several
(plural noun missing), as much as . . . was accused (?) with regard to . . . being
taken . . ., but previously (verb missing) both . . . and Leonteus the . . .»

PHerc. 1787, fr. 1=N 1787, fr. 5 (HV2 I 200)
1

5

9

-

-

]xc [ - - ]o jaha+ pq[.(.)]k.x[ - - - jej]o.lle*moic. [.] ctme + cs[g * ]tn[ - - - e\]picsokx&m [.] kabei& m in.e.[ - - ]otc dekoi[. .(.)] peqi+ pam[s - - ]otd' oic s[.(.)]c paqa[ - - ]ems[. .]et[. .]ham[. .]iem[ - - ]xc [. . .] + sihe[ *. . .]soi mo[ - - p]eqi[. .]le.[ - - -

incertum quot desint versus
deest pagina una vel altera
fons N absunt margines primus edidi 2 p: is N k. vel a. 3 o. vel h. o: h N c. vel
o. 4 iam suppl. et corr. CroÈnert pic: ig N fort. [o=c n. vel p., s., f. e. vel c. , o. 5 fort. d\
e%koi[so 9 e. vel c. , o.

«. . . just as . . . (plural noun missing) that have been struck . . . was constituted .
. . of letters . . .to take . . ., but would choose (?) regarding every . . . and . . .
put . . . regarding (?) . . .»
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PHerc. 1787, fr. 2=N 1787, fr. 4 (HV2 I 199)
1

5
8

. . . . . . .(.)]kos[ - - . . . . .(.)]qvi + sot* simo.+ [c - - sx&m e\nekecvo[ - - \
soic e>sg, o=c eim[. .]p[ - - - a\kk' o%lxc g.< e\.pi+ a\me[k]e*m[js - - sai [Et\]dg*lot cg.[ - - . . .]emso k[ - - . . . . .]oko[ - - -

-

incertum quot desint versus
deest pagina una vel altera
fons N adest marg. sin. primus edidi 2 fort. nomen proprium velut Dijaiaqvi* sot
(cf. Xanth. Lyd. F 15,4) o. vel e., c. simo.+ [c vel sime.+ [c 3 fort. e\nekecvo[le*mxm vel
e\nekecvo*[msxm 3-4 fort. at\]|soi& c vel sot*]|soic 4 o: h N 5 g. vel ]i. e. vel c. 6 g. vel
i. 8 fort. o< ko*[coc vel a\p]oko[ci* a vel o%ko[

«. . . of a certain (name damaged) . . . some of those that were (?) refuted . . .
years, who . . . But all the same the (singular subject missing) . . . with regard to
irrefutable (arguments?) . . . of Eudemus . . . »

PHerc. 1787, fr. 3=N 1787, fr. 3 (HV2 I 199)
1

5

9

. .]pa[ - - . .] soi& c at\so[i& c . . . .]eci[m - - le*mxm pokisijx&m x[ - - laja*qiom + paq* akka*sseim j[ - - - sgkijat*sgm, e<i> > sim\ ei#vem [ - - ot#m oi<. [laj]a*qi[oi] pa*[msec - - . .]oic [[e]][. .]eim po[ - - . . . . . . .(.)]ema s[ - - . . . . . .(.)]pam[ - - incertum quot desint versus
deest pagina una vel altera

fons N adest marg. sin. primus edidi 3-4 iam suppl. CroÈnert 6 i.[ vel m. 7 litt. e
puncto superscripto deleta est

«. . . for the same (plural noun missing). . . happen . . . of political (plural noun
missing) that were (participle missing) . . . blessed (singular object missing) to
change . . . so great a (singular noun missing), if he had one . . . Therefore all
the blessed ones . . . do . . . all . . .»
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PHerc. 1787, fr. 4=N 1787, fr. 2 (HV2 I 198)
1

5

9

pim[ - - ctmiem[ - - sg&i diamoi* ai [ - - sot& ko*cot sot*so[t - - lg+ sa+ e.i> dg, dio*si j[ - - ctm[oi* ]daci[m] sa[ - - kt+ [e\]qei& m pokka*j[i - - . . .]so pog[ - - . . .]pams[ - - -

ei\
po-

incertum quot desint versus
deest pagina una vel altera
fons N adest marg. sin. primus edidi ante 1 fort. e\]||pi+

2 m: g N 5 e. vel c. di: m N

«. . . drink (?) . . . understand . . . with the mind (or `meaning') . . . of this
argument . . . except the forms, because . . . they are aware . . . would often (?)
say (?) a lot . . . do . . . all . . . »

PHerc. 1787, fr. 5=N 1787, fr. 1 (HV2 I 198)
1

5
8

-

-

]j[ - - ]kei& l jx[ - - sat&]sa jai+ soiat&[sa - - - soi& c uoi]sgsai& + c, [o%] * poca dtma[so+c g#m - - - jai+ ca+]q ot\hei+ c [e>]kecem lg+ ei\c so[ - - ] o.< uiko*couoc [. . . . . .]am[ - - ]keic[. . . . . .(.)]qoc[ - - ]soic. [ - - -

incertum quot desint versus
fons N adest marg. sin. primus edidi 2 sc. -]kei& m 4 uoi]sgsai& + c * potius quam
diai]sgsai& + c :* sed -gsa+ + c * scribendum esset, si litt. i propter litteram superscriptam deleta
esset 5 e: i N g: m N 6 o. vel h., x. 7 fort. p]qoc 8 c. vel e., o.

«. . . these things and things like them (Epicurus used to give?) . . . to his
students (?), as much as he was able . . . For nobody used to say not with regard
to. . . the philosopher . . .»

PHerc. 239b (?Latin prose or verse, ?Manus A)
Item no. 239 was issued in July 1790. The scorza corresponding to this is now
kept with PHerc. 238, but should be called PHerc. 239a (see above on PHerc.
239a). What is at present called PHerc. 239, but should be called PHerc.
239b, is in Latin, as Del Mastro discovered, 144 and contains the bottom of
a column. It is not known to have been drawn. It is smaller than PHerc. 238a,
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144

Del Mastro, Papiri latini, p. 186.

in a semi-cursive Latin script which is a smaller hand than the present PHerc.
238a. 145 Its hand might be the same as Manus A, which would make it
correspond to O `1082'. However, the dimensions do not match. It is 6.5
cm. long by 6 cm. high. 146 Almost nothing is readable except some As, a N in
the upper right corner and NEC in the lower right corner. On a second piece
there are only letters readable as Latin NO. Another scorza kept with PHerc.
239b has no visible writing at all. Hence it is not clear to what items in the
Oxonian disegni, if any, these pieces correspond.

PHerc. 244 = O 244 (VI 1579, Philodemus, Rhet. IV edition B, Hand 11)

145
It is likewise visible in infra-red image no.
11213.
146
CatPErc, p. 113; cf. Del Mastro, Papiri
latini, who lists PHerc. 238 and 239 among
the newly identified Latin papyri (p. 186).
These are the pieces that should now be
called PHerc. 238a and 239b respectively.

Cavallo, pp. 34, 45, with Tav. XXIV
illustrating PHerc. 1007/1673.
147

148

Dorandi, Ricomposizione, pp. 62, 83-84.

149 Pers. comm., Apr. 2007. He adds that
Dorandi's assignation of PHerc. 232 and
426 to it is incorrect, since they come from
Rhet. I.

Dorandi had assigned PHerc. 1118 to the
roll of the Rhetoric in Hand 21 (Precisazione,
p. 61).

150

See Macfarlane and Del Mastro, pp.
118-123.

151

152

Scott, p. 50.

153

Sudhaus I, p. 246.

No. 244 was issued in July 1790. The drawings of O 244 depict an upright
hand. Although the T is made in two ways, the correct one seems likely to be
that where an upper curved bowl meets a diagonal sloping down to the left
rather than that which has a vertical base. The cross-bar of E projects to the
right, and the diagonals of A and D project to the left. The A may have a loop
at the lower left corner. The vertical of Q extends far below the line; otherwise, with the usual exception of U, the hand is bilinear. The O can be small
and tends to be oval. This is Cavallo's Hand 11, which he recognized in
PHerc. 1007/1673, the copy of Philodemus' Rhet. IV divided into two rolls,
and in PHerc. 1114, which is also from his Rhetoric. 147 Dorandi assigned
PHerc. 224, 1077a and 1677a to the same hand, and concluded that all these
papyri belong to Rhet. IV edition B. 148 This roll is the version of Book IV full
of substantive corrections, which I take to be a revision by the author himself. David Blank agrees with Dorandi's assignations, and reports that the
surviving scorza is in the same hand. 149 In addition, PHerc. 254, 391, 1104,
1118 and 1491c (i. e. cr 4) are in Hand 11. All may presumably be from this
roll; none has previously been identified, 150 except for 1491c. 151
Scott found no continuous sense in this item, 152 but the drawings surely come
from the same work; this passage discussed rhetoric and medicine. O 244 consists of two fragments. Fr. 1 is the lower part of a column. There is an interesting
but only partial and I think coincidental parallel with fr. 1 in Book X Longo,
Rhetorica, PHerc. 1669 col. 14,18-25, restored by Sudhaus 153 as follows:
18
20

25

[u]ac \
jo*msxm ajqibei& c [poiei& ch[a]i ko*c[ot.]c, oi% ot[c ot\.]j a/[m
oi< q<g*soq[e]c dt*ma[ims\ a\msepa*ce]im a.% [se] jai+ dia+ sx&m
ei\j]o*s[xm] sot+c ko*cot[c] ctmsih]e*ms[e.c], dia[sekot&]ci
k]e*comsec, x<c jsk.

The second piece of O 244, unnunbered but here called fr. 2, is three long
lines that presumably come from a layer that originally lay above the bottom
three lines of the column, where the preserved text is widest. The length of
the lines is probably 19 letters, since other papyri in the same hand have
about this many. I have not reversed the order of the fragments, since fr. 2 is
probably closer to the end of the roll than fr. 1.
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O 244, fr. 1 (VI 1579)
incertum quot desint versus
1

5

10
11

. . . . . u]iko*coua ot[. . . .(.)
. . . . .]i sot+c u[ . . . . . . . .(.)
. . . . .]ci soi& c t<[ . . . . . . . .
. . . . .]s.g.m. i\.a[sq. . . . . . .(.)
. . . . . ]ce oi< lo*mxm [ . . . . . . . .(.)
pok{e}i]sijx&m, o%si [ . . . . . . .
. . . .] a\jq{e}ibei& c dia[ . . . .(.)
. . ko*]cotc, oi% otc ot\[d\ a/m oi<
q<g*s]oqec dt*m.aimso [. . . .(.)
o>m]sec, jai+ ei\jo*sx[c . . . .
di]act*qotci ke*com[sec . .

fons O adest margo inf. primus edidi 2 fort. u[ikoco*uotc 4 s. vel g. g.: potius p. i.
vel m. fort. i\a[sqijg+m 8-9 divisionem versuum conieci 9 m. vel ]i. 10 x: o O fort.
ot'soi 11 litt. m e j mutata est

«. . . philosophical matters . . . the philosophers (?) . . . for the . . . medicine (?) .
. . those who . . . of only political orators, because . . . precise arguments such as
not even the orators could (verb missing), as they are (predicate missing), and they
reasonably spurn them when they say . . .»

O 244, fr. 2 (VI 1579)
incertum quot desint versus
9
10
11

. . . .x]m cot&m soi& c a\mh.[qx*poic e\]pisihele*mxm ha[.
. . . . .(.)]i sx&m le+m le[. .

fons O adest margo inf. primus edidi 9 fort. pokkx&]m vel pa*msx]m h. vel c. 11 fort. ja]i+

«. . . At any rate, when many (?) attack the persons . . . »

PHerc. 245 = O Fr. E (VI 1573, Philodemus, Rhet. IV ed. A, Hand 27)
The present PHerc. 245 is not recorded as having been issued during the
period in question, but corresponds textually to the Oxonian drawing entitled `Fr. E'. The latter shows parts of three layers, offering a clear depiction of the top of a stack (the only such drawing in the set). Scott first
assigned this drawing to a work on rhetoric. 154 What was evidently the
lowest and therefore the outermost layer (layer a) consisted of the right side
of one column and the very left edge of the next. To the right these columns
are overlaid by parts of two unpublished layers. The lowest layer reveals the
identity of the work, since I have found that it was first published as PHerc.
245 frr. 1-2 (Rhet. ii. 178 Sudhaus), from a Neapolitan disegno made by F.
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154

Scott, p. 48.

Celentano between 1825 and 1847, when less of the left column was visible
but more of the right. 155 Sudhaus was able to supplement the text from the
other recension of the same work at PHerc. 224, fr. 9, 6-12 (=HV2 VII
141). 156 However, the Oxonian disegno proves that the text ran differently
from some of his supplements. Evidently the two uppermost and innermost
layers disintegrated or were removed before 1847, when the Neapolitan
disegni of PHerc. 245 were made. The extant scorza corresponds to N 245
fr. 4. We now know that PHerc. 245 is part of the copy of Edition A 157 of
Philodemus' Rhetoric IV written in Cavallo's Hand 27. 158 PHerc. 453 is a
scorza from the same roll that was also issued during the relevant period, but
its recorded dimensions are different.
O Fr. E, fr. 1a, col. i (VI 1573)=N 245, fr. 1, col. i
0
1

5

10

15

[o<l]Moi* xcN ||
de+ Ai\cvi* mgNc, e%xc le+m g#m
t<pojqisNg+c jai+ cqallaset+c e\Npemg*setem, ei#sN[a q<]g.soqet*cac
a\mg*q sic] Me\ce*Nmeso uiko*nemoc jNa.i+ baht*pkotsoc. jai+ dg+ jai+ D]gloche*mgc so+m baNcike*a so+m
. . . .]Mm pqNo.t\di*. [jei] jai+
. .]Msgc e\ka*lbamemN [. . .
. . . .]Mpokka+ paqN[. .]MasN[. .
. . . . . .] Msoc[at&]Ms.N[a] Mpqa*-N
McN[lasa . .]MgdN[. .]a[. . . .
MkeN[. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(.)
desunt versus fere xv

28
29

Bassi, Papiri disegnati, p. 445. This is published as HV2 VIII 166, fr. 1.
155

Sudhaus III, p. 172, cf. III, p. 178. The
text of fr. 1 col. i has since been improved by
G. Indelli, Accessioni filodemee al bios di Eschine, Proceedings of the XIXth International
Congress of Papyrology (Cairo 1992), pp. 203212, at pp. 203-205.

156

157

Dorandi, Ricomposizione, pp. 77-78.

Cavallo, pp. 42, 46, with Tav. L of
PHerc. 1423.
158

[. . . . . . . . . . . . . . \Ico-]
[jqa*sgc paq\ Et\aco*qot] ||

fontes ON (vv. 1-9), MN 224 fr. 9,6-14N (= N2) ed. pr. Sudhaus adest marg. dext. 1
v. om. N le+m om. N2 2 O: ]l N c: o O 3 O: ]k.et N 3-4 cqal|[laset+c Indelli,
collatis Vitis Aeschinis: cqal|[lasijo+c Sudhaus 5 a\mg*q sic scripsi: a<mg+q suppl. Sudhaus, brevius 5-6 uiko*]nemoc e\ce*mes[o . . . . . . . . N2 6 a. N (pes): om. O 7 jai+ dg+
jai+ Sudhaus: e>si de+ Sudhaus ap. N2, brevius 8 so+m prius rest. Sudhaus: sai N2 so+m
alterius: om O a.c. 9 fort. Peqcx&]m, cf. Plut. Dem. 20 q[ N2: q. o. vel o.q. O: om. N tdi.
N: om. O supplevi jai N: om. O 14 l]gd- suppleverim: jai+ d]g+ d[ijai* xc Sudhaus 14-15 e\]|ke*[ceso kabei& m Sudhaus 28-9 Sudhaus 29 paqa+ Sudhaus Et\aco*qot
supplevi

«Likewise, as long as Aeschines was an actor and a clerk he was poor, but once
he practised as an orator he became someone who loved to entertain in a most
lavish manner. Indeed, Demosthenes acted as an advocate for the king of Persia
(?) and received . . . many . . . so many things . . . Isocrates (continues on)»
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O Fr. E, fr. 1a, col. ii (VI 1573)=N 245, fr. 1, col. ii
1

sot& Jtpqi* ot. [sa*kamsa e>kabem ei> jo.[ci" jai+ paqa+ Silohe*o.[t sot& Jo*mxmoc ot'[soc e>kabem a>kka de*ja, js.[. . . . . . . . . . .
ac o.t\ jeke[t. . . . . . . . . .
lo*mo[. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
cace[. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .kotc [. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5

9

desunt versus fere xx et pagina una vel altera
fontes O (initia vv. 1-5), N ed. pr. Sudhaus adest marg. sin. 1 sot tantum O t. vel
s. 2 k[.]b tantum O o. vel c. 3 qas tantum O o. vel c. 4 mx tantum O 5 ka tantum
O s. potius quam t. Jt.[pq- scripserim 6 o. vel c. scripsi: o.t\j e\ke[ Sudhaus 7 lomo N:
lo*mom Sudhaus 8-9 pok]|kot+c vel a>k]|kotc scripserim

«received twenty talents from (Evagoras) the Cypriot. He received another ten
from Conon's son Timotheus, . . . not . . . only . . .»

O Fr. E, fr. 1b (VI 1573)
desunt versus fere v
6

- - - ]im[ - - - - - ]gic p.[ - - - - - ]s[ - - -

8

desunt versus fere xxi et pagina una vel altera
fons O

absunt margines primus edidi 7 p. vel c.

O Fr. E, fr. 1c (VI 1573)
1

5

10
11

-

-

-

p]aqakoc[ - - ]i.adg[ - - ]p.achem[ - - ]xci s[ - - ]cotcim x.[ - - ]aiom ja[ - - ]m jai+ ai[ - - ]sotc o<l[ - - ]a.lgm co[ - - ] heoi+ s[ - - -

desunt versus fere xviii
fons O adest margo sup. primus edidi 2 g: si O 3 p. vel s, c. 6 fort. cpotd]ai& om vel
a\macj]ai& om 10 a. vel k.

«. . . reason (?) . . . weak . . . that they . . . they will . . . and . . . similar (?) . . .
gods . . .»
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PHerc. 247 = O Fr. F (VI 1573=PHerc. 1815, Philodemus, De pietate,
Hand 12)

159

CatPErc, p. 398.

This was also noted by D. Blank (Remarks on fragments and drawings in Piaggio's
time cit. in n. 23 above).

160

161

Scott, p. 48.

W. CroÈnert, Bericht uÈber literarische
Texte mit Ausschluss der christlichen, «APF»
1/1901, p. 109 n. 1.
162

W. Luppe, Zeus und Nemesis in den Kyprien, «Philologus» 118/1974, pp. 193-202;
cf. A. Henrichs, Iuppiter mulierum amator in
papyro Herculanensi, «ZPE» 15/1974, pp.
302-304.

163

164

Dirk Obbink, pers. comm., Apr. 2007.

165

Pers. comm., Apr. 2007.

Philodemus: On Piety Part 2 (Oxford,
publication expected 2007-2008).
166

167

Blank and Longo, p. 120.

168

Dorandi, Ricomposizione, p. 61 n. 18.

The reference in the CatPErc, p. 270, is
incomplete.
169

170

Kolotes, p. 24 n. 136.

Obbink, pp. 300. I have not seen the Neapolitan apograph, which the engraver of HV2
may of course have distorted.
171

No. 247 was issued in July 1790. Evidently it lost its label, since there is no
Oxonian drawing under that number. Instead, O Fr. F can be identified with
the present PHerc. 247. The drawing is now called PHerc. 1815; the original
piece is lost or unidentified. The Catalogo 159 assigns Fr. E to the same number
as Fr. F, wrongly stating that both pieces are in the same hand: 160 for the
truth see above on PHerc. 245=O Fr. E.
Scott deemed Fr. F unintelligible. 161 The drawing was first assigned to the On
Piety (and edited) by CroÈnert, 162 and the hand is unmistakable. It has been
reedited by W. Luppe, 163 and the catalogue of Zeus' lovers that it contains is
within a column or two of PHerc. 1692, fr. 4, while part of this catalogue is
also in PHerc. 1602, fr. 5. 164 The present PHerc. 247 is the only section of De
piet. which is known to correspond to a number that was issued in 1788-1792;
the Neapolitan drawings of it, done in 1830 by C. Malesci, are published as
HV2 II 42-49, but these do not match. Fr. F cannot correspond to PHerc.
243, since the latter shows whole columns and was not issued during the
relevant period. Hence it seems reasonable to deduce that Fr. F was originally
the top of the stack then called PHerc. 247. However, this raises complications, as Dirk Obbink has explained to me. 165 Fr. F depicts what is the upper
part of col. 274 in his forthcoming edition. 166 However, PHerc. 247, fr. 1,
also the tops of columns, corresponds to his cols. 190-191. Between the two
layers he believes that there intervened PHerc. 1088, containing whole columns, and after another papyrus eventually PHerc. 1692, which was removed
from the back of its stack by sollevamento. Hence many layers survive bearing
other inventory numbers between the first Neapolitan disegno of the present
PHerc. 247 and this piece. Obbink suggests that the stack may have come
apart and been given the higher numbers subsequently, which may help to
explain why the numbers allocated to the different stacks are so far apart
from each other, when they might have been expected to have similar numbers. However, the number 1692 already existed in Piaggio's catalogue,
which ends with no. 1696. 167 For the text see Obbink's forthcoming edition.
Incidentally, I suspect that the scorze of PHerc. 1100 and 1104 (which has recently been confused with PHerc. 1114 in Hand 11 of the Rhetoric) 168 are also in
Hand 12; the short horizontal stroke on the upper right corner of L is characteristic, and would indicate that these belong to De pietate. The same is true of some
of the Neapolitan drawings of PHerc. 1111. To judge by HV2 X 185-201, 169 they
do not all appear to be in the same hand: frr. 1-21 and 27-41 resemble Fr. D (see
below on Fr. D), but frr. 22-26 and frr. 42-45 seem to be in two other hands, one
of them very like that of Philodemus' De pietate. CroÈnert edited N 1111, fr. 44, 170
and in his restoration this sounds to me exactly like Philodemus' defences in the
first part of On Piety of the views of Epicurus, Metrodorus and Hermarchus on
the gods, with the full citations of his sources that are so characteristic of the De
pietate. Obbink has reedited this column, but calls its authorship `uncertain'. 171

O `247' = PHerc. 255 (VI 1578, Metrodorus, ?Adversus dialecticos, hand
of PHerc. 418, 439, 1084, 1091, 1108, 1112, and 1645)
See below on PHerc. 255.
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PHerc. 253 + PHerc. 1090 = O `235' (VI 1579, Philodemus, De vitiis lib.
inc., De avaritia, Hand 25)
No. 253 was issued in July 1790 and no. 1090 in August 1792. It is not clear
whether either was the same papyrus as that which was drawn under the
number `235' but was apparently somehow refiled both as PHerc. 1090,
which is what the later Neapolitan disegni call it (the scorza of no. 1090 is
said no longer to exist) 172 and, remarkably, as PHerc. 253 as well.
The Oxonian disegno labelled `235' consists of parts of the tops of two
successive columns. The Neapolitan drawings of twelve layers of PHerc.
253 were made by C. Malesci in 1827, and are published as HV2 VII 1916. 173 They show the tops of columns, with under half the width of the line
preserved. Comparetti assigned O `235' to De pietate, 174 but Scott noticed the
word uikaqctqi* ai in col. i line 8 of this fragment, and rightly attributed it to
the De vitiis. 175 Meanwhile D. Bassi identified PHerc. 253 as from that multivolume work, and more precisely from the De avaritia. 176 In fact the right half
of the Oxonian drawing corresponds textually to the first Neapolitan disegno
of PHerc. 253. The drawing shows the fragment in a more complete state than
N 253, fr. 1, which is published as HV 2 VII 191 fr. 1; the latter shows only
the last few letters in each line of col. i, plus the stichometric sign in the left
margin of col. ii. The reading of this sign as H is confirmed by the fact that
the signs G and D appear further on in the Neapolitan disegni, i. e. further
towards the outside and thus the beginning of the roll, with G on N fr. 3 line
13 and D on N fr. 7 line 15. The original sequence was of course the reverse:
D, <E>, <F>, G, and H. Since the H occurs on fr. 1 col. ii line 12, the number
of lines per sign was almost an exact multiple of the number of lines per
column; this will greatly facilitate reconstruction. One of the three extant
pieces corresponds to N 253, fr. 9 (= HV2 VII 195 top), another to N 253, fr.
9 (= HV2 VII 195 bottom). The third fragment contains part of an agraphon
with traces of what Mario Capasso has recognized as the initial title, viz.
Uiko[dg*lot | Peqi+ ] | j[ajix&m]. 177 Hence this series of pieces comes from the
very beginning of the roll. Cavallo identified the script of PHerc. 253 as Hand
25, like two other papyri of the De avaritia, namely PHerc. 465 and PHerc.
1613. 178 The presence of the word uikaqctqi* a supports this identification.
CroÈnert assigned PHerc. 415, 421, and 1645 to the same roll. 179
Still more remarkably, the left half of the Oxonian drawing corresponds textually and in layout to N 1090, fr. 15, which is clearly accurate enough (= HV2
X 162 top). How this could come to correspond to fr. 15 is puzzling, since this
is part of a series of twenty Neapolitan drawings that were made in 1826 by F.
Casanova and published in HV2 X 155-175; like the drawings of PHerc. 253,
these are clearly the result of scorzatura totale. 180 PHerc. 1090 was issued in
August 1792. In the catalogue of 1782 Piaggio had described it as follows:
«Altro simile (sc. frammento scorzato da un papiro spezzato nel mezzo) di
lunghezza once 3, di larghezza once 1. 4/5 con piega per lungo».

This accords with the fact that the Oxonian and Neapolitan drawings only
show a fragment from the upper part of a roll. Comparetti assigned PHerc.
1090 to the De avaritia on the basis of content. 181 As PHerc. 1090 is not
extant, Cavallo does not discuss its hand.
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172

CatPErc, p. 265.

The confusion between `235' and 253 is
already recognized in the CatPErc, p. 117.
173

174

Comparetti, p. 78 n. 4.

175

Scott, p. 50.

176

CatPErc, p. 117.

177
In his paper at the 25th International
Congress of Papyrology, Ann Arbor, July
2007. Angeli (Svolgimento, pp. 78-80) had
considered that this and the title on the scorza superstite of PHerc. 222 (De vitiis I, De
avaritia) were final titles, but the fact that
these are what remains of scorzatura totale
shows that they must be from the beginnings
of their rolls. M. Capasso since recognized
the initial titles in PHerc. 222 and 1457 (Les
Livres sur la flatterie dans le De vitiis de PhilodeÁme, in C. Auvray-Assayas and D. Delattre, edd., CiceÂron et PhilodeÁme: la poleÂmique
en philosophie, Paris 2001, pp. 179-194, at
pp. 187 and 194), and that of PHerc. 1008
was seen by J. Winckelmann (Nachrichten
von der neuesten Herculanischen Entdeckungen
an Hn. Heinrich Fueûli, Dresden 1764, p. 52,
with Blank, Reflections, pp. 74-75). On initial titles see Turner and Parsons, pp. 1314, and G. Bastianini, Tipologie di rotoli e
problemi di ricostruzione, «PapLup» 4/1995,
pp. 21-42, at p. 26. Initial titles listed by
these authorities are PHarr. 123, Hierocles
(BKT IV), PMich. VI. 390, PMich. inv.
4968, POxy. 568, and PSI II. 139. I can add
POxy. 2256, fr. 2 and POxy. 663 (Cratinus'
Dionysalexandros): both contain hypotheses
of plays written around the initial title. In no
case is the stichometric total given; clearly it
was written only at the end.
178

Cavallo, pp. 41, 45 with Tav. XLV.

179

CroÈnert, Kolotes, p. 176.

CroÈnert considered that these disegni
were half falsified (FaÈlschungen, p. 593), but
N 1090, fr. 15 certainly is not.
180

181

Comparetti, p. 78 n. 4.

The situation may be explained as follows. G. B. Malesci drew under the
label `235' the top of a stack, which had been issued under some other
number. The stack subsequently broke vertically into two. Its left half was
refiled as PHerc. 1090, while its right part was refiled as PHerc. 253. Both
no. 253 and no. 1090 in the catalogue of 1782 could well have been different
pieces; in the case of no. 1090, its dimensions in 1782 were smaller than
those of the present PHerc. 253, which shows that it cannot have been the
same. No layers were removed from the two stacks that now existed until
the introduction of scorzatura totale, when the Neapolitan disegni were made;
their order will need to be reversed to give the correct sequence, as the
stichometric signs confirm. However, the overlap will be greatly aid in the
reconstruction of the roll; indeed, there are likely to be further joins between other drawings of N 253 and N 1090. The series N 1090, frr. 20, 19,
18 and 17, may correspond to the same layers as the extant pieces of PHerc.
253 and N 253, frr. 4, 3 and 2, with the numerical order reversed because of
the process of scorzatura totale. These two series between them will enable
the reconstruction of one side of the beginning of the roll. The number of
letters per line is likely to be around 24, as in other papyri in Hand 25. 182 I
have used HV2 as my source for both Neapolitan disegni. A reconstruction of
this roll is clearly a major desideratum.
O `235' col. i (VI 1579)=N 253 fr. 1 col. i (N1)=N 1090 fr. 15 (N2)
1

5

10

15

20

. . . . . . . . . .], jai+ leh.\ g<[le*]qam peqi+ . . . . . .(.)]s.otc dtcjok[ai* ]momsec,
jai+ . . . . .(.)] pokkot+c a\msikoci* ac
. . . . . . . .(.)] e>vomsec, jai+ t<po+ sx&m
uikoco*]u.[x]m pqocjopso*lemoi
. . . . . . j]asa+ sot+c e\m uikocoui* ai pakaio]t+c i< jamg+m e%nim sime+c
e>cvom, x<]c e\pisesale*mg + i * ctme*pesai sg&]i uikaqctqi* ai. pqoei* qgsai de+ so+ s]a.+ c le+m a\jqo*sgsac ctmsekei& m sim\ e%n]i.m sx&m a\qesx&m, sa+c
de+ . . . . . . .]eic lgdalx&c, jai+
. . . . . . . . . . .(.)]ic sot&so ci* mesai
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(.)]o simac
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .]ic e%nim e. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(.)]moic ot
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .]so[.]c a\kgh. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .]msac a\kk. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .]mi sa+c i\di* ac . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
incertum quot desint versus

E.g. PHerc. 1424, with Cavallo, Tav.
XLV.
182

fontes O (vv. 1-19), N1 (fines vv. 1-19), N2 (initia vv. 1-13) adsunt margines sup. et dext.
ap. ON1 primus edidi 1 O: ]jailem[ N2: ]mpe N1 h. vel o. O: m N2: om. N1 2 ]s.otc
d.tcvok[. .]momsec O: ]tcdtcj[ ]a[ N2: ]momsec N1 s. bracch. dext. 3 fort. ei\c pal]-
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po*kkotc O: ]olotca.[ N2: ]sikociac N1 4 O: ]evomsec[.]m[ N2: ]jaitposxm N1 5 O: ]m
pqocvo[ ]ik[ N2: ]solemoi N1 u. vel w. (pes) 6 O: ]sasotcem[ N2: ]uikocoui N1 7 O:
]cijamgm[ N2: ]nimsimec N1 8 O (me. vel mc. ): ]cepisesa[ N2: ]emg+ i* ctme N1 9 O: ]uikaqctqiai[ N2: ]pqoeiqg N1 spat. vac. ii litt. ap. O 10 O: ]lemajqo[ N2: ]gsacctm N1 11 O:
]msxmaq[ N2: ]sxmsac N1 12 O: ]siclgda[ N2: ]jai N1 13 O: ]icsotsoc[ N2: ]sai N1 14
O: ]simac N1 15 O: ]cenime N1 fort. ot\ vel ot%|[sx 19 is N1: om. O

«. . . (misers by night) . . ., and by day grumbling about (plural noun missing),
and raising (harsh?) objections (against) many (plural noun missing), and being
offended by the philosophers . . . according to those of the ancients who
practised philosophy some (misers) had a habitual disposition that was sufficient, as it accompanies a love of money that is intense. We have already
spoken about the fact that excellent behaviours bring about a habitual disposition towards the virtues, but (plural noun missing) do not do so at all, and . . .
this comes about . . . (verb missing) some (plural noun missing) . . . (subject and
verb missing) habitual disposition . . . not (?) . . . true (?) . . . but (?) . . . the
particular (plural noun missing) . . . »

O `235', col. ii (VI 1579)=N 253, fr. 1, col. ii (om. N 1090)
a[. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
q[. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
c [. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
[. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
j[. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l[. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
s[. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
[. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
s[. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10
j[. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
/ _ a.[. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
/ h q[. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
_ e[. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
c[. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15
[. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
j[. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a[. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
s[. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
s[. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a[. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20

1

incertum quot desint versus
fons O: om. N, nisi quod signum stichometricum depinxit adsunt margines sup. et
sin. primus edidi 11 a. vel k. 12 h O: h. vel o. N

O `253' = PHerc. 439 = PHerc. 1824 (VI 1576, Metrodorus, ?Adversus
dialecticos, hand of PHerc. 255, 418, 439, 1084, 1091, and 1112)
See below on PHerc. 439, and for a description of the work see below on
PHerc. 255.
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PHerc. 255 = O `247' (VI 1578, Metrodorus, ?Adversus dialecticos, hand
of PHerc. 418, 439, 1084, 1091, 1108, 1112, and 1645)

183

Scott, p. 50.

CroÈnert, Kolotes, pp. 19, 147 (he also
thought that some fragments of PHerc.
1788 are in this hand, but they all belong to
the De pietate).

184

See Cavallo, p. 44 with Tav. LIVa,
which illustrates PHerc. 1084; he compares
PLit. Lond. 73, dated between 261 and 239
B.C. (ibid. p. 57).
185

186

Spinelli, p. 44.

187

Spinelli, pp. 30-31.

188

Scott, p. 50.

189

Bassi, Papiri disegnati, p. 445 n.

The latter is reproduced at HV2 VIII 173,
fr. 1.
190

191

Grammar of Attic Inscriptions I, p. 589.

192

Scott, p. 50.

PHerc. 255, N fr. 5,7, and PHerc. 1084,
fr. N 1,5.
193

194

Plut., Adv. Col. 1125b (= fr. 6 KoÈrte).

195

Pqo+c sot+c diakejsijot*c (D. L. 10.24).

196 Cf.
Democritus 68
Kranz=D.S. 1. 8. 5-7.

B

5

Diels-

84 B 5=Phld., De piet., p. 75 Gomperz=p. 117 Schober, with Cic., DND 1.
118 and Phld., De piet., p. 115 Schober (fr.
19).
197

SVF 448 von Arnim (I owe this point to
David Sedley).
198

199

Spinelli, pp. 38-39.

No. 255 is not recorded as having been issued during the period in question. However, Scott identified it with O `247'; 183 as we saw in Section
III, it must have lost its original label and been given a wrong number
when it was returned to the collection. This drawing shows the tops of
two columns forming the top of a stack of scorze and written in a distinctive hand. CroÈnert recognized this hand in PHerc. 255, 418 (in part),
1084, 1091, and 1112; he suggested that they all belong to a single roll,
which contained an Epicurean polemic against other philosophers. 184 Cavallo rightly compared it to the hands of the Zeno archive in the midthird century B.C., and therefore dated it to that time; 185 he agreed that
these papyri all belong to a single roll. 186 I believe that the extant PHerc.
390, 456 and 1108 are also in this script, and could therefore come from
the same work; PHerc. 1103 might be too. Spinelli has since given a
detailed account of this hand. 187
Scott observed that O `247' is not from De pietate, like the current PHerc.
247. He brilliantly identified col. ii of this drawing with N 255, fr. 1 (= the
present PHerc. 255, a scorza in three pieces), published in HV2 VIII 173175; 188 it follows that both drawings depict the same hand, as visual observation confirms. 189 The disegno shows col. ii in a more complete state than is
seen in N 255, fr. 1. 190 The spelling pa&l le+m (col. ii 16) with sandhi is fully
consistent with a date in the third century B.C. Such spellings are normal in
manuscripts of the fourth-century B.C. like P. Derveni; L. Threatte observes
regarding Attic inscriptions that «assimilation of final -m drops off rapidly
after 300 B.C. and is virtually extinct in Roman times», 191 and the same is
true in the papyri. There seem to have been about 17-18 letters per line, but
only c. 15 survive in any of the pieces.
Scott thought fr. 2 might suggest some possible connection with piety,
but considered this very uncertain, noting in the drawings in HV2 the
names of Plato, Epicurus, and Polyaenus. 192 Since Epicurus' name appears
in two of the papyri in this group, 193 they cannot contain works of the
Master himself. N 255, fr. 3, mentions Stilbo and fr. 4 names Plato, while
fr. 6 names Epicurus. Since several Megarian and other philosophers are
named in other members of this group of papyri, and PHerc. 418, fr. 5,1214 has a phrase that Plutarch gives as a quotation of Metrodorus, 194
Spinelli deduced that they all contain a work of Metrodorus, and in
particular the treatise Against the Dialecticians in one book that is known
from Diogenes Laertius. 195 But it could also be his Against the Sophists,
which was in nine books. The most complete of the fragments newly
published here, O `247', fr. 2=N 255, fr. 1, is an important discussion
of mankind's early progress in discovering laws and new ideas 196 and
comments ironically on the self-proclaimed `immortality' of their inventors, a theory that goes back to Prodicus 197 and was taken up by the Stoic
Persaeus. 198 Spinelli believes that this fragment discusses Epicurus' antiPlatonic concept of justice, which could vary at different times and places
rather than be absolute. 199 It accords with this that N 255, fr. 2, discusses
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the invention of laws and the concomitant restriction on violence, again
aspects of Epicurus' idea of a «social contract».
If these fragments are the result of a process of scorzatura totale, as they
surely must be, they need to be put in reverse order; hence I have presented
them in that sequence. A proper edition of all these materials is a major
desideratum. 200

O `247', fr. 2=N 255, fr. 1 (VI 1578)
0
1

5

10

15
17

[. . . . . . . . ot\ jasa+ baq-] ||
baqijo+m e>hmoc [lo*mom,
a\kka+ jah\ o<pgk[i* jac dg*_ pose vx*qac, e\p[ei+ soi& c
at\soi& c vqo*moic [so+ jaimo+m
ot\ lajqa+m dig&[v\ x<c joimo+m ceme*chai s[oi& c sx&m
o<loi* xm. jai+ a\m[eja*kotm
 et<qe*sac jai+ jas.[acjetacsa*c (pqot]paqv[otcx&m
a%la jai+ sx&m a\m[oloi* xm
e\m e<ja*csoic e>hme[cim
e\mmoix&m peqi+ jaim[ot&
simoc) jai+ lajaqi* [otc e<atsot+c les' a\uhaq[ci* ac,
e>vomsec ctmeqcot.+ [c sx&i
lthot&msi e<ats[ot+c .(.)
. . . . . . .]jkotc[ . . . . .

fontes O (vv. 1-17), N (initia versuum vv. 5-17) adsunt margines sup. et sin. primus
edidit Spinelli ante 1 supplevi 1 supplevi 3 e\p[ei+ supplevi 4, 5 supplevi 5-6 joi]|mo+m scripsi post Wigodsky 6 momce[. . .]hqoais[ N: moicpemechais[ O intellexit
Henry 7 spat. vac. i litt. O: jaisx.[ N 8 punctum stichometricum in marg. sin. habet
O: om. N s. pars sin. bracch. N: om. O 8-9 supplevi 9 acsac. * ON (stigmen non notavit
Spinelli) pqot]paqv[otcx&m scripsi: -ot*cac Spinelli v om. N 10 supplevi 11 O: eome[
N supplevi 12 emmoixmpeqij[ O: emsisgpeqijas.[ N (s. vel p., f., n.) scripsi 13 simoc O:
sxm N lajaqi* [otc fere Usener (Glossarium Epicureum s.v. laja*qioc): lajaqi* [fxm Spinelli 13-14 scripsi: at\]|sot+c Wigodsky 14 sot O: ]t.c N 14 a\uhaq[ci* ac Usener loc.
cit. 15 evomsecc O: ]omseco N t. vel v. sx&i supplevi 16 lthotmsi O: ]oqtmsi N supplevi 17 ]kotc[ O: ]jk.it[ N fort. jt*]jkotc

«. . . not in a barbarian nation only, but in any countries whatsoever, since
in those same times innovation did not extend far (enough) to become
common to those (nations) that consisted of similar (people). They 201 proclaimed themselves 202 ``inventors'' and ``discoverers''Ðeven though there
had existed at the same time dissimilar ideas too in each of the nations
about a given innovationÐand ``blessed with immortality'', having themselves as collaborators with the person who related (that they were gods?) . . .
cycles (?) . . .»
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Other papyri that belong to the same
hand, as far as one can judge from the Herculanensia Volumina, are PHerc. 1108 (HV2
VIII 63-74), PHerc. 1110 (HV2 VIII 108118), PHerc. 1607 (HV2 XI 207), and PHerc.
1645 (HV2 XI 135-140). The images confirm
that PHerc. 1108 and 1645 are definitely in
this hand. All these papyri appear to be in
hands of the third or possibly second century
B.C.
200

201

I. e. the lawgivers, or the people?

Or «them», i. e. the lawgivers, if at\|sot+c
is read.
202

O `247', fr. 1 col. i (VI 1578)
1

5

10

. . . . . . . . . e\]j paido+c
. . . . . . . . .(.)]oc pqoc
. . . . . . . . . (.)]gcamsa
. . . . . . . . . . . .(.)]sa jai
. . . . . . . . . . .]g koidoq. . . . . . . . . . .(.)]cai pa. . . . . . . . . . . . .]mom
. . . . . . . . . . . .]xc ja. . . . . . . . . . . . .]tc ot
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .]ai uik. . . . . . . . . . . . . .(.)]mei
incertum quot desint versus

fons O adsunt margines sup. et dext. primus edidi 10-11 fort. ui|[kocou-

«. . . from childhood . .. with regard to (?) . . . and . . . vilify . . .»

O `247', fr. 1 col. ii (VI 1578)
1 _ jomsac[. . . . . . . . . . .
le+m koipa[. . . . . . . .(.)
_ a\ui* gli [. . . . . . . . . . .e--- sac e\dtm.[. . . . . . . . . .
5
dia*hecim l[. . . . . . . .lai. ot\jei[. . . . . . . .(.)
ct+m se*keci[. . . . . . . .(.)
pacx&m st[uk. . . . . . .
_ soklam u[. . . . . . . . .,
10
a\kka+ lo*mom. [. . . . . . .
a\mhqx*pxm o[. . . . . .sasom a\po[. . . . . . . . .
pqocacace*ch[ai . . . .(.)
>_ atsx&i se ja[. . . . . . . .(.)"
15
e\loi+ ca+q x<[ ] sic. [. . . .(.)
)_ pa&l le+m d[. . . . . . . .
. .]mei jai+ a[. . . . . . . . .
. . . . .]i so[. . . . . . . . .(.)
18
fons O adsunt margines sup. et sin. primus edidi ante 1 fort. ua*c]||jomsac 1 fin. sa+
vel sa+c 4 signum stichometricum praesto est in marg. sin. m.: potius p. 6 spat. vac. i-ii
litt. 9 so*klam vel sokla&m fort. u[ikocou- 10 m. hasta directa 13-14 at\sx&i vel at<sx&i
vel e<]|atsx&i 14 praesto est diple obelismene fort. ja[i+ 15 fort. x<[c supplendum in
spatio exiguo c. vel h., o., x. 16 praesto est diple obelismene formam rotundam habens,
sed lineola transversa non conspicitur 17 fort. ji]mei&

«. . . on the one hand remaining . . . I relinquish . . . was able . . . character . . .
I (verb missing). Not . . . with magistracies . . . blindest of all (plural noun
missing) . . . daring (?) . . ., but only . . . of human beings . . . very . . . to bring
over . . . For for me, as (?) someone . . . on the one hand every . . . and . . .»
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PHerc. 335 (Epicurus, De nat. lib. inc., Hand 5)
No. 335 was a roll issued on 11 August 1796. There seems to have been no
confusion in the numbering. It was tackled again in 1869 by C. Malesci. It
now consists of two cornici and some Neapolitan drawings made under the
direction of D. Bassi. 203 Bassi also put it onto frames, a procedure that could
have caused confusion in the numbering. 204 Cavallo does not discuss its
hand. However, the extant piece, which was unrolled continuously on Piaggio's machine, appears to be in Cavallo's Hand 5, which is third or second
century B.C. in date. The same scribe wrote PHerc. 1148, a copy of Epicurus' De nat. XIV, and PHerc. 1151, a copy of De nat. XV, as well as the roll
of unidentified content PHerc. 1037 and apparently PHerc. 1158, also unidentified. 205 It is unlikely that an item that was issued as late as 1796 is
relevant to this set of disegni.

PHerc. 399 = O 397 and O 399 (VI 1569, 1571-1572, uncertain author,
De bello Actiaco, Manus 3)
No. 397 was issued in Dec. 1790. There is no extant original called PHerc.
397; all that survives of no. 397 is the Oxonian drawings. 206 O 399, which
was drawn after O 397 and has the same physical shape (both depict the tops
of columns), corresponds to a broken scorza that is, according to Del Mastro,
in Latin. 207 Scott suspected that both sets of drawings depict Latin hexameters. 208 This is correct, and they are in the same hand, which I have called
Manus 3; for a description of it see Section II above. I believe that they in
fact depict the same papyrus. As I suggested in Section III above, this was
issued in Dec. 1790 as no. 397 and was mostly drawn under that number, but
eventually its label was lost and it was renumbered `399' (an item that had not
been issued), under which number it was refiled in the collection. In addition,
there should be no doubt that both papyri are in the same hand as the Carmen
de bello Actiaco of PHerc. 817, which depicts the bottoms of columns. The
final column of PHerc. 817 has been thought to be the end of Book IX, if the
X in the bottom left margin below the last line of col. 8 means that Book X
follows; 209 however, this is more likely to be merely part of a concluding
coronis. 210 Everything about the script is identical. Since these fragments
depict the tops of columns, they could even come from the same columns
that appear in PHerc. 817; however, it is unlikely that the relationship between the two can easily be established. Kleve believed that the same type of
writing appears in PHerc. 90, which also contains hexameters; 211 however, it
is in a different hand. 212 Another possibility worth exploring is PHerc. 414.
Although Scott had suggested the attribution of O 397 and O 399 to the
Carmen de bello Actiaco, 213 Lindsay denied it, on the ground that the words
he could read imply a different content. However, he deciphered only a few,
and read in silua as in stiua. 214 Hence his argument fails to convince. The most
recent edition of PHerc. 817 is by L. Garuti, who ascribes the poem to
Rabirius; 215 although this might seem the most attractive option, on the basis
of fr. 2 about the death of Marcus Antonius, E. Courtney assigns it to the Res
Romanae of Cornelius Severus, 216 while M. Gigante has reverted to the old
attribution of it to a Laudes egregi Caesaris et Agrippae of L. Varius Rufus. 217
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203

CatPErc, p. 335.

204

DuÈrr, p. 216.

Cavallo, pp. 31, 45, with Tav. XII of
PHerc. 1148. For an edition see E. Puglia,
Frammenti da PHerc. 1158, «CErc» 23/1993,
pp. 29-65.
205

206
As David Blank pointed out (Remarks . .
. cit.), the CatPErc (p. 141) does not record
the fragment on VI 1569.
207

Papiri latini, p. 186.

208

Scott, p. 52.

209

Cf. Courtney, p. 340.

R. Immarco, Breve nota sulla coronide di
PHerc. 817, pp. 253-258 in M. Capasso (ed.),
Il rotolo librario (Lecce 1994), with an illustration of the piece, now lost in Paris.
210

211

Kleve, p. 318.

212

R. Macfarlane, pers. comm., May 2007.

213

Scott, p. 52.

214

Lindsay, pp. 442-443.

C. Rabirius: Bellum Actiacum e papyro
Herculanensi 817 (Bologna 1958). He is ultimately following N. Ciampitti in HV 1 II, pp.
xiii-xiv (Napoli 1809).
215

Courtney, pp. 334-340. For a survey of
recent work see A. Cozzolino, Recenti studi
sul De Bello Actiaco, «PapLup» 8/1999, pp.
137-149.

216

Virgilio e i suoi amici tra Napoli e Ercolano, Atti e Memorie dell'Accademia Nazionale Virgiliana di Scienze, Lettere e Arti
N.S. 59/1991, pp. 87-125, at pp. 116-117,
supported by Kleve, pp. 313-315, 320. The
suggestion was first made by John Hayter
(M. Gigante, Virgilio e i suoi amici, in Altre
Ricerche Filodemee, Napoli 1998, pp. 57-98,
at p. 88), and first cited in print, only to be
rebutted, by N. Ciampitti in HV 1 II, pp. xxiii (Napoli 1809).
217

I have arranged the new fragments in the reverse of the order in which I
think they were drawn, on the ground that layers were coming off the top of
a stack and the earliest to be drawn would therefore have been nearest to the
end of the roll. Given the great width of the columns in this papyrus, the
fragments seem likely to come from six successive columns. Their content,
like that of PHerc. 817, is varied, and includes speeches in the first person
singular (O 399, fr. 1, O 397, frr. 1-2) and military narrative (O 397, frr. 45). More specifically, in O 399, fr. 1 the speaker imagines ploughing and
sowing objects like seeds, and doubts that something could happen in a very
long span of time. First-person speech continues in O 397, fr. 1, which
mentions the bronze-hoofed horses of the Sun, a disaster the speaker has
caused, and his or her empty wish to help the addressees in some way. O
397, fr. 2, is still a (the same?) speech, where the speaker mentions seeking
something elsewhere in some part of the earth over which the Sun goes on
high, and again mentions ploughing. O 397, fr. 3, tells us nothing. In O 397,
fr. 4, some soldiers with gilded equipment and chariots seem reluctantly to
have entered a dense primeval forest, perhaps searching for what was lost. O
397, fr. 5, may describe an ill-disciplined soldier (probably one standing for a
whole army), eager for loot and slow to assist others, who prefers to wait for
dawn rather than follow commands at night. I cannot relate any of this
material to what we know of Agrippa's Egyptian campaign, but in a poem
anything can be subject to unexpected elaborations.
O 399, fr. 1 (VI 1569)
1

-

4

-

- ara]ssem [.] uomere . terr[am
]mi . ceu [.] semina [.] de[ - - - d]ubitarem [.] accidere [.] .[ - - ]gni. . . .ania . lu.[ - - -

fons O adest margo sup. fines versuum primus edidi 1 s: i O terr[am Lindsay (cf. Ov.,
Met. 11.31): terr[as coniecerim (cf. V., Georg. 3.525) 2 a: x O (corr. Lindsay) fort.
de[xtraÂ vel de[ntõÂs 3 u: i O fort. [posse 4 fort. ma]gnõÂs vel ma]gnõÂ vel i]gni[s fort.
ins]ania vel ues]ania potius quam inm]ania, quod spatium excederet, vel in]ania, quod brevius
est fort. lu[ctuÂs vel lu[strõÂs

«. . . that I had turned the earth with a plough . . . like seeds with my right
hand (?) . . . I would doubt that (subject missing) could happen . . . madness (?)
of (?) great (?) grief (?) . . .»

O 397, fr. 1 (VI 1569)
1

5

-

-

-

s]ol. [.] se . aere . pedes . [ - - ]it [.] petiere . ne.[ - - ]er . per.emi . ni. .[ - - ]m [. a]ntea. [.] p.lu.[ - - ]. [. p]ossem [.] uob[is - - -

fons O adest margo sup. primus edidi 1 l. vel i.[ ], p. aere pedes: cf. Ov., Her. 12.43 2
fort. ne[cem (cf. Sil. It., Pun. 12.549) 4 a. [.] vel m
. p. potius quam i. 5 fort. utinam] (cf.
Ov., Met. 7.519)
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«. . . the sun (verb missing) feet with bronze . . . they sought death (?) . . . to be
killed . . . before more . . . (would that) for you I could . . . »

O 397, fr. 2 (VI 1571)
1

5
6

-

-

- ]ue . alib[i] . quae.r.[ - - - s]ol [. uo]lat. [.] alt[ - - - ]e . [m]eque [.] m
. eos[que - - - ar]uo[m] . ar[ass]et . a.[ - - - ].i. .er. . . [.] cuÂr[ - - - ]. . . . . . . .nqu[ - - -

fons O adest margo sup. primus edidi 1 e. : potius o r. vel p. 2 t. potius quam i. 3 m
. vel
a. [ cf. Ov., Fast. 5.438 6 fort. longi]nqu[ vel propi]nqu

«. . . or (?) seek elsewhere . . . the sun flies on high . . . me and my (plural noun
missing) . . . would plough the field . . . care . . . »

O 397, fr. 3 (VI 1571)
1

au[ - - qu[ - - non [ - - quid[ - - 5
atq[u - - _ tu[ - - 7
de[ - - fons O adsunt margines sup. et sin. primus edidi 1 fort. au[r- vel au[rora

«. . . gold (?) . . . not . . . why (?) . . . and . . . you (?) . . .»

O 397, fr. 4 (VI 1571)
1

5
7

-

-

-

]. . . .aurato[ - - i]nui[ti .] in silua[m - - ]am [.] pr[i]mitiae . c.[ - - ]. . .cos . aliae. [.] et[ - - ]feras [.] currus [ - - ]. . . . . . .ae . gr[ - - ]. .ceden[ - - -

fons O adest margo sup. primus edidi 2 i]nui[ti scripsi: ]nue[m Lindsay in stiua Lindsay, haud recte 3 pr: n O c. vel o. 4 fort. lu]cos vel cae]cos vel pris]cos vel pau]cos vel
magnifi]cos e. potius quam s. , c. 6 r: b O

«. . . gilded . . . (they entered) the (adjective mssing) forest unwillingly . . . in
primeval times . . . other, and . . . chariots (verb missing) wild (?) (plural object
missing?) . . . yield . . .»
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O 397, fr. 5 (VI 1572)
1

5
6

-

-

- .] au[ru]m [.] c.upien.[ - - - ]us . ad . auxilium [. - - -.] prospicie.ns . luÂc[em - - - ]la[.]iam [.] c[o]n.ue[ - - - ]e . [n]am [.] n.oc.t.e. [.] s.equi [. - - - ]. . . . . . . . [.] breui[ - - -

fons O adest margo sup. primus edidi 1 c. vel e. fort. c. upien[s 2 fort. tard]us vel
prompt]us 3 e. vel c. luÂc[em potius quam luÂc[os: non fuit luc[rum, quod apici haud congruit 4 n: u O fort. La[t]iam fort. c[o]n.ue[rt- vel c[o]n.ue[rs- vel c[o]n.ue[n(t)- 5
n]am: i]am aut t]am spatio male convenerit n. vel ]i. c. vel e. t. vel i. e. vel c. s. vel t.

«. . . eager for gold . . . slow (?) to assist . . . looking forward to dawn (?) . . . now
(?) turn . . . for to follow by night . . . short . . .»

PHerc. 413 = O 413 (VI 1569, 1572, Latin letter or legal deposition,
Manus C)
No. 413 was issued in December 1790. It exactly corresponds in size to the
present PHerc. 413; there has been no confusion in the numbering. O 413
comprises four drawings, which seem to have formed the top of a stack.
Again I have reversed their order, on the principle that the one drawn first is
likely to have been closest to the end of the scroll. O 413 corresponds to an
extant scorza, which was first recognized as Latin by Del Mastro, 218 but is in
very poor condition indeed; it is so bad that one can hardly tell which way up
it goes and whether it is in Greek or in Latin. For a description of the hand
of the Oxonian disegno see Section II above.
Scott could find nothing intelligible here. 219 Fr. 3 has entries or paragraphs
beginning with cum in ecthesis in the left margin. Lindsay thought these
were abbreviations of a speaker in a dialogue, perhaps «Cumanus» or «Cumelius». 220 However, it seems more likely to be a series of entries as in a legal
document, which better suits the rapid cursive in which it is written. Annius
(?), Longinus (?), Hercules and Ninus (?) are named, and there is discussion
of auctioneers, money, law, speeches in the Senate, anger, and magic, while
fr. 4 sounds like a letter.
O 413, fr. 1 (VI 1569)
1

218

Papiri latini, p. 187.

219

Scott, p. 52.

Lindsay, p. 444. He is followed by
Kleve, p. 314 n. 7.
220

5

-

-

-

]. . cum [.] qu.[ - - ]{ma}ontis . a[ - - prae]cones . u.[ - - p]ecuniam [.] .[ - - .] cum . p.ret[i]o [.].[ - - .] omn.is . qui[ - - g]inta . quae.[ - - ]m
. os [.] exemun.[t - - -
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10

- - - m]ensem [.] m. .[ - - - - - .] aiebat . lege[ - - -

fons O adest margo sup. primus edidi 2 {ma} litt. sup. versum quae alia sunt ex pagina
fort. (in)s]ontis vel f]ontis 4 suppl. Lindsay 5 p. vel i., t. 6 n. vel i.s. 8 m. vel a. s: p O n. :
potius .i.

«. . . with whom (?) . . . fountain (?) . . . auctioneers . . . money . . . with the
price . . . everyone who . . . thirty (?), which . . .they deducted . . . month . . .
(singular subject missing) used to say . . . law . . .»

O 413, fr. 2 (VI 1572)
1

5

9

-

-

-

] in s.enatu [.] .[ - - ]ibus : dixisse.[ - - ].quid. [.] non[ - - ]ator . barba[r - - i]sdem . inqui[t - - h]oc [.] modo [.] p.ote[rat - - ]. .a [.] quod . se[ - - ] non . incud[ - - ]. . .e . gr.[ - - -

fons O adest margo sup. primus edidi 1 s. vel i. 3 d. vel i.[ ] 4 fort. (pro)cur]ator 6 p. vel
t. 8 i: e O 9 r. vel a.

«. . . in the senate . . . that (subject missing) said to the (plural noun missing) . . .
what . . . not . . . barbarian . . . the same man said . . . could in this way . . .
because (?) . . . self (?) . . . did not strike . . .»

O 413, fr. 3 (VI 1572)
1

5

10

dit [.] ses.[ - - cum . abeo[ - - ei . dom[ - - longin[ - - centi [.] c[um - - esset . ira[tus - - cum [.] hae [.] n.. .[ - - mine . i.[ - - ret . ab. .[ - - men . m[ - - -

fons O adest margo sup. primus edidi
gin[ 7 n. vel i.[

carnocecar1 fort. abdi]||dit . ses[e 4 longin[qu vel Lon-

«. . . hid (?) himself (?) . . . Since I am away . . . for him . . . master (?) . . .
distant (?) . . . hundreds . . . since he was angry . . . Since these women . . . with
a spell . . . might harm (?) . . . a spell . . .»
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O 413, fr. 4 (VI 1572)
1

5

10

-

-

-

]d. [.] h[. . . a]iie.b. .[ - - ]. ene[. .(.).] quali.s [. - - ]a [.] annõÁ . quon[iam - - ].icaui [.] ra.p.[t]õÁ.[ - - ]. . .curator.[ - - ]uit [.] de [.] uia . . .[ - - n]untia [.] N
. Áõno [.]. .[ - - .
]. . . . [ ] saluta.[ - - ].m [.] scis . no. .[ - - .] Hercules . eius [ - - -

fons O adest margo sup. primus edidi 1 d. potius quam b. fort. se]d. h[aec e. : potius
c. 2 ene[ca- vel ene[ru- i. potius quam e. 3 quon[iam potius quam quon[dam 4 fort.
iud]icaui a. vel r p. vel t., h. õÁ potius quam l. 5 pro]curator Lindsay 7 uÁ O, per errorem
pictoris, quoniam hic librarius apice nusquam usus est N
. : potius h. 9 litt. m fort. in fr.
superposito erat

«. . . but (?) used to say these things (?) . . . such a one as . . . of Annius (?), since
(?) . . . I judged (?) that . . . having been snatched . . . guardian . . . did . . . from
the street . . . tell Ninus . . . greet . . . you know . . . Hercules . . . his . . .»

PHerc. 435 (Philodemus, Rhetoric ?II, ?Hand 23)
No. 435 was handed out in December 1790. However, it cannot have been
the same as the present PHerc. 435, because the latter is wider (see Table 2).
O `435' is also in a different hand from that of PHerc. 435, and can be
identified with PHerc. 455 (see below). The Neapolitan disegni of PHerc.
435, 221 made in 1828 by C. Malesci, depict four fragments on two pages. 222
David Blank has kindly transcribed N 435, fr. 1, for me. 223 This probably
discusses sophistic rhetoric, as it contains the syllables cou-, qg- and -sxq,
but the text does not correspond to any published fragment of Philodemus.
N 435, fr. 4, should partly correspond to the extant ultimo foglio. We can at
least confirm that PHerc. 435 is part of his Rhetoric.
Dorandi assigned the scorza of PHerc. 435 to the Rhet., but apparently did so
solely on the basis of O `435'; he did not recognize the script of the surviving
scorza. 224 Blank believes that the latter is in a hand more like that of PHerc.
1672, i. e. Hand 23 which wrote the definitive version of Book II, rather
than that of PHerc. 1669, i. e. Hand 21. This seems probable. The script is
close to, but not identical with, that of PHerc. 1427 (Hand 20), which is the
hand that most strongly resembles Hand 23, as Cavallo remarks. 225

O `435' = PHerc. 455 (VI 1576, Philodemus, Rhet. III, Hand 22)
Dorandi reports some readings from N
435, fr. 1 (Ricomposizione, p. 86).
221

222

David Blank, pers. comm., 2007.

223

Pers. comm., May 2007.

224

Ricomposizione, p. 86.

225

Cavallo, p. 40.

See below on PHerc. 455.

PHerc. 439 = O `253' = PHerc. 1824 (VI 1576, Metrodorus, Adversus
dialecticos lib. inc., hand of PHerc. 255, 418, 439, 1084, 1091, and 1112)
No. 439 was issued in Dec. 1790, and its dimensions indicate that it was the
same piece as the present PHerc. 439. No drawing of it was known. Eight
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extant original fragments contain the tops of columns, but in a very complex
stratification. They were put onto a cornice by D. Bassi. 226 The script is not
discussed by Cavallo; however, it is the same as that of O `253'. This single
drawing, which also shows the top of a column, was called PHerc. 1824 in
the Catalogo, because its original was then unidentified. Scott found nothing
in it intelligible, noting that it is not the same as the current PHerc. 253; 227
nor could Bassi identify the original. 228 The loop of L shows that this is not
Cavallo's Hand 1, although the raised X and oval E and H are the same; the
M is close to the hand of PHerc. 989, but the X is not raised there. 229 I
believe that its small hand, to be dated to the middle of the third century
B.C., is that of the scribe of PHerc. 255. In neither case does Malesci show
the upright of J rising above the line, but otherwise the forms of L, P and
many other letters are distinctive. For a description of the hand and of the
important new work of Metrodorus that it contains see on PHerc. 255 above.
The topic here may be atomic and/or molecular physics. The number of
letters per line is presumably as in the other papyri in this hand, i. e. 18.
The number of lines per column has not been established, but is at least 28.
O `253', fr. 1 (VI 1576)=PHerc. 439
a
1

5

10
11

[. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a\-] ||
qgqelemgleh.[. . . . .
dia+ sg+m e\picso[. . . . .
e\jei* m[x]m, ot>h' et<[qo*lemoi, ot>se ai< a\c[t*mhesoi,
o%pg[i pe]sammt*[aci. . . . .
somocpeqico[. . . . . .,
ot\de+ ctcsg&m[ai. . . . . (.)
a\kg*heiam e[i#mai paqapkgci* am, x'i o\wo[. . . . . . . . .
sxi sx&i vi[. . . . . . . . .(.)
ot\he+m pgk[i* jom . . . . . .

fons O praesto sunt margines sup. et sin. primus edidi 1 obscurum, nisi fuit fr. epici
carminis h. vel c. 2 fort. e\picso[kg+m vel e\pi+ cso[iv- 6 utrum ]som o=c peqi+ co[ an ]som
o%cpeq i> co[ legendum sit non intelligo 7 e: i O 8 fort. e[i#mai 9-10 sot*]|sxi vel at\]|sx&i
supplendum 10 fort. vi[k- vel vi[o*mi

«. . . fitted (?) . . . on account of their (singular noun missing) . . . neither being
found nor the uncomposed (plural noun missing), where they scatter . . . and not
to be composed . . . that the truth is similar to (singular noun missing), by which
(subject missing) will see . . . thousand (?) . . . nothing of a certain magnitude . . .»

PHerc. 453 (Philodemus, Rhetoric IV edition A, Hand 27)
Item no. 453 was given out in Dec. 1790, and corresponds well in size to the
present PHerc. 453. However, no Oxonian drawing with this number is
known. Its uppermost layer presumably corresponded to the first of four
Neapolitan disegni of PHerc. 453, which F. Casanova copied in 1824 from
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226

DuÈrr, p. 216.

227

Scott, p. 49.

228

Papiri disegnati, p. 445.

229

Cavallo, Tav. III.

successive layers of a stack of scorze; these depict the tops of columns. These
disegni, first assigned to the Rhetoric by Comparetti, were edited by W.
CroÈnert, 230 who did fr. 4 only, and D. Bassi, who published all four with
the extant ultimo foglio, which contains the tops of two columns. 231 There is
no overlap in wording between the text and any of the Oxonian disegni in
this set. Cavallo identified the hand as Hand 20, 232 and Dorandi suggested
that this piece must have come from the lost opening of Rhet. I. 233 However,
the script is in fact that of Hand 27, which is the hand of edition A of Rhet.
IV. Other papyri among the Oxonian disegni in this set are O 221=PHerc.
221, issued in July 1790, and O Fr. E, the present PHerc. 245, which is too
square in shape to be the same as PHerc. 453. If PHerc. 453 was drawn, it
must have been on the missing folio.

PHerc. 455 = O `435' (VI 1576, Philodemus, Rhetoric III, Hand 22)

230

Kolotes, pp. 67-69.

Bassi, Frammenti inediti, pp. 343-345.
PHerc. 234 is in the same hand (Dorandi,
Ricomposizione, pp. 74-75).
231

232

Cavallo, pp. 39, 45.

233

Ricomposizione, p. 75.

234

Scott, p. 49.

235

Sudhaus ii., pp. 279-282.

236

Papiri disegnati, p. 447 n.

237

Blank and Longo, p. 53.

238

CatPErc, p. 151.

239 Dorandi reports some readings from N
435, fr. 1 (Ricomposizione, p. 86), but could
not assign the papyrus to a specific hand.
240 David Blank, pers. comm., 2007. Dorandi incorrectly states that there are only two
fragments (Ricomposizione, p. 86).
241

CatPErc, p. 148.

242

Blank and Longo, p. 52.

243

Ricomposizione, p. 86.

244

Pers. comm., May 2007.

245

Scott, pp. 49, 91.

Cavallo, pp. 43, 46, with Tav. L (illustrating PHerc. 1423).
246

The date of issue of no. 455 is not recorded, and neither is its return; it is a
text of Rhet. III in Hand 22, and corresponds exactly in size to the present
PHerc. 455. However, it was drawn as O `435'. Scott believed O `455',
which he rightly recognized as part of a work on rhetoric, is in the same
hand as the twelve Neapolitan disegni of PHerc. 455 made by G. B. Casanova
in 1825 and published in HV2 IX 121-32, even though there is no overlap in
content between them. 234 These drawings depict the tops of columns, and
are published by Sudhaus. 235 However, working from the Neapolitan disegni
and from autopsy of the extant scorza of PHerc. 455, which was subjected to
unrolling before Jan. 1807 and is now in two pieces, Bassi concluded that the
hand is totally different. 236 He is right, since O `455' is in Hand 21: see
below on PHerc. 1080=O `455'. In addition, Piaggio's inventory 237 of 1782
gives the dimensions of no. 455 as H. 5 once, L. 2 once. This is 11.0 by 4.41
cm, which is comparable to the dimensions of the extant PHerc. 455. 238
PHerc. 435 cannot correspond to O `435'. The Neapolitan disegni 239 of
PHerc. 435 were made in 1828 by C. Malesci and show four fragments on
two pages. 240 However, the Catalogo gives the dimensions of the extant
scorza of PHerc. 435 as H. 7 by W. 5, 241 whereas in Piaggio's inventory 242
the dimensions of no. 435 are given as H. 5.2 once, L. 1.6 once, i. e. 11.46 by
3.52 cm. Since no Herculanean fragment can get larger over time, but only
smaller, the discrepancy in size shows that another scorza has been confused
with the original one. Lastly, the hands do not match. Although Dorandi
assigned PHerc. 435 to the Rhet. on the basis of O `435', he did not recognize its script. 243 David Blank transcribed N 435, fr. 1, for me. This probably does discuss sophistic rhetoric, as it contains the syllables cou-, qg- and
-sxq. He believes that it was written by Hand 23. 244
The text shown by O `435' is unpublished. On the basis of its content, Scott 245
rightly attributed O `435' to a work on rhetoric, comparing the script of O
`455', which is actually Hand 21, and that of O 238, which is in fact in Hand
14. The script of the drawing is not Cavallo's Hand 27, which is rounded rather
than elongated. 246 For example, the E and H have central bars that touch the
curves, in this differing from Hand 27. O `435' is in surely Hand 22, as is
shown by the distinctive forms of Q, which projects above as well as below the
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base-line, and S. Although in lines 3 and 5 this letter is made with a straight
horizontal, in lines 4, 9, and 10 it resembles the T of other hands, being made
in two strokes, the first of which begins at the top and turns in a decided curve,
with a serif at the left base, while the second is shorter and horizontal. In
addition, P is ligatured to a following vertical; its horizontal is completed by a
very distinctive additional stroke at the upper right. The characters can be
elongated vertically, as in E, where the cross-bar can extend beyond the tips
of the curve. Cavallo showed that Hand 22 wrote not only PHerc. 455 but also
PHerc. 240, 421, 467, 1095, 1101, 1426, and 1633. 247 Dorandi established
that PHerc. 1096 is also in Hand 22. 248 It consists of fourteen fragments each
containing about eleven to twelve lines, some with the upper and others with
the lower margin, as can be seen in the Neapolitan disegni that were published
as HV2 VIII 75-81. No. 1096 was issued in December 1790. However, it is
less likely to correspond to O `435', since O `435' is a small piece whereas
Piaggio's catalogue shows that no. 1096 was larger than no. 455. 249 Dorandi
rightly assigned all these papyri to the definitive edition of Rhet. III. 250
O `435' fr. 1 (VI 1576)
1

5

10
12

-

-

]. . .m botk. .[ - - ]ci jai+ g< pe. .[ - - se*]vmg+ i * jai+ mex.[ - - ]sa pelps[ - - ]sgc q<gso*qx[m - - ]qo[.] sot+c l[ - - ]eq[c]acle*mxm [ - - p]kamghe*msxm p[ - - ]. pokisijxsa*sg[ - - ].e pqa&nim jai+ [ - - ]peq e\jo*lpa[[fem]] + f. . * [ - - - e>pqa]nem.jai+ e\pi+ [ - - -

fons O incertum an adsit margo sup. vel inf. primus edidi 3 suppl. Dorandi x. vel c. ,
o., h. 4 p: g O 5 x O: i.j. Dorandi supplevi: q<gsoqi.j.[g&c Dorandi, haud recte 10 p: g
O sasg O: m Dorandi, haud recte 12 fort. x%c]peq vel jaha*]peq vel o%]peq num e\jo*lpa+ f[om * ? 11-12 fort ot%sxc jai+ vel sot&so jai+ 12 spat. vac. i-ii litt.

«. . . want (?) . . . and the . . . by the art and new . . . fifth . . . of rhetoricians . .
. the (plural noun missing) . . . of those who had effected . . . of those who had
gone astray . . . very political (rhetoric) . . . action and . . . as they (?) boasted . .
. he did. And . . .»

O `455' = PHerc. 1080 (VI 1574, Philodemus, Rhetoric X, Hand 21)
See below on PHerc. 1080.

PHerc. 459 = O `1116' (Epicurus, De nat. XXV copy 2, Hand 15)
A narrow scorza-stack bearing the number 459 was issued in December 1790;
its return is not recorded. However, the present PHerc. 459 appears to have
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Cavallo, pp. 40, 45, 64, with Tav. XLIII
(illustrating PHerc. 1426).
247

248

Ricomposizione, pp. 63, 80.

249

Blank and Longo, pp. 53, 86.

250

Ricomposizione, pp. 79-82.

been unrolled continuously on Piaggio's machine from the outside of a roll;
accordingly, these cannot be the same, and the number has been confused. O
`459' depicts a piece in Latin, 251 which cannot possibly correspond to the piece
issued in 1790; its ratio of height to width does not match well. The script of
the present PHerc. 459 is not Hand 16, as Cavallo suggested, 252 but the very
similar Hand 15, since the crossbar of A is often diagonal and the crossbar of E
is detached from the body of the letter. Its content has not been determined
from either the very poor Neapolitan disegni of F. Casanova, 253 made after
1835 and published in HV2 IX 142-86, or the «illegible» extant papyrus, which
is heavily stratified. There is no match between this and the Neapolitan disegni,
which depict both tops and bottoms of columns. 254 However, Hand 15 also
wrote PHerc. 419, 697 (Book J
. E.), and 1634, which all come from the second
copy of Epicurus' On Nature XXV and have been edited by S. Laursen. 255 In
addition, O `1116' is in this hand, and has been referred to Epicurus independently. Laursen does not mention O `1116', but it seems likely to come from
the same roll. This is the only Oxonian drawing in this set that is in Hand 15.
This drawing of a small piece, which does not match the hand of the present
PHerc. 1116 (see below on PHerc. 1116), seems to show the top of a column,
but it is also possible that a bottom is depicted. It looks like a scorza, and
when no. 1116 was issued in Dec. 1790 it was indeed a small scorza. However, I believe instead that O `1116' is a small piece peeled by sollevamento
from the back of a roll that refused to be unrolled continuously. PHerc. 459,
which was also issued in December 1790, was just such a roll.
Scott found no continuous sense in O `1116'. 256 However, CroÈnert assigned
O `1116' to Epicurus, 257 and A. Cosattini specified Book XV of On Nature. 258 The script of O `1116' is to be identified as Hand 15 because of the
horizontal serifs at the bases of Q and U, as well as the diagonal crossbar of A
and the fact that the horizontal of E is detached from the curve. 259 The
fragment is unpublished. Its remaining words indicate that it concerns sensation, as CroÈnert observed. 260
251

This is not stated by the CatPErc, p. 152.

O `1116'=PHerc. 459 (VI 1579)

252

Cavallo, p. 37.

1

The disegni are so full of apparent nonsense that CroÈnert thought Casanova falsified them (Kolotes, p. 69 n. 338).
253

254

They are reproduced as HV2 IX 142-86.

5

The Early Parts of Epicurus, On Nature.
25th Book, «CErc» 25/1995, pp. 5-110, especially pp. 31-38.
255

256

Scott, p. 50.

257

CroÈnert, Neues, p. 609.

Per una edizione dei frammenti del Peqi+
ut*cexc di Epicuro, «RFIC» 33/1905, pp.

10

- - - ]tci deimo+m [ - - - - - ]m ai> chgcim [ - - - - - ]im sx&m so[ - - - - - ]asoc le*qo[ - - - - - ]oic jai+ sa+ a[ - - - - - ]g diadi* dx[ci - - - - - ]gcim, x%cse s.[ - - - - - a\]uoqi* cai, o%si [ - - - - - a]tsa la*kics[a - - - - - ]c e%seq' eis[ - - - - - ] die*dxje s.[ - - - - - ]g a\kkat[ - - -

258

12

292-308, at p. 305.

fons O incertum an adsit margo sup. vel inf. primus edidi 2 sg+]m CroÈnert 3 fort.
so[iot*sxm 5 fort. a[i\chgsg*qia 7 fort. ai> ch]gcim gcim * pap. (sic) s. potius quam i. 9
fort. sa+ a]t\sa+ vel sa]t&sa vel soia]t&sa 11 s. vel f., p., n. 12 k: d O fort. a\kk\ at\[s- vel a\kka+
t<[p- vel a\kka+ t<[k-

259

Cavallo, pp. 36, 45, Tav. XXXII.

260

CroÈnert, Neues, p. 609.
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«. . . terrible . . . sensation . . . of the (plural noun missing) . . . part of (singular
noun missing) . . . and the sense-organs (?) . . . distribute . . . sensation (?), with
the result that . . . define, because (plural noun missing) most of all . . . other
(plural noun missing) . . . distributed . . . but . . .»

O `459' (VI 1571, Latin letter or legal deposition, Manus C)
Scott found nothing intelligible in the Latin of O `459'. 261 As he noted, this
drawing does not match the papyrus now called PHerc. 459, which is a roll of
Epicurus in Hand 15. The existence of this Latin papyrus is not noted by Del
Mastro in his list of extant items from Herculaneum. 262 Since all the pieces
depicted on the missing Oxonian disegno were in Greek, one of the Latin
items whose original is securely identified, viz. `459', `1082' bis, and Fr. G,
should correspond to the extant PHerc. 239b; since O `237'=PHerc. 1082, O
`1082'=PHerc. 238a, and O 238=PHerc. 459, it would make perfect sense
that O `459' should have been confused with PHerc. 239b. But it is uncertain
whether the hand could be the same; the resemblance to `1082' bis is greater.
For a description of the cursive hand of O `459' see Section II above; it is
very close to, and conceivably identical with, that of O 413. The content is a
first-person narrative, probably financial or legal correspondence, like O
413, rather than an oration. It could be that this is simply a piece of O
413 that has been misnumbered on the disegno.
O `459', fr. 1 (VI 1571)
1
- - - i]nquit . mih.[i - - - - - o]mnia . q[u].[ - - - - - ] cum [.] accep[ - - - - - n]ec [.] s[i]t [.] nil [.] q[uod - - 5
- - - ]tibus . ipsi[s - - - - - ]m [.] fort.em [ - - - - - proge]niem . eiq.[ue - - 8
- - - n]il [.] est [.] n(on) lic[ - - fons O incertum an adsit marg. sup. vel inf. primus edidi 1 h. vel i. 5 i: potius p. 6 t. vel
i. 7 q. vel c. 8 n(on) scripsi: n' O fort. lic[itum

«. . . he said to me . . . all the things that (?) . . . since . . . received and that
there is nothing that . . . for the (plural noun missing) themselves . . . strong . . .
progeny, and they . . . nothing is not permitted (?) . . .»

PHerc. 474 (Philodemus, Memoriae Epicureae, hand of PHerc. 239a, 310,
and 1787)
Although no. 474 was issued in Dec. 1790, no drawing of it, whether
Oxonian or Neapolitan, is known to exist. The present PHerc. 474 is different, because its size does not match. It was opened by C. Malesci in 1867
using sollevamento, and contains the tops of columns. The barely legible
remains in ten pieces that bear this number were put onto a cornice by D.
Bassi, a process that sometimes caused confusion in the numbering. 263 It can
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261

Scott, p. 52.

262

Papiri latini, p. 187.

263

DuÈrr, p. 216.

now be identified, because it is in the very distinctive large hand of PHerc.
239a and other papyri, all presumably fragments of the same roll: see above
on PHerc. 239a. It is not clear whether it could be the same as PHerc. 239a,
since it is not certain whether the latter contains the tops or the bottoms of
columns. It deserves to be edited.

PHerc. 500 (presumably Greek, author, work and hand unknown)
No. 500 was a roll issued in September 1791. There are no Neapolitan
disegni of it, but only a fragment, 264 which I have not seen. We know nothing
about its contents. Whether it is relevant is unclear; it ought to be, since no.
1090, which was issued in 1792, is part of our set of drawings. Perhaps it
was shown on the missing folio.

PHerc. 809 (presumably Greek, author, work and hand unknown)
The dates of issue and of unrolling of no. 809 are left blank in the register,
and its return is not recorded. It is unclear whether it was even issued.
However, the format of the entry indicates that it was written in 1796 or
later, since the preposition a' indicates that the day when it was issued was
to be recorded, a practice which does not occur until that year. Indeed, I
believe that it postdates Hayter's arrival, since only then did complete unrolling became a reasonable and normal expectation. There is no record that
any other attempt at doing so was ever made. There are no Neapolitan
disegni, but only a broken scorza, 265 which I have not seen. Nothing is known
of its content. It is surely irrelevant.

PHerc. 860 = O `Fr. A' (VI 1579, Demetrius Laco, De mus., Hand 4)
The original no. 860 was issued in October 1790, but Piaggio's inventory 266
shows that it was then a scorza, whereas the present PHerc. 860 was evidently a roll until it was opened. Evidently the numbering has been confused. However, O `Fr. A' is in the same hand as the present PHerc. 860 and
comes from the same work (it was presumably removed from the outside by
sollevamento); so does `Fr. C', which is now PHerc. 233. Cavallo identified
the hand of PHerc. 860. 267 For an account of Fr. A, PHerc. 860 and this new
work of Demetrius Laco see above on PHerc. 233.

PHerc. 995 (presumably Greek, author, work and hand unknown)
No. 995 was a roll issued on 27 June 1796 and returned on 11 August 1796.
It now consists of only a fragment, 268 which I have not seen. Cavallo does
not discuss its hand. It is doubtful whether an item that was issued as late as
1796 is relevant to this set of disegni.

264

CatPErc, p. 160.

265

CatPErc, p. 185.

266

Blank and Longo, p. 73.

267

Cavallo, pp. 30, 45 with Tav. IX.

PHerc. 1010 (Epicurus, De nat. II, hand in Cavallo Group C)

268

CatPErc, p. 211.

269

CatPErc, p. 221.

This roll was issued on 11 August 1796; there is no record of its return. No
Oxonian disegni of it have been recognized. The Catalogo 269 reports that the
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present PHerc. 1010 was unrolled in 1808 by C. Orazi. The seventeen Neapolitan drawings were made by him at that time and by C. Malesci in 1842-3;
they are published as HV2 VI 69-81. They show a roll with 20 lines per column
and some 12 letters per line. The roll is broken into tops, with the remnants of
five lines, middles with those of nine, and bottoms with those of another four
or five. The hand is an early one, which Cavallo puts the hand into his Group
C; however, he believes it to date from the later second or first century B.C. 270
This papyrus-roll surely does not pertain to our group of disegni.

PHerc. 1063 (presumably Greek prose, author, work and hand unknown)
No. 1063 was issued in May 1788 as a roll. There are no Oxonian or
Neapolitan disegni of it under this number. The present PHerc. 1063 consists
of only a broken fragment 271 that I have not seen. Cavallo does not discuss
the hand. However, the case of PHerc. 1076=O `220' proves that an item
that was issued in May 1788 could certainly be relevant to this set of disegni.

PHerc. 1064 (?Philodemus, Rhetoric I, Hand 20)
No. 1064 was handed out in May 1788 as a roll. No Oxonian or Neapolitan
disegni of it are known to exist, but there is no reason to think that the
numbers have been confused. The present PHerc. 1064 was tackled in 1867
by C. Malesci, and consists of fragments of the tops of columns, which have
been continuously unrolled. It is preserved in two cornici. 272 Cavallo omits to
discuss the hand. It is unclear whether the rather unremarkable bilinear
script, which I would date to the first century B.C., reappears in this set
of disegni. It most closely resembles Hand 20, the script of the copyist of
Philodemus' Rhet. I. 273

PHerc. 1076 = O `220' (VI 1576, Philodemus, De dis III, hand of PHerc.
152/157 and 177)
No. 1076 was given out in May 1788. The present PHerc. 1076 is clearly the
same piece as it has the same dimensions. In 1825 C. Malesci made a single
Neapolitan drawing of it; this is published as HV2 XI 203. Fortunately I was
able to match the fragment shown in this drawing with O `220' because the
text is the same. The script of this piece had been very hard to identify
because of its small extent. Scott could not confirm that O `220' belonged
to a work on rhetoric like the extant PHerc. 220, since he felt that the hand of
the N 220 as published at HV2 VI 188-99 is different. 274 There is indeed no
match with N 220, a set of drawings depicting whole rather than half columns
which were made in 1824 by C. Malesci. D. Bassi, studying the extant large
scorza of PHerc. 220, which he believed to correspond to N 220, fr. 14 (=
HV2 VI 199), concluded that they are in fact in the same script. 275 Following
a suggestion of Sudhaus, 276 Cavallo 277 and Dorandi 278 both assigned PHerc.
220 to Hand 21. But O `220' cannot represent Hand 21 because in O `220'
the Q descends well below the line, whereas in Hand 21 it is bilinear.
Among the different hands illustrated by Cavallo, the closest resemblance is to
the scripts of his Group I, because these hands are square, well-rounded and
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270

Cavallo, pp. 30, 58.

271

CatPErc, p. 251.

272

CatPErc, p. 251.

273

Cavallo, pp. 39, 45 with Tav. XLI.

274

Scott, pp. 49, 91.

275

Papiri disegnati, p. 444 n.

Sudhaus I, pp. XII, XI-XIII; II, p. VII;
Suppl., p. XXIX.
276

277

Cavallo, pp. 39, 45.

278

Ricomposizione, p. 85.

unadorned, often with the tail of Q noticeably below the base-line. 279 The hand
of PHerc. 1012, 280 which contains an unidentified work by Demetrius Laco,
has the same Q, but the N is different. The handwriting of Philodemus' De
signis 3 (PHerc. 1065) 281 has the same G, but the tail of Q does not descend
sufficiently. In the hand of Rhet. VIII Longo (PHerc. 1015/832, Hand 14
Cavallo) 282 the tail of the Q is too short and the G is different. The hand of
Philodemus' De poem. I (PHerc. 460 etc., Hand 13 Cavallo) 283 has the same
number of lines per column as PHerc. 1076 and the same N but a different G.
One hand in this Group is especially similar , viz. that of Philodemus' «De dis»
III in PHerc. 152/157, which likewise has a long tail on Q ending with a hook to
the left. 284 So does PHerc. 177, from the same work (see above); indeed the
scorza of PHerc. 1076 has the same shape, and appears to be from the same side
of the roll. The text mentions «narration», «character» or «disposition», «opposites», «likeness» and «movement»; theology certainly cannot be excluded.
N 1076, fr. 1=O `220', fr. 1 (VI 1576)
1

5

10

15

-

-

]am a\paccek[
]a[ ]jqoim[
di]a*hecim [
- ] pqo*dgkom [ - - - e\m]amsi* xm eic[ - - - le]sant*, x<c[ - - - ]cai lel[ - - - ]em o<loiosg[ - - - ]seqom so.[ - - -]eic de+ sai& c a[ - - - j]eimsai se.[ - - - ]jimgch[ - - - ] pqoseqa[ - - - ]e[ - - - ]md[ - - -

desunt vv. iii
19
20

279

Cavallo, pp. 35-36.

280

Cavallo, p. 35 with Tav. XXVI.

281

Cavallo, p. 35 with Tav. XXIX.

Cavallo, p. 36 with Tav. XXX. PHerc.
300 is in the same hand.
282

283

Janko, Plate 1.

284

Cavallo, p. 36 with Tav. XXXI.

285

Or «so that».

286

Or «other» (?).

24

-

-

-

]iot[ - - ] a\kkot[ - - ]sxm[ - - ]ime[ - - ]ais[ - - ] peqi[. .]qx[ - - -

incertum quot vv. desint
fontes O (vv. 4-13), N (vv. 1-24) praesto est margo sup. ap. N desunt margines sin. et
dext. primus edidi 2 fort. j]a[i+ ] jqeim[- 4 O: pqodgkg[ N 5 eic scripsi: e[ ]c O: c[ ]j
N 7 c om. N e N: h O fort. lel[ic- 8 fort. e\m o<loio*sg[si e om. O os O: cs N 9
q O: i.[ vel q. N fort. pqo*]seqom vel e%]seqom o. vel h. O: om. N 10 ei N: om. O 11 fort.
t<po*j]eimsai ]e N: ]e. vel ]c O e.[ vel h.[ O: om. N 12 h O: e N 13 a O: om. N

«. . . narrate . . . separate (?) . . . disposition . . . clear . . . of opposite (plural
noun missing) to (?) . . . between, as 285 . . . mix (?) . . . similarity . . . more 286 (?) .
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. . But (singular masculine participle missing) for the (feminine plural noun missing)
. . . they lie 287 . . . be moved . . . former . . . of another . . . of (plural noun
missing) . . . about . . .»

PHerc. 1080 = O `455' (VI 1574, Philodemus, Rhetoric X, Hand 21)
No. 1080 was issued in May 1788. Twenty drawings of the present PHerc.
1080, which has similar dimensions, were made in 1830-1832 by R.
Biondi. 288 These drawings are published, along with those of PHerc. 1078
(which was already recognized as the same roll) as HV2 VII 161-185; there is
no overlap with any of the Oxonian disegni. They show whole columns,
sometimes broken below line 14. Comparetti assigned PHerc. 1080 to the
Rhetoric; 289 Sudhaus published its fragments. 290 The prior pieces concern the
punishments that cities can inflict, like PHerc. 220, which is, as we will see,
in the same hand. Cavallo, 291 followed by Dorandi, 292 assigned PHerc. 1078/
1080 to Hand 21. 293 Other papyri written in Hand 21 are PHerc. 220, 1004,
1669 hand A, 1693, and perhaps 473. 294 Dorandi assigned PHerc. 1118 to
the same hand; all are from the Rhetoric.
Since the date of issue of no. 455 is not recorded (Section II), it was not at once
clear that it belongs to this group. However, we shall see that, like most pieces
without a date, it does so belong. The Oxonian drawing labelled `455' does not
match the extant papyrus of that number. Cavallo, working from the extant
scorza, identified the script of PHerc. 455 as Hand 22. 295 Hence Dorandi
assigned the surviving PHerc. 455 to the definitive version of Rhet. III. 296
Scott was first to assign O `455' to a work on rhetoric. 297 He believed that it
is in the same hand as the Neapolitan disegni of PHerc. 455 published in HV2
IX 121-132. However, the inventory 298 of 1782 gives the dimensions of no.
455 as H. 3.8 once, L. 2.5 once. This is 8.38 cm by 5.51 cm, which is smaller
than the dimensions given in the Catalogo. 299 Moreover, working from the
Neapolitan disegni and from autopsy of the extant scorza of PHerc. 455, Bassi
concluded that the hand of PHerc. 455 is very different from that of O
`455'. 300 Bassi was right. Cavallo, working from the extant fragments, identified the script of PHerc. 455 as Hand 22, 301 whereas the hand of O `455' is
a square, upright script, which I believe is readily identifiable as Cavallo's
Hand 21. 302 Notably, in Hand 22 the Q descends well below the line,
whereas in the hand of O `455' the Q goes only slightly below; the script is
otherwise completely bilinear except for U and presumably W, and is also
smaller. In addition, Hand 21 lacks the very distinctive S of Hand 22, with
its almost curved left horizontal.
Hand 21 wrote two rolls of the Rhetoric, which Dorandi called books VI and
VII. 303 Longo Auricchio has since shown that book `VII' may actually be
book X. 304 This piece could be from either roll. However, I believe that O
`455' depicts PHerc. 1080, because the fragment is broken off at line 14, like
HV2 VII 161-162, 165 and 167, whereas the plates of PHerc. 220 show
complete columns without damage at that point. O `455' would be from the
top of the stack of scorze, and would therefore come a couple of columns
after the first of the Neapolitan disegni. Our fragment is unpublished. It
contains a transition between discussions of political and of sophistic rhetoric. It mentions a Herodotus, but the reference is obscure. 305
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287

Or «are presupposed»?

288

CatPErc, p. 259.

289

Comparetti, p. 77 n. 5.

290

Sudhaus II, pp. 143-167.

291

Cavallo, pp. 39, 45.

292

Ricomposizione, p. 85.

293 This is confirmed by David Blank (pers.
comm., 2007).

These were identified by Cavallo, pp.
39-40.
294

295
Cavallo, p. 64, with Tav. XLIII (illustrating PHerc. 1426). Blank confirms this
(pers. comm., 2007).
296

Ricomposizione, p. 79.

297

Scott, p. 49.

298

Blank and Longo, p. 53.

299

CatPErc, p. 151.

300

Papiri disegnati, p. 447 n.

Cavallo, p. 64, with Tav. XLIII (illustrating PHerc. 1426).
301

302 Cavallo, pp. 39, 45, with Tav. XLII (illustrating PHerc. 1669 cr 9).
303

Ricomposizione, pp. 62, 85.

304

Longo, Retorica.

305
If the historian is meant, the parallel is
unidentified. Herodotus of Nicomedia is
mentioned by Philodemus, Ind. Acad. 85,
37=105, 34 Mekler; another Herodotus
was the correspondent of Epicurus to whom
he sent the Ep. Hdt.

O `455', fr. 1 (VI 1574)
0
1

5

10

14

[. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o%-] ||
s]am jasadijachx&cim
f]gli* ac, e>csim d' o%se jai+
s]x&m o%kxm ot\cix&m dglet*ceic, ot\d' e\cx+ ke*cx, + g'i * ugc]im < Gqo*dosoc. sa+ le+m dg+
p]eqi+ sot+c pokisijot+c
q<]g*soqac soiat&s' e\csi* . soi& c
d]e+ coui[c]set*otci sx&m le+m
p]eqi+ e\jei* motc s.oiot*sxm
ot\]de+m sg&c ai\si* ac le*secsi]m, e\j de+ sx&m diasqibx&]m dt*\ g/ sqei& c paqacisg*cot]cim, x<c jai+ uiko*couoi* simec] dia+ uikocoui* ac. oi

fons O adsunt margines sup. et dext. primus edidi 3 d[ ]g O 4 l: ]c O ot\d\ e\cx+
scripsi: etkecx O 5 spat. vac. unius litterae 6 p: is O 9 e: ]o O s.: potius i. i: lineola
obliqua O 11 spat. vac. i-ii litt. 13-14 scripsi: pecocisg|[. . .]cim O, litteris eco (sc.
k]eco[-) quae alia ex pagina erant perperam descriptis u.v. 14 spat. vac. i-ii litterae fort.
oi< vel oi#|[lai vel oi|[d

«. . . when they are sentenced to fines, and sometimes to the confiscation of all
their possessions, and I do not mean it in the sense that Herodotus says. So
much for the considerations that relate to political orators. But those who
practise sophistic rhetoric have no share in the cause of the aforementioned
circumstances regarding the former orators, but as a result of their discourses
two or three of them will become dinner-companions, as some philosophers will
too by virtue of philosophy. The (?) . . .»

PHerc. 1082 = O `237' (VI 1578, Philodemus, De vitiis II or III, De
adulatione, Hand 25)

306
For an illustration of the hand see Cavallo, Tavv. XLV-XLVI (PHerc. 1424, Philodemus' De oec.).

So Piaggio's catalogue of 1782 in Blank
and Longo, pp. 85-86.
307

No. 1082 was a scorza issued in April 1791. My analysis of the confusions in
these drawings in Section III above suggested that the Latin text O `1082' is
now PHerc. 238a; it also indicates that the Greek fragment O `237' is now
PHerc. 1082, which is the only piece of Philodemus' De adulatione known to
have been issued during the relevant period (there is no Oxonian drawing of
De adulatione under the number 1082). The papyrus now consists only of a
single scorza. The tiny script is easily recognizable as Hand 25. 306 No. 1082
when issued was a «frammento scorzato da un papiro a forma di canale . . .
spezzato nel mezzo», i. e. only half the full height of its roll. 307 However,
Piaggio gives a narrower width than that of the present scorza (see Table 2),
which is troubling. I suspect that his entry referred not to the present PHerc.
1082, but to O `1082', since this is the only piece involved in the confusion
with PHerc. 237 and 238 whose dimensions are unknown. In reproducing the
Neapolitan disegni, which depict whole columns with their tops better pre-
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served, Giuseppe Fiorelli assigned PHerc. 1082 to the roll of the De adulatione because of its content. 308 There is no match between O `237' and N
1082, as seen in HV2 I 84-92, nor with the extant ultimo foglio. Evidently O
`237' depicts the original top layer of this stack of scorze, while the N 1082
series once lay under it and therefore comes from earlier in the roll. Other
papyri belonging to this work comprise PHerc. 222 (where the scorza contains
the initial title), 223, 1089, 1457, and 1675. 309 Cavallo affirms that they are
all in Hand 25, 310 except PHerc. 223, which he does not discuss. In addition,
the unpublished extant scorza PHerc. 246 is in this hand, and can be assigned
to the same work, because it reads o.i< joka|[j- in col. i line 8 (i. e. 4 lines from
the bottom margin). However, it is not the same piece as O `237'.
The unpublished O `237' consists of the upper parts of two columns. Scott
found no continuous sense in it. 311 Since one can easily supplement oi< jo*ka|[jec or oi< joka|[jet*omsec in col. 1,6-7, O `237' is definitely part of
Philodemus' Peqi+ jokajei* ac. The number of letters per line in O `237'
would have been 36-38, as in PHerc. 1082. A reconstruction of the complete
roll of the De adulatione is another desideratum.
O `237', col. i (VI 1578)
1

. . . . . . . . . . ]oic sqe*uotcim
. . . . . .emec]ja*lemom poso+m . . . . . .(.)]im g/ paqoimei& m
. . . . . . . sx&i d]i* domsi so+m oi#mom . . . . . . . ot\]v x<c poiei& m
. . . . . . . . . . . . .]cim oi< jo*kaj . . . . . . . . . . . . p]eqi+ + a= * [a]t\si* ja . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .]mot
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .]cac

5

9

desunt versus fere xxviii
38

..... .....

fons O

.....

. . . . a\-] ||

adest marg. sup. primus edidi 2 fort. ei\cemec]ja*lemom 3 fort. x<cs\ e\le]i& m vel

jai+ e\le]i& m

«. . . they supply dinner to (plural noun missing) . . . brought in (?) a drink . . . to
vomit (?) or to be drunk . . . to the person who serves the wine . . . far from
doing . . . flatterers (verb missing) . . ., regarding which things at once . . .»

O `237', col. ii (VI 1578)
1

5

75

cxmocaq[. . . . . . . . . . . . .
jasecpot[daj. . . . . . . . . .ceie peqi+ g[. . . . . . . ct*msqouom e\vom[s. . . . . . . . . . . . .
sic a/m o<p[. . . . . . . . . . . . . .(.)
cemgmo[. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
mai dojo[. . . . . . . . . . . . . .(.)-

richard janko

308

HV2 I, Index, pp. 7-8.

309
CatPErc, p. 54. See further E. Acosta
MeÂndez, PHerc. 1089: Filodemo «Sobre la
adulacioÂn», «CErc» 13/1983, pp. 121-138;
F. Longo Auricchio, Sulla concezione filodemea dell'adulazione, «CErc» 16/1986, pp. 7991.
310

Cavallo, pp. 41, 46.

311

Scott, p. 50.

9

mom [. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ca+q so+ h[. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

incertum quot desint versus
fons O adest marg. sup. primus edidi 0-1 fort. a\]||cx&moc vel ]cxm o%ca q<[- vel ]cxm o=c
a<q[lo- 2 t: i O 3 fort. g'[c vel g<[domg&c 6 fort. ]ce*mgm vel ]cem g mo[ vel ]ce*mg mo[ 6-7
fort. ei#]|mai 7 fort. dojo[t&ci 8 fin. fort. jai+ vel ot\

«. . . in earnest . . . might . . . a dining-companion having . . . whoever . . . think
. . . For the . . .»

O `1082' bis (VI 1568, Latin prose or verse, Manus 1)
The existence of neither O `1082' nor O `1082' bis is noted by Del Mastro in
his list of extant items from Herculaneum. 312 However, Lindsay had already
observed that there are several Latin papyri labelled `1082', one of which is
written in a much larger and less cursive hand than that of the others. 313 I have
called this O `1082' bis. For a description of its hand, which is probably from
the first century B.C., see Section II above. The most plausible candidate for
the original is PHerc. 239b, but very few letters are preserved (it is probably an
indication of desperation that I see a resemblance in the I): see above on PHerc.
239b. The content is obscure; a goddess may be mentioned. I have an intuition
that the form is verse, but the scanty remains make it hard to be sure. 314
O `1082' bis (VI 1568)
1
4

-

-

-

]u[. .]eue[ - - ]ulos .' id[ - - ]o . dea [.] at . t[ - - ]r . in [.] ar[ - - -

fons O adest margo inf. primus edidi 1 fort. br]eve vel l]eve 2 punctum inter verba
apicem habet superscriptum 4 n: h O

«. . . this (?) . . . goddess, but . . . in . . .»

PHerc. 1083 = O 1083 (VI 1575, Demetrius Laco, On the Problems of
Polyaenus lib. inc., Hand 4)
312

Papiri latini, p. 187.

313

Lindsay, p. 443.

There is no match with the surviving corpus of Roman poetry in the data-bank of the
Packard Humanities Institute.
314

315
Scott, p. 49. He found nothing intelligible.

PHerc. 1501, from an unidentified work,
is in the same hand.
316

317

Blank and Longo, p. 86.

318

CatPErc, p. 263.

Item no. 1083 was issued in December 1790, and may or may not be the same as
both O 1083 and the present PHerc. 1083. Scott 315 observed that O Frr. A and
C are in the same hand as O 1083, which he rightly called «peculiar». 316 However, although, as I have established, the former disegni belong to a treatise of
Demetrius Laco on music (see above on PHerc. 233), the present item comes
from a copy of his Pqo+c sa+c Poktai* mot a\poqi* ac, a mathematical work originally in at least five books. The script of O 1083 is that of Cavallo's Hand 4, that
copied a number of works by Demetrius. Piaggio's inventory gives the size as H.
8.5 once, W. 1.6 once. 317 This equals 18.74 by 3.53 cm; yet the Catalogo 318 gives
the present size as 13.5 by 4.5, which might suggest that another scorza has
replaced the present one. Whether or not this is so, the item was refiled as
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PHerc. 1083, because the same scribe also wrote PHerc. 1083 itself, of which
four fragments survive. 319 He also wrote PHerc. 1429, 1642, and 1647. 320 All
these papyri belong to the Pqo+c sa+c Poktai* mot a\poqi* ac, as CroÈnert showed. 321
Although the hand of PHerc. 1429, a copy of book 5 of this work, is faster and
smaller, I agree with Cavallo that the script is in fact the same. 322 O 1083 has
the same type of hand, which is very rapid indeed: thus G is written as a
backwards M, and M is once written G and once P. The cursive A is unmistakable. As normally in Hand 4, T is shown in two forms, with the upright placed
centrally or joined to the right of the curved horizontal. The mathematical
nature of PHerc. 1083, as well as its identity with O 1083, was demonstrated
by Angeli and Dorandi, 323 who noted that PHerc. 1083, fr. 4, contains the
remains of a geometric figure. The mention of an acute angle in O 1083, fr.
1,7, confirms that geometry is the topic.
O 1083, fr. 1 (VI 1575) = PHerc. 1083, fr. 1
1

5
8

paq[. .(.)]a[ - - [.] s.i.[m]\ a\vhg&m[ai - - qa+ sg+m i\di* a[m - - le*mg sot[ - - vi* csot jas[ - - paqacs.o[va - - o\]n[e]i* ac ja[ - - q]g[l]e*mg.[- - -

pae\ka-

-

fons O adest margo sin. incertum an adsit margo sup. vel inf. primi edd. Angeli et
Dorandi 2 s.i. vel g. 2-3, 3 supplevi 6 s. vel ]i. supplevi 7 supplevi 7-8 ei\|q]g[l]e*mg.
aut g<i|q]g[l]e*mg. supplendum g. vel s.i.

«. . . (line) to be drawn . . . alongside the particular (line) . . . of the minimum . .
. estimate . . . of the acute (angle) . . .»

O 1083, fr. 2 (VI 1575)=PHerc. 1083, fr. 2
1

5

9

paqa+ sx&m [ - - so a[.(.)]vka[ - - kgl[ - - ha[. .]h[ - - joimx&[ - - qo+ e\csoiv[ - - dia+ sx&m [ - - lmgla*[sxm - - .]g[. .] pqxs[ - - -

pat<po-

incertum an adsit marg. inf.
fons O adest margo sin. incertum an adsit margo sup. vel inf. primus edidi 5-6
supplevi 6 intellexi: csoiv[ei& om Angeli et Dorandi 7 sx&m scripsi: sxp O

«. . . from the (plural noun missing) . . . the (?) . . . premiss (?) . . . common . . .
inasmuch as (they are) set in a row . . . by means of the commentaries . . . first
(book?) . . .»
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319

There are no Neapolitan disegni.

320

Cavallo, pp. 30, 45.

Kolotes, pp. 110-111, 125; he also showed
that PHerc. 1822 is from the same work (the
reference to Neues, p. 611, in the CatPErc, p.
399 is incorrect). Cf. the edition of De Falco, pp. 99-108.
321

322

Cavallo, pp. 30, 45.

323

Angeli and Dorandi, p. 100.

PHerc. 1090 = PHerc. 253 = O `235' (VI 1579, Philodemus, De vitiis lib.
inc., De avaritia, Hand 25)
See above on PHerc. 253.

PHerc. 1096 (Philodemus, Rhetoric III, Hand 22)
No. 1096 was issued in December 1790, and was the same size as the present
PHerc. 1096. Dorandi established that PHerc. 1096 is in Hand 22. 324 As we
saw in Section III above, the Oxonian drawing numbered `1096' could have
been on the lost folio, unless it was drawn as O `435', which I believe to be
PHerc. 455 in the same hand. The likelihood that O `435' is actually PHerc.
1096 is small, since O `435' is a little piece whereas Piaggio's catalogue
shows that no. 1096 was larger than no. 455. 325 See on PHerc. 455 above.
The Neapolitan drawings of PHerc. 1096, made by F. Casanova in 1828,
were published as HV2 VIII 75-81; they consist of fourteen fragments each
containing about eleven to twelve lines, some with the upper and others with
the lower margin. 326 They do not match any of the disegni in the Oxonian
series. The extant ultimo foglio contains some fourteen lines and the bottom
margin of its column. Dorandi rightly assigned PHerc. 1096 to the definitive
edition of Rhet. III. 327 Incidentally, some pieces of PHerc. 431, a broken
scorza, are also in Hand 22, and I believe q]gsoq[ can be read there; PHerc.
436, 462, and 473, further scorze, are likewise in Hand 22.
324

Ricomposizione, pp. 63, 80.

325

Blank and Longo, pp. 53, 86.

CroÈnert suspected that Casanova falsified them (Kolotes, p. 69 n. 338).

326

327

Ricomposizione, pp. 79-82.

328

Cf. Janko, pp. 16-17.

329
In Papiri non inventariati it is mistakenly
stated that the original no longer exists; so
the CatPErc, p. 398.
330 PHerc. 1113b is published in HV2 XI 710, but these fragments have hardly been
studied. Cf. A. Vogliano, Per un verso di Alceo, «BFC» 32/1926, p. 110; H. Dahlmann,
Bemerkungen zu den Resten der Briefe Varros,
«MH» 7/1950, p. 206. The author is unidentified; the content is undetermined, but
might be a discussion of perception. The
hand will be able to be identified when this
ultimo foglio is rediscovered among the collection, where De Falco saw it in 1923, corresponding to HV2 XI 6 (De Falco, p. 82).

For an explanation of these terms see Janko, pp. 16-19.
331

332

Blank and Longo, p. 87.

333

Blank and Longo, p. 87.

PHerc. 1113a = O `1106' (VI 1574=PHerc. 1818, ?Epicurus, De nat. lib.
inc., hand unknown)
Neither no. 1106 nor no. 1113 is recorded among those issued during the
years in question. The history of this papyrus is peculiarly puzzling. Since it
was the starting-point and goal of this entire investigation, I will describe it
in more detail than usual; indeed, the notes to the translation teem with
parallels to Philodemus, which I have left in, in case it does after all turn out
to be by him. Once the papyrus now called PHerc. 1113a had been discovered in 1752-1754 and mishandled by Camillo Paderni, it consisted of a thin
stack of scorze peeled from the outside of its roll. Perhaps Paderni had
picked it out as an exceptionally fine specimen to which he could apply his
famous knife. 328 The number PHerc. 1818 was assigned to O `1106' and N
1113, frr. 1-4, in 1978. 329 However, since the past scholarship on it had
repeatedly called these drawings PHerc. 1113, without knowledge of the
original, I shall call both the latter and the drawings of it PHerc. 1113a, so
as to distinguish it from other fragments under the number 1113 that are in
a different but unidentified hand, and which will here be called PHerc.
1113b. 330 PHerc. 1113a has been further reduced by the process of scorzatura
to an ultimo foglio containing parts of two layers. 331
Piaggio gives the size of the scorza no. 1106, which was almost flat, as H. 6 once,
W. 2.6 once, i. e. 13.23 by 5.73 cm. 332 The present scorza numbered 1106 is 9
cm by 3.5 cm. In Piaggio's inventory no. 1113, a similar scorza, is listed as H.
3.8 once, W. 1.4 once, i. e. 8.34 by 3.09 cm, 333 but the present scorza numbered
1113 is 9.2 by 5 cm. The present PHerc. 1106, reproduced at HV2 X 182-184, is
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in a completely different hand, as Scott observed. 334 The scorza of 1113 (the
present PHerc. 1113b) was already too small to be the relevant piece, even
before the process of scorzatura further reduced its size. 335 The inventory compiled in 1819-1823 shows that, after this drawing was made, no further work on
PHerc. 1113a had been undertaken. 336 The relevant entries are these:
1106. [[Pezzetto]] Scorzetta di pap(ir)o + provata e restituita nel prop(ri)o
luogo *. Armadio Në XIë, Tavola 61a.
1113. Idem (sc. Scorza di pap(ir)o). Armadio Në XIë, Tavola 61a.
The fact that these papyri are described merely as scorze proves that no
attempt had been made to open either. This situation soon changed, as we
learn from the inventory of 1824: 337
1106. Scorzetta di Papiro. Fu provata e quindi riposta nel proprio luogo.
Ripresa per isvolgere da D(on) Francesco Casanova e restituita di nuovo
nel proprio luogo. 338 Data a D(on) Carlo Malesci + 1825 * e disegnata in
Fram(men)ti 5. L'ultimo foglio restituito nel proprio luogo. 339 Armadio
Në XIë, Tavola 61. Frammenti 5. Disegni 4. Rami 2.
1113. Idem (sc. Scorzetta di papiro, non isvolta). Presa per isvolgere da D(on)
Gio(vanni) Batt(is)ta Casanova + 1827. *. 340 Svolta in F(rammen)ti 4; esiste
il solo ultimo foglio nel proprio luogo. 341 PiuÁ altri 8 fram(ment)i, disegnati
da D(on) Francesco Casanova. 342 Armadio Në XIë, Tavola 61. Frammenti 12. Disegni 8. Rami [[4]] 8.
These entries reveal that three papyri, i. e. PHerc. 1106, 1113a and 1113b,
were tackled in the mid-1820s, as part of the sustained effort, as a last resort
to recover more of the texts, to apply to the outer pieces of rolls which had
been cut in two the destructive method of scorzatura. 343 They also confirm
that PHerc. 1106 was by now irrelevant. For the Neapolitan disegni show
that it was G. B. Casanova who subjected PHerc. 1113a to scorzatura and
made the four Neapolitan disegni of it, whereas C. Malesci drew the four
disegni of PHerc. 1106 and F. Casanova was responsible for the eight disegni
of PHerc. 1113b. All this confirms that the confusion of no. 1106 with
PHerc. 1113 had already occurred when these pieces were issued in 17881792 and then refiled in the collection.
The subsequent history of PHerc. 1113a is briefly told. The Neapolitan
disegni of it were engraved in 1844. 344 The inventory of 1854 states that
both sets of drawings of PHerc. 1113 (i. e. those of 1113b as well as 1113a)
were made in 1827. 345 The cover-sheet made in 1863-1875, while Giuseppe
Fiorelli was Director of the Archaeological Museum, repeats this statement. 346 In the inventory compiled in 1917 by Domenico Bassi, the papyrus
appears under the title PHerc. 1113 with its dimensions given as 9.5 cm high
x 5 cm wide. 347 Bassi's transcription of the letters aichgcim with the letters
Scott, p. 48. Similarly Bassi, Papiri disegnati, p. 455 n.
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Since the dimensions of PHerc. 1113 given in the CatPErc (1979, p. 271) are 5.0 W.
335

by 9.2 H., its compilers measured the scorza
of PHerc. 1113a; they give no dimensions for
PHerc. 1818, as it was held not to exist (CatPErc, p. 398). The scorza now numbered
PHerc. 1106 is 3.5 W. by 9.0 H. (CatPErc,
p. 269).
336
Inventario de' Papiri Ercolanesi (AOP
XVII 11), folio, bound in leather, 92 folios,
unpublished. Erasures are between double
brackets, abbreviations between parentheses, and insertions over the line are between the signs `and'.

Inventario della Reale Officina de' Papiri
Ercolanesi, Napoli mdcccxxiv (AOP XVII
12), folio, bound in leather, 190 folios, unpublished; that G. Castrucci was its author is
shown by the document A.S.N.A., Min. Int.
II Inv. 2048, 17/2/1824, cited by Longo,
Castrucci, pp. 364-365.
337

338

This sentence is in a second hand.

339

These two sentences are in a third hand.

340

This sentence is in a second hand.

341

This sentence is in a third hand.

342

This sentence is in a fourth hand.

343 For the decision to follow this approach
see Janko, p. 21.

The signatures on the backing-sheets reveal that they were engraved as follows: N
1113a, fr. 1, F(rancesco) Biondi, Sept. 1844;
N 1113a, fr. 2, Carlo Orazj, Feb. 1844; N
1113a, fr. 3, Franc(esco) Biondi, Sept. 1844;
N 1113a, fr. 4, C(arl)o Orazj, Dec. 1844.
344

345 This is the source of the same information
in Bassi (Papiri disegnati, p. 455), De Falco
(p. 81), and the CatPErc (p. 271).

It reads: «Papiro no. 1113. Scorza di papiro, disegnato da D(on) Francesco Casanova, e di D(on) Gio(vanni) Battista Casanova,
in fram(ment)i 12, disegni 8, Rami 8. Avertasi che questa scorza fu trovata in due caratteri diversi. L'originale dell'ultimo foglio
si conserva nell'Armadio II tavoletta 61».
346

347 The papyrus had the inventory-number
108545/1100, which was assigned when it
was transferred from the administration of
the Museo Archeologico to that of the Biblioteca Nazionale in 1910; the papyri were physically transferred to the Biblioteca only in
1925 (G. Guerrieri, L'Officina dei papiri ercolanesi dal 1752 al 1952, in I Papiri ercolanesi
I, I Quaderni della Biblioteca Nazionale di
Napoli, Serie III, 5, Napoli 1954, pp. 25-30).

348

Kolotes, p. 107.

Kolotes, p. 107 n. 506a. Cf. D. Bassi,
Catalogo descrittivo dei Papiri Ercolanesi,
«RFIC» 36/1908, pp. 477-501, at p. 489.

349

350

De Falco, pp. 81-82.

De Falco, p. 82. He is followed by F.
Sbordone, Sui papiri della Poetica di Filodemo
(Napoli 1983), p. 29.
351

Romeo, Nuove letture, pp. 108-109; Romeo, Poesia, pp. 78-80.

352

353

Dorandi, Poetica, p. 33.

Romeo, Nuove letture, pp. 108-109; Romeo, Poesia, pp. 78-80.

354

355

Pers. comm., Sept. 2006.

356
This is as measured with the digital calipers whose use was introduced by J. Fish.
When D. Bassi inventoried this piece in
1917 (in the catalogue of that date in the
Archive of the Officina), he recorded its size
as 9.5 cm H. by 5.0 cm W., but the difference
may be owed simply to parallax errors, since
it is impossible to bring a ruler close to the
papyrus without a risk of damaging it.

sij below proves that this was PHerc. 1113a, fr. I; indeed, since his time the
a has perished and the letters ic have become detached (see below).
The engravings of PHerc. 1113 were reproduced in HV2 XI 3-10, as part of
the attempt to complete the publication of the more intelligible of the
Neapolitan disegni by bringing out even the smallest sets of them. The first
four folios depict PHerc. 1113a; the remaining four, in a smaller and completely bilinear script, represent those of PHerc. 1113b. Frr. 5-13 were at
first numbered frr. 1-8; the original numbers have been deleted and replaced
with frr. 5-13. The first scholar to notice frr. 1-4 was Theodor Gomperz,
who in a note in his copy of HV2 XI 3 assigned them to the same scribe who
wrote both rolls (PHerc. 188 and 1014) of Demetrius Laco's De poem., Book
1 of which is preserved in PHerc. 188, and Book 2 in PHerc. 1014. Gomperz
made no other notes on this text.
The next scholar to study PHerc. 1113 was CroÈnert, who likewise assigned
all 13 fragments to this work of Demetrius. 348 However, upon seeing the
scorza he changed his mind, on the grounds that the script is different and
the papyrus is far darker than the papyri of Demetrius, which are brown
rather than grey or black; 349 he is correct on both counts. The first and only
editor of the papyrus, based solely on the Neapolitan disegni and scorza, was
De Falco in 1923. 350 Despite CroÈnert's volte-face, De Falco assigned the text
to the De poem. of Demetrius Laco, on the basis of its orthographic peculiarities and its hand, which is, he claimed, «perfettamente identica a quella di
188 e 1014». However, since he states that the scorza corresponds to HV2 XI
6, which is in the smaller bilinear hand, he was actually looking at the ultimo
foglio of PHerc. 1113b. 351 He contributed so little to the text that he can
hardly be called its first editor.
Two scholars have discussed the origin of PHerc. 1113a since. In her edition
of the De poem. of Demetrius Laco, C. Romeo 352 excluded this papyrus from
his oeuvre, even though she had not seen the original. She did so on the basis
of the orthography; for the papyrus uses i rather than ei for ---i and writes i for
ei in the word cglixlasa, whereas the MSS of Demetrius always use ei for ---i
and never write i for ei. Hence she suggested that it is a copy of part of the
De poem. of Philodemus. However, having seen the scorza, Dorandi 353 concluded that the hand of PHerc. 1113a is no later than second century b.c.,
and therefore rejected Romeo's hypothesis 354 that it is a work of Philodemus. But he agreed with CroÈnert that it is not the same as the hand of
PHerc. 188 or 1074, since the writing is extremely large. Finally, J. Porter
suggested to me that it is a copy of Epicurus. 355 Accordingly, there has been
no agreement as to the date (and therefore the origin) of this text, and much
will depend upon our conclusions regarding its hand and content.
The extant ultimo foglio was conserved by Knut Kleve in May 2000 under
the number 1113, and is now stored in `Mobile X Scorze'. Often it cannot
be found without the provision of very precise information as to where it is
kept, because of the confusion over its number. It can be described as
follows: a medium-sized, approximately trapezoidal piece with longest side
at left; size (excluding detached pieces at left) 4.9 cm. W. x 7.9 cm. H. 356
Dark grey. Clean and legible, with parts of two layers. Fr. Ia: lower layer of
writing. At centre right, trace of one line of writing (l. 5); at lower left, parts
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of the middles of five lines of writing (ll. 8-12). No remnant of margin or
intercolumnium. Fr. Ib: upper, main layer of writing. At top, centre right
and lower right, parts of the middles of eleven lines of writing (=middles of
N 1113 fr. 4, ll. 2-12), with no remnant of upper margin or intercolumnium.
Detached fr. with letters ]ic[ from l. 4 now lies over l. 5. Two small detached
scraps lying sideways at centre left edge with traces of letters are unplaced.
The Oxonian disegno shows some letters that are missing from the Neapolitan one, but conversely does not show the letters that N depicts along the
right edge of fr. 5. Where the readings of the two diverge, one can judge
which is better only by the language, since the original has perished. O's
divergences from N in PHerc. 1113a fr. 5 are these:
l. 3
l. 4
l. 6
l. 7
l. 8
l. 9
l. 11

xc j[ O: xcse[ N. O has misread SE as J.
pim[ O: pig[ N. N has misread M as G.
voiem O: joiom M. The true reading is oi]|jeiom. O misread E as
O and O as E.
O reads c. or i. where N has the correct reading c.
joiotm OM. The true reading is oi]|jeiotm. O misread O as E.
auica O: augce N. Here N is right, but O may have copied
correctly a sovrapposto that lay at the right edge of the fragment.
sectcsqau[ O: [[s]]ectcsqa[.] N. Here O could read more than N.

The four Neapolitan disegni depicting this roll are drawn in pencil on the
first page of large sheets of stout white paper folded in half (each page is c.
21.9-22.1 cm W. x 30.9-31.8 cm H.). Each depicts the upper parts of
columns with the upper margin, ending with the bottommost, sole extant
piece. 357 They are signed «G. B. Casanova svol. e dis. No. 1113» and annotated «Non esiste l'originale». N 1113a frr. 1, 3 and 4 are countersigned
«Visto Buono Genovesi», while fr. 2 is countersigned «Visto Buono B(ernardo) Quaranta». All are endorsed «S'incida Scotti».
Since Giuseppe Genovesi was appointed interprete in 1822 and Bernardo
Quaranta in June 1826, these disegni could well have been made in 1827, as
is indicated in the inventory of 1824 as cited above. Neither interprete was
zealous in overseeing the work of the disegnatori, and both were bad Hellenists. 358 In 1823 Rosini released the interpreti from the requirement that they
be present while the papyri were unrolled; the less diligent of the interpreti
ceased to produce transcripts of the papyri like those which proved so invaluable for the reconstruction of Philodemus' On poems 1. 359 This may be why
no transcript of PHerc. 1113a has been preserved. The signatures of Angelo
Antonio Scotti 360 must have been added in 1843-1844, in preparation for the
engraving; the postponement in making the copperplates was presumably
caused by the fact that no complete columns survive. 361 In May 1911 Bassi
noted on the cover-sheet the difference between the two hands: «i disegni,
contenuti in questa copertina, di 1113 debbono appartenere a due papiri;
certo i framm. 1-4 sono di una scrittura, quelli degli altri quattro di un'altra».
It was also Bassi who first drew the parallel with the Oxonian disegno, since
he continues: «dal confronto della fot. VI 1574 con i disegni dei framm. 1-4 di
1113 risulta che c'eÁ grande somiglianza fra le due scritture».
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357 N 1113a fr. 4 corresponds to the extant
ultimo foglio.
358

Janko, pp. 27-28, 32-37.

A.S.N. Ministero dell'Interno, II Inventario, Busta 2035/1, I (Nuovo sistema per la
interpetrazione de' Papiri, decree of 23 Aug.
1823), with Janko, p. 31.
359

360

See Janko, p. 28.

On the procedure followed see Janko,
pp. 25-26.
361

A final feature of this series of Neapolitan disegni is that the interpreti have
falsified three of them. A comparison with the extant scorza reveals that, in
five places where these disegni give complete lines, but otherwise no traces
past a certain point, these lines have almost certainly been completed on the
basis of a knowledge of Greek rather than according to what would have
been visible to the disegnatore, who knew little or no Greek. The cases where
this occurred are:
fr.
fr.
fr.
fr.
fr.

2,6:
2,8:
4,2:
4,3:
5,8:

mgm is filled in at the start of the line
otj is filled in at the start of the line
xmomo is filled in at the end of the line
ole is filled in at the end of the line
pacgc is filled in at the end of the line

All these supplements are straightforward except that at fr. 4,3, where the
correct one is probably olemxm de ux. This would be unproblematic if they
were presented as supplements, but they are in the same script as the rest of
the disegno. Some of the interpreti did occasionally suggest such supplements
and have them written by the disegnatore. It would be useful to establish
precisely which of the interpreti were responsible for this unfortunate and
unscholarly practice; in this case the finger points to B. Quaranta, if not also
to G. Genovesi. 362
No complete alphabet can be recovered even from the disegni. The letters
present are these:
PHerc. 1113a, fr. I: A
O 1106, fr. 1:
A
N 1113a, frr. 1-4: A

Cf. R. Janko and D. L. Blank, Two new
manuscript sources for the texts of the Herculaneum papyri, «CErc» 28/1998, pp. 173-184,
at pp. 180-181; Janko, p. 31 with n. 1, 58.
362

363

There is no reference to it in Cavallo.

364

Turner and Parsons, p. 23.

Hand 8 in Cavallo, pp. 37, 45 with Tav.
XVI; cf. Turner and Parsons, p. 134.
365

DE
CDE
CDE

GHIJK M
GHIJK M
GHIJKLM

OP CST
OPQCSTUVWX
OPQCSTUVWX

The following analysis relies on the extant ultimo foglio where available (and
on this alone for descriptions of how the letters were made), with supplementary information gleaned from the disegni. The hand, which Cavallo did
not discuss, 363 is upright, unhurried and professional; it belongs to an expert
and well-trained copyist rather than a hasty scholar or barely literate amateur.
Its appearance is remarkable and indeed completely unparalleled, for three
reasons. First, the scribe wrote with a wide pen held at an angle of 15 o; 364 this
has resulted in narrow uprights and broad diagonals. The hand is very stylized and has some highly unusual letter-forms; it bears some resemblance to
the script of Philodemus' De poem. 2 (Hand 8), 365 but is much larger. It is
ornamented, in that uprights often end in horizontal or oblique hooks or halfserifs (rarely full serifs, except on the top of the upright of J); the left-hand
extremities of T and W have downward hooks, and the apex of D has a
horizontal one that extends to the right. Although the general impression is
bilinear, the letters J, H, T, U, and W project both above and below the line,
while Q and S project only below, the latter but slightly; O sometimes has its
base above the notional base-line. H and O are oval; X is rounded. The letters
G and P have curving right sides, and the right diagonals of A, D, and K are
also curved; the left sides of G and J are also curved. A is made in two
movements starting from the top, with a loop at the lower left foot where the
pen turns to make the cross-bar; likewise D, although here the pen turns on
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itself to make the base. The cross-bar of S is extended far to the left, and the
letter is made in a single stroke, with a loop at the right side of the cross-bar
where it turns into the descender, as in Hand 8. L has vertical sides connected by a shallow bowl, as also in Hand 8; T and W have steep diagonals
that meet at an acute angle. Examples of the ornamentation seen in this hand
can be found in Egypt from at least the second century B.C. onwards. 366
Secondly, the script is hugeÐthe largest I have ever seen in a Herculaneum
papyrus written in Greek, apart from the special hand used in subscriptiones.
As I remarked, the average bilinear letter M is 0.4 cm. high and 0.4 cm.
wide; the narrow letter E is 0.2 cm. wide. This is much larger than the hand
of the MSS of Demetrius Laco's De poem.: in PHerc. 1014, the M is only
0.28 cm. high by 0.28 cm. wide. It is also far bigger than the hand in Hand 8
of Philodemus' De poem. 2, which is otherwise so similar. However, the
hand of PHerc. 235, 310, and 1787, containing a copy of Philodemus' Memoriae Epicureae, is almost as large. 367
Thirdly, the hand is dominated by a pronounced disparity in width between
wide and narrow letters. The letters L, P, and S are unusually wide.The
narrow letters are E, H, O, and C. The letter C is a vertical curving rightwards at base, with a short descending oblique or horizontal added at top,
while E is identical to it with the addition of a short cross-bar that does not
project beyond the other arms.
The script of PHerc. 1113a is very hard to date. The use of the narrow letters E,
H, O, and C is usual in scripts of this style, such as PHerc. 1061 (Demetrius
Laco, De geom.), PHerc. 1014 (Id., De poem. 2), and PHerc. 1676 (Philodemus,
De poem. 2). Cavallo assigned the first two hands to his Group B; 368 the third
belongs to Hand 8 of De poem. 2, and belongs with Cavallo's group E. Five
groups of hands at Herculaneum display this contrast. Group A, which Cavallo
believes to be early, comprises manuscripts of Epicurus. 369 Group B comprises
manuscripts of Epicurus, 370 of Demetrius Laco, 371 and of unidentified authorship. 372 Group C includes papyri of Epicurus, 373 Demetrius Laco, 374 and unknown authors, 375 but these hands slope strongly to the right. Group D includes
copies of Epicurus, 376 Philodemus, 377 and unidentified authors. 378 Group E is a
later development of Group A; it reaches down to the first century B.C., since it
comprises manuscripts of Epicurus, 379 Polystratus, 380 unidentified authors, 381
and Philodemus. 382 Since Group E includes Hand 8 of Philodemus' De poem.
2, this group must include hands from as late as the first century B.C. However,
these hands are very hard to date, because no papyri from Egypt that employ
the contrast between wide and narrow letters have been securely dated any
earlier than the second century A.D. 383 Hence their editors have dated to the
second century A.D. papyri with comparable hands like P. Oxy. 409, 1082 (both
with cursive marginalia of the latter date), 2176, or 2663.
It is not clear what to conclude from this study of the hand of PHerc. 1113a. If
the style of the writing seems to indicate a date in the later second or early first
centuries B.C., as Dirk Obbink suggested to me 384 and as T. Dorandi had
felt, 385 it is too early for Philodemus. Yet it is certain that the papyrus differs
in important ways from the known papyri of Demetrius Laco, including the
newly identified pieces of Demetrius' aesthetic works, PHerc. 230 and PHerc.
233, which I discussed above. Moreover, as Hayter noted, 386 the known
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366

Turner and Parsons, p. 134.

367

See above on PHerc. 235.

Cavallo, pp. 29-30 with his Tavv. VIIVIII.
368

369
PHerc. 993/1149, 1479/1417, 1431 (all
same hand), 1191, 989, 1056, and 1413.
370

PHerc. 996.

PHerc. 188, 1013, and 1014, all in the
same hand.
371

372

PHerc. 1024 and 1053 (same hand).

373

PHerc. 908/1390, 1010.

374

PHerc. 1429 1642, and 1647.

PHerc. 128, 860, 1083, and 1501. Pace
Cavallo, p. 30, PHerc. 128 is not from Philodemus' De poem., since the words which
had seemed relevant to that topic are falsifications by the disegnatore; the papyrus is in
fact on dialectic (C. Romeo, Il PHerc. 128, in
L. Franchi dell'Orto, ed., Ercolano 17381988: 250 anni di ricerca archeologica, Roma
1993, pp. 285-287).
375

PHerc. 1056 hand A, 1148, 1151, and
1420.
376

377 PHerc. 155, 327, 495, 558, 1289, 1508,
and 1780.
378 PHerc. 332, 373, 735, 1037, 1039, 1040,
and 1158.
379

PHerc. 154 and 1042.

380

PHerc. 1520.

381

PHerc. 132 and 1348.

PHerc. 994/1676/1677 (De poem. II) and
1418.
382

383

Turner and Parsons, p. 134.

384

Pers. comm., 2005.

385

Dorandi, Poetica, p. 33.

386

Hayter, pp. 47-48.

Fr. 12 in A. Angeli and M. Colaizzo, I
frammenti di Zenone Sidonio, «CErc» 9/1979,
pp. 47-133, at pp. 75, 99-100,=Philodemus,
Pqo+c sot+c [ (PHerc. 1005) col. 7,15-20, who
lists his Peqi+ cqallasijg&c, Peqi+ i< csoqi* ac,
387

Peqi+ paqoilix&m jai+ sx&m o<loi* xm, Peqi+ ke*nexc

and Peqi+ poigla*sxm vqg*[cexc (cf. Janko, p.
128 n. 1). Delattre's alternative supplement vqg[csx&m is supported by M. Gigante
(Zenone Sidonio e la poesia, «CErc» 28/1998,
pp. 85-98, at pp. 94-97).
388
K. Kleve and G. Del Mastro, Il PHerc.
1533: Zenone Sidonio A Cratero, «CErc» 30/
2000, pp. 149-156. Zeno's treatise, entitled
Fg*m.xmoc «P
. qo+c so+ Jqaseqot& Pqo+c s[o+ Pe]qi+
sx&m cexlesqijx&m a\podei* nexm», i. e. Zeno <of
Sidon>, Against the Treatise of Craterus
«Against the Treatise `On Geometrical
Proofs'», may be the first recorded reply to
a hostile book-review.

See above, n. 85, and Johnson, Bookrolls,
pp. 91-99, who shows that the slant hardly
ever exceeds 5 o from the vertical.
389

390
Johnson, Bookrolls, p. 156 with Chart
3.9b.

Johnson, Bookrolls, pp. 155-156 with
Chart 3.9a.
391

392

Cavallo, p. 18.

papyri of Demetrius Laco are all brown in colour; however, the surviving
scorza of PHerc. 1113a is dark grey, like the papyri of Epicurus and Philodemus. However, the treatise might be by another predecessor of Philodemus
like Zeno of Sidon, who wrote a work entitled Peqi+ poigla*sxm vqg*[cexc. 387
Since we now know that at least one book by Zeno was among the collection, 388 he cannot be excluded as the author of this one. However, apart from
its size, the script of PHerc. 1113a most closely resembles Hand 8 of Philodemus' De poem. 2; it also rather resembles the large hand of the copy of
Philodemus' Memoriae Epicureae made up of PHerc. 239a, 310, and 1787. If
PHerc. 1113a were to be a copy of a work of Philodemus on poetry rather than
of a part of Epicurus' On Nature that discussed sensation, it would most
probably be a second exemplar of De poem. 1, 2, or 3, where the euphonist
critics are discussed; the damaged nature of the texts that have survived makes
it possible that there might be no overlap in wording with the surviving.
The papyrus offers little information as to format. There are no complete
lines, but the number of letters per line may lie around 18, which seems to
work in fr. 5. The prevailing uncertainty makes restoration very difficult, as
does the uncertainty as to whether the writer admits hiatus, as does Epicurus, or eschews it, as does Philodemus. The number of lines per column is
unknown. According to the disegni, the left edge of the columns shown in
frr. 4-5 obeyed Maas' Law. The angle was very pronounced; according to the
Oxonian disegno the deviation was 15 o from the vertical. This is an exaggeration, since the usual deviation in papyrus-rolls like Philodemus' De
poem. 1 was only 3-5 o. 389 Although the widths of the upper and lower
margins and of the intercolumnia are unknown, the layout of the script is
generous: the spacing between the lines is somewhat above average at 3.5
mm., 390 and the line-to-line height is 9.5 mm. This is explicable because of
the large size of the hand, where the height and width of an average bilinear
letter is 4 mm. Large letters such as these are typical of an elegant manuscript, as W. A. Johnson has shown; at Oxyrhynchus fine scripts account for
almost 75% of rolls with letters over 4 mm. in height. 391 Thus this was very
much a de luxe manuscript; the standard height of a Herculaneum roll was
about 20-24 cm. 392 Since fr. 1 is the lower and outer layer of the extant
ultimo foglio, this must be the first piece from the roll. I have reversed the
order of the fragments to reflect the process of scorzatura.
The content only deepens my perplexity. Fr. 2 asks how words and/or sounds
can provide sensation without causing pleasure or pain. The rhetorical question suggests that a rebuttal is in progress: the opponent is contradicting
himself if he thinks the ears' perception of sound can be separated from pain
and pleasure. An effect, evidently pleasure or pain, supervenes (e\piuai* mesai)
on the sound. Fr. 3 refers to weaving, enjoyment, words and indications or
meanings, i. e. perhaps the relation of sound to sense. Fr. 4 may draw a
connection between enjoyment and learning. In fr. 5 the adversary first
asserts that touch becomes enjoyable because of its particular arrangement,
and then makes a parallel argument about taste, where the particular taste
conciliates the percipient. All this material could relate to the euphonist
critics who are summarized and rebutted in Philodemus' De poem. 1-2 and
perhaps 3, especially Heracleodorus, Pausimachus and Crates. There is no
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evidence that Demetrius Laco discussed Heracleodorus or Pausimachus,
although he did report the views of Andromenides. We have no sign that
such theories were of interest to Epicurus, and I have argued that they did
not even exist until later in the third century B.C. However, the text may
well be Epicurus discussing sensation. Its content, especially in fr. 5, is very
similar to that of PHerc. 1420, especially col. 5: this is a copy of Epicurus' De
nat. written in Cavallo's Hand 6, and is edited by G. Arrighetti as fr. 35.
PHerc. 1113a, fr. 1=PHerc. 1113a, fr. Ia
desunt versus fere iv
5

- - - . . . . .]x[ - - desunt versus ii

8
10
12

-

-

-

. .]i.[ - - ] c.a+q[ - - . . .]k.a[ - - ]ei sx&i d.[ - - ]m.odi.[ - - -

incertum quot versus desint
deest pagina una vel altera
fons P absunt margines primus edidi 8 i. hasta directa 9 c. vel s. 10 k. potius quam
m. 11 d. vel f. 12 m. vel i. i. vel g., p. (pes)

«. . . for . . . for the (singular noun missing) . . .»

PHerc. 1113a, fr. 2=PHerc. 1113a, fr. Ib=N 1113a, fr. 4 (HV2 XI 6)
1

5

10
12

-

-

-

. . . .(.)] o\mo*lasa [. . . . .
. . . . .]t*eim, px&c ot\vi+ [. .
. . so]t*sot sot& sqo*p[ot
. . . .] ai> chgcim e<atsai& c
. . . a\]kk\ a\mi* am <g/> et\uqoct*mgm, dio*si jakei& sai [
. . .]; jasa+ de+ soiat&sa
{ot\j} e\piuai* mesai [. . . .
. . . . .]kevhg&mai [. . . . .
. . .]" ot%sx ca+q [. . . . .]m
. . . .o*]si jas' at\sg+[m . . .
. . . .(.)]mom g[. . . .(.)] pqoc

incertum quot versus desint
deest pagina una vel altera
fontes PM necnon Bassi (ll. 4, 6) perierunt margines ap. P: adest margo dext. vv. 4-7 et
11 ap. N, sed margo sin. vv. 6 et 8 ap. N ab interprete Genovesi restituta est u.v. 2
a\poka]t*eim vel a\jo]t*eim supplendum: diak]t*eim De Falco N: ]te.i.mpx[ P 3 N: ]tsots[
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e<atsai& c proves that the subject is feminine plural; one of the sense-organs, clearly ai<
a\joai* , must be meant.
393

px&c ot\vi* introduces lively rhetorical questions in philosophical prose, including Plato
(Lys. 205 c), Nausiphanes (fr. 1,6), Epicurus
(fr. 24. 43,20) and Chrysippus; it is also characteristic of Philodemus' rebuttals. Cf. De
poem. II PHerc. 994 col. 26,1-14, De ira col.
39,24-33, ibid. 41,28-35, De oec. fr. 2, 14-17
(restored), De lib. dic. fr. 40,9-15, ibid. 43,34, Rhet. II, PHerc. 408, fr. 18d.1-4 (ii., p. 90
Sudhaus), Rhet. VIII, PHerc. 832, col. 53,79 (ii., p. 57 Sudhaus). For the construction
cf. Ap. Dysc., De coni., p. 215,12 Schneider,
px&c ot\vi+ bi* aiom lg+ ot\vi+ paqade*nachai . . .
394

I think lami* a has been mistranscribed and
is in fact a\mi* a «pain», which is often contrasted
with pleasure: cf. Thgn., Eleg. 1032-3; Arph.;
Pax 764; Hipp., De morb. sacr. 14; Xen., Mem.
1. 1. 8; Id., Hier. 4. 6; Hierocl., Fr. eth. 53,25
von Arnim; Plut., Sol. 32. 2. a\mi* a appears in
Phld., De poem. II, PHerc. 994, col. 23,25 (rebuttal of Pausimachus). For the collocation of
madness and pleasure cf. only Joh. Chrys.,
Comm. in Ps. lv. 151, 26-9 Migne. Philodemus
wrote a Pe.[qi+ ] l.a[mi* ac (PHerc. 57).

fort. dia+ so]t*sot scripsi o: e N sqo*p[ot scripsi: sqe*p[eim De Falco 3-4 ai< a\joai+
coniecerim 4 N: ]ichgcimea[ P (litt. ic in frustulo seiuncto inveni): aichgcim legit
Bassi 4-5 fort. paqe*votcim vel dido*acim a\]kk\ a\mi* am <g/> scripsi: ]lamiam N: ]amia.m
P 5-6 etuqoct|mgm N, sed litt. mgm ap. et\uqoct*|mgm suppl. Genovesi u.v.: e.[ P 6 N:
]s.i.jake[ P: sij legit Bassi 6-7 fort. ot%sx 7 N: ]s.[.]deso.[. . . .(.)]a.[ P 8 N: ]u.[.(.)]m.e[ P
otj, quod suppleverat Genovesi u.v., del. Armstrong: fort. g<domg+ | e\pi+ sx&i scribendum 9
N: ]vh.gm.a.[ P fort. dia]kevhg&mai 10 N: ]t.s.[ P 11 N: ]j.a.[ P o%]si vel dio*]si scripserim
jas' at\sg+[m De Falco, nisi fuit at\]si* ja sat*sg[ 12 N: ]m.g.[ P fort. lo*]mom vel -le]mom
P

«. . . that words . . . give pleasure (?), how can it not be that (the ears 393 do)
not 394 (provide) themselves with sensation (by means of) this method but
(provide) pain 395 <or> pleasure, 396 because (words) are called (sounds)? In accord with such (words), (pleasure?) supervenes 397 . . . to have been said . . .

For in this way . . . that in accord with it 398 . . . towards . . .»

PHerc. 1113a, fr. 3=N 1113a, fr. 3 (HV2 XI 5)

395

396 et
\ uqoct*mg occurs in Epicurus and Philodemus (De lib. dic., fr. 43, 3-8 Olivieri). The
term was carefully defined by the Stoics
(Chrys., SVF, frr. 432, 434 von Arnim). Romeo took it as the feminine of the adjective
et\uqo*ctmoc (Nuove letture, p. 108 with n.
15), and thought it alludes to poetic inspiration (Poesia, p. 79).

Did this say that pleasure or pain supervenes upon the sensation, or that sound supervenes upon the composition (ct*mhecic)?
e\piuai* mechai is used of the sound that supervenes upon the ct*mhecic: cf. Heracleodorus
(F 29 Janko); Demetrius (De eloc. 186), and
Philodemus rebutting first Pausimachus (De
poem. II, PHerc. 994 fr. 13,4-6), then the
Stoic (De poem. V col. 23,27-30), and lastly
Crates (De poem. V, col. 24,27-33,=Crates,
F 101b Broggiato, cf. Janko, p. 162 n. 6,
where I should have made clear that this
term forms part of Philodemus' explanation). The notion probably originated with
Aristoxenus (cf. fr. 54 Wehrli). Cf. also Aristotle fr. 47,55 Rose=[Plut.], De mus. 1140
a, 1143 a. The verb is not found in Epicurus.
397

398

Sc. pleasure.

399
This is probably an analogy, since Greek
literary criticism does not associate poetry
with weaving. Philodemus often uses wea-

5

10
12

-

-

-

. . . t<]ua*clasa jai+ [. . . .
. . . .] jasa+ soiat&sa [. . .
. . . .]eim, a\pokat*eim [de+
. . . . . .]kkgc pamsekx&c
. . . .(.)] o\mo*lasa peqi+ sot
. .(.)]et*esai, a\k.[k. . . . . .
. . . . .(.)]lasa ei#mai, [. . . .
. . .] e\csim, x<c ei\pei& m, [. . .
. . . . (.)] cgl<e>ix*lasa [. . . .
. . . . .]c, sot&so de[. . . . .
. . .]o*si jasauqomg&cai
. . . ]mom[. .] la&kkom [. . .(.)

incertum quot versus desint
deest pagina una vel altera
fons N abest marg. sin. adest marg. dext. ap. vv. 4-5 et 11 u.v. 1 Blank per litt.:
ua*clasa De Falco 3 fort. ktp]ei& m interpunxi et supplevi 4 fort. sg&c a>]kkgc: po]kkg&c
De Falco 5 sa+ De Falco d' scripserim 5-6 fort. sot*|[sot 6 s: p M num paid]et*esai
vel a\j]ot*esai? distinxi k. vel a. fort. a\k.[ka+ sat&sa 7 fort. pog*]lasa: o\mo*]lasa De
Falco fort. sat&sa 8 fort. ca+q 9 corr. CroÈnert, Memoria, p. 26 9-10 ux|mg&]c coniecerim 10 distinxi 11 di]o*si scripserim

. . . weavings 399 and . . . in accord with such (plural noun missing) to (verb

missing), but to enjoy . . . the other (?) (noun missing) completely 400. . .
concerning the (?) . . . but . . . (neuter plural noun missing) to be . . . are,
so to speak, . . . indications 401 . . . , but this (singular noun missing) . . .
that to despise . . . rather . . .»

ving as a comparandum for other arts, e. g. De
mus. IV, col. 148, 14-17, Rhet. X, PHerc.
1669, col. 14.25-8 (i., p. 246 Sudhaus); Rhet.
I, PHerc. 1612, fr. 6,2-5 (ii., p. 185 Sudhaus). «Weaving a plan» goes back to Homer
(Od. 4. 678 and often), but the cognate noun
is rare as a metaphor for language: cf. Men.,
Sent. 743, t%uacl' t<uai* meim la*mhame csqoua+c
ko*cxm; Aristo, fr. 391, \Aqi* csxm sot+c ko*cotc

sx&m diakejsijx&m ei> jafem soi& c sx&m a\qavmx&m
t<ua*clacim; Pol., 3. 32. 2. Romeo (Poesia,
p. 79) accepted De Falco's ua*clasa.

This adverb, common in Philodemus, is
also in Epicurus and Demetrius Laco.
400

401
cglei* xla, missing from the lexica of classical Greek, means «significance» once in
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PHerc. 1113a, fr. 4=N 1113a, fr. 2 (HV2 XI 4)
1

5

10
13

somsa pkei[ - - g<
ctlpkojg+ sx&m - - o\mola*sxm, cimole*[mxm de+ - - mxm at\sx&[m - - ot\j a\pokat*eim.. lg+ [c]a+q o[ - - a/m
\eci* mes' [a\]qv[g+ - - - lgdalg&, [ei\ lg+ - - dia+ so+
lahei& m [. . . . . . . - - .(.)]lajo.[. . . . . . . . - - . .]hom ja[. . . . . . - - . .(.)]gsa.[. . . . . . . - - . . . .]im s[. . . . . . - - . . .(.)]aqo[. . . . . . - - -

incertum quot versus desint
deest pagina una vel altera
fons N adest margo sin. ap. vv. 1-8, sed marg. dext. ap. v. 2 ab interprete Quaranta
restituta est u.v. ante 1 fort. poiei& jas' at\]||so+m 1 fort. pkei& [csa 2 litt. xmomo suppl.
Quaranta u.v. 2-3 fort. cx]|la*sxm 3 litt. ole recte, necnon margo dext. perperam, a
Quaranta u.v. suppeditatae sunt u.v. supplevi 3-4 sx&m ux]|mx&m coniecerim 4 at\sx&[m
scripsi: at\sx&[i De Falco ot\j scripsi 4-5 scripsi 5 c]a+q scripsi o%[kxc vel o[t%sxc
scripserim a/m supplevi 6 a\]qv[g+ supplevi g<domg&c coniecerim 6-7, 7 supplevi 9
fort. po*|g]la vel jo.[im- vel a\jo.[ 10 fort. a\|ca]ho+m vel e>|pa]hom vel e>|la]hom 11 a. vel
k. fort. po(i)]gsa.[ 13 fort. c]a+q

«. . . most (?) . . . the interweaving 402 of the (plural noun missing), but when

(plural noun missing) themselves arise (he says) that (we do not) enjoy
them. For no principle (of pleasure?) 403 could come about in any way (?)
except by means of learning 404 . . . common (?) . . .»

PHerc. 1113a, fr. 5=O `1106', fr. 1a (VI 1574)=N 1113a, fr. 1 (=HV2 XI 3)
a
b
1

5

10
11

[
sg+m]
[a<ug+m lg+ oi\jeiot&m dia+ sot& i\-]||
di* ot so+m a\po[kat*omsa, jaha*peq ke*cesai, [lgd' x\uekei& m i\di* xc se[he*m. jai+ pa*kim, o%se p<e>im[x&m si* c, ugci* m,
g/ diwx&m sg&c [cet*cexc so+ oi\jei& om i\di* xc se*[hgje, so+m paqacse*kkomsa o.[t\ lo*mom oi\jeiot&m, a\kka+ jai+ {pa*cgc} [x\uekei& m, ja\pi+
sg&c a<ug&c, e%xc [. . . . . . . . .mgc ci* momsai [. . . . . . ., x%cse ctcsqa*uom[sai . . . . . .
incertum quot versus desint
deest pagina una vel altera

fontes ON adsunt margines sup. et sin. a-b supplevi 1 po N: om. O supplevi 1-2
De Falco 2 esai N: om. O supplevi 2-3 supplevi 3 se N: mj O supplevi 3-4 sup-
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Philodemus (De poem. III fr. 16 Janko, quoting a critic, perhaps Crates), although he
uses cgleio*olai to mean «conclude», «notice», or «observe», and cglei* xcic as «observation». The noun reappears only here, and
in the sense «annotations» in the second or
first century Life of Philonides 25 Gallo (p.
122=p. 11 CroÈnert), which CroÈnert later
ascribed to Philodemus (Kolotes, p. 182, cf.
Gallo, pp. 80-83). It resurfaces in Medieval
Greek as an ecclesiastical term.
402 ctlpkojg* occurs in Phld., De poem. I col.
80,6 Janko (where I should have accepted
Hausrath's supplement), De poem. II,
PHerc. 1074b, fr. 12 + 1081b, fr. 7 sup. 613, pkg+m | oi'c pqoei* po[lem] p.e*utjem | oi\jeiot&m, x<c[. . . . .] ot\de+ | so+ joimo+m e>v[. . . .
. . d]ia|mo*gla, lg+ o%s.[i . . . . . jq]imo*|lemom
e\js[o+c sot& ce*motc,] | o= pe*utje[m ei#mai
c]tm|pkejo*lem[om s]x&<i> i\di* xi; ibid. PHerc.
994 cols. 24,25-25,1, oi\o*lemoc at\.sx&m || sx&m
cqalla*sxm e\m sa[i& c] ctlpkoj.[ai& c ai\]siac[ (lacuna) (Philodemus opposing Pausimachus).
Cf. F. Sbordone, [UIKODGLOT PEQI
POIGLASXM], Tractatus tres (Napoli
1976), pp. 85, 197. The term is also used in
Epicurus (fr. 35, PHerc. 1420, col. 12,6 Arrighetti).
403

Cf. Posidonius, fr. 398 Theiler.

For the connection between pleasure and
learning in the case of philosophy cf. Epic., GV
27, e\pi+ de+ uikocoui* ac ctmsqe*vei sz& | cmx*cei so+
404

seqpmo*m" ot\ ca+q lesa+ la*hgcim a\po*katcic, a\kka+
a%la la*hgcic jai+ a\po*katcic. Euphonists like

Heracleodorus (F 22 Janko) often denied any
such link.

plevi 4 m[ O: g[ N supplevi 5 gc N: om. O supplevi 5-6 oi\]|jei& om scripsi: ]|joiom
N: ]|voiem O 6 e[ N: om. O supplevi 6-7 supplevi 7 cs N: c. s vel i.s O msao. N: om.
O o. vel c. , e. supplevi 7-8 supplevi e O: o N 8 ajaipacgc N: om. O supplevi, litt.
pacgc et marg. dext., quae suppeditaverat interpres Genovesi ap. N u.v., deletis: om.
O 9 <c>aug*cexc voluit CroÈnert, Memoria, p. 92 gcexc N: ica O, litt. a vel etiam ica e
fr. quod superpositum erat legens u.v. 10-11 supplevi se O: [[s]]e N 11 scripsi:
ctcsqa[.]om[ N: ctcsqau[ O

«. . . (it is impossible that touch) does not (conciliate) a person who is enjoying
it, as is said, by means of what is particular, and that it does not benefit (him) if
it is applied in manner particular (to him). 405 Again, when, he says (?), someone
who is hungry or thirsty has applied what is agreeable about taste in a manner
particular (to him), it not only conciliates him as he ingests, 406 but also (benefits
him), and in the case of touch, 407 as long as (plural subject missing) become

(predicate missing), with the result that they are compressed 408 . . .»

PHerc. 1113a, fr. 6=O `1106', fr. 1b (VI 1574)
desunt versus fere viii
9

- - - ]a[ - - incertum quot versus desint

This collocation of «particular», «conciliate» and «agreeable» is found both in Epicurus and Philodemus: cf. Epic., Ep. Men.
124, sai& c ca+q i\di* aic oi\jeiot*lemoi dia+ pamso+c
405

a\qesai& c sot+c o<loi* otc a\pode*vomsai, pa&m so+ lg+
soiot&som x<c a\kko*sqiom moli* fomsec; Phld., De

poem. I, col. 108 Janko (summary of Pausimachus), 2 PHerc. 994, cols. 3-4 (rebuttal of
Pausimachus). i\di* xc is in Epicurus at Ep.
Hdt. 75 (on the origins of language).

The rare verb paqacse*kkeim, literally
«draw in», is glossed a\macse*kkeim by Hesychius (Lex. p 685-6). It is at first found only
in medical writers, but more widely from Heliodorus onwards.
406

407 Cronert's proposal <c>aug*cexc would inÈ
troduce an unattested word, although diaca*ugcic occurs from the Letter of Aristeas
305 onwards in Jewish and Christian writers
(cf. too Vit. Aesopi, p. 275,8 Perry).
408 The noun ctcsqoug* is common in Epicurus (e. g. Ep. Hdt. 73, in the plural); the
verb appears at Ep. Hdt. 77. Neither is
known in Philodemus.
409

Blank and Longo, p. 87.

410

Bassi, Papiri disegnati, p. 456.

411
M. Capasso, \Oluako*c/Umbilicus: dalla
Grecia a Roma, in M. Capasso, Volumen, pp.
73-98, at p. 87.
412

Blank and Longo, pp. 45-124, at p. 90.

desunt columnae permultae
fons O 9 litt. a vel ica (num=ja?) ap. fr. quod superpositum erat collocavi

PHerc. 1116 (Greek prose, author, work and hand unknown)
A small scorza numbered 1116 was issued in December 1790. In Piaggio's
inventory 409 its size was 7.9 by 3.5 cm. The present PHerc. 1116 is 8 by 3.5
cm., which shows that the same piece is in question. However, it does not match
the Oxonian drawing labelled `1116', which depicts a small scorza that is now
PHerc. 459 (see above on PHerc. 459). Since no Neapolitan drawings had been
made, Bassi had it drawn in 1907. 410 However, its bilinear and generally nondescript hand, probably to be assigned to the first century B.C., diverges from
Hand 15, as seen in O `1116', because it lacks the horizontal serifs at the bases
of letters like Q. The surviving piece is small and heavily stratified; Cavallo did
not discuss it. I cannot identify its hand or its content.

O `1116' = PHerc. 459 (VI 1579, Epicurus, De nat. XXV copy 2, Hand 15)
See above on PHerc. 459.

PHerc. 1172 (author, work and hand unknown)
The date of issue of no. 1172 was not recorded; it is not clear whether it
belongs to this group. The present PHerc. 1172 consists of a midollo with the
remains of an umbilicus; 411 this is clearly the same as no. 1172, since Piaggio's catalogue described it in the same way, adding that it had already had
material removed from the outside. 412 As there are no fragments in cornici, it
is possible that no Oxonian drawing of it was made, and that it does not
belong in this group of papyri, but a piece could have been removed by
sollevamento. There are no Neapolitan disegni of it.
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PHerc. 1413 (Epicurus, unidentified dialogue, hand of first third of third
century B.C.)
No. 1413 was a roll issued on 27 June 1796 and given back soon after, on 11
August. No Oxonian drawings of it are known. Neapolitan drawings of what
is surely the same roll were made by F. Casanova in 1810; they were not
published in HV2. CroÈnert assigned the papyrus to a dialogue of Epicurus. 413
Its hand is probably contemporary with Epicurus' lifetime. PHerc. 1413 still
uses the epigraphic forms both of P, with a shortened right leg, and of X; 414
the use of the latter, to judge by fact that some of the Hibeh papyri still use
it (a group that antedates c. 260 B.C.), dates it to before that time. Among
all the scripts in his Group A, this has the least pronounced contrast between wide and narrow letters, and can be compared to third-century hands
like that of the Lille Stesichorus. 415 However, it finds no match among these
Oxonian disegni. There is no evidence that pieces issued as late as 1796
formed part of this set of drawings.

PHerc. 1419c = O Fr. B (VI 1578, Philodemus, De poem. II, Hand 8)
No. 1419 was issued in December 1790. When issued, it was not an exterior
scorza but an entire roll, as Piaggio states: 416 «Altro papiro mancante di ambi
gli estremi, alquanto compresso per lungo e ove piuÁ, ove meno scorzato. Vi e
su di questo lo stesso saggio» (i. e. the same evidence of an attempt at
unrolling as on PHerc. 1418). «EÁ di lunghezza once 9, di diametro maggiore
once 3», i. e. its height was 19.8 cm. and diameter 6.6 cm. Unlike the Oxonian disegno labelled `1419' (see next entry), all the pieces currently under
this number are in Greek; hence there has been confusion. Del Mastro
showed that the present PHerc. 1419 contains pieces in three different Greek
hands: these should be given separate numbers. In cornice 1 two pieces (fr. 2
and 3) are in Hand 26 of Philodemus' De mus. 4; this should be called PHerc.
1419a. Fr. 4 on the same cornice is in an ornamented and ligatured script that
apparently contains an abbreviation for jai* like those in PHerc. 152/157
(Philodemus' «De dis» III) or PHerc. 831 (Demetrius Laco, op. inc.). 417 I will
call this PHerc. 1419b. Del Mastro rightly assigned all the fragments in cr. 2
except frr. 13 and perhaps 17 to Hand 8, the scribe of De poem. II; he
believes that frr. 9 and 10 in cr. 1 may also come from this roll. 418 Fr. B is
in the same hand as these. I shall call these pieces PHerc. 1419c.
The script of Fr. B is unmistakably that of Hand 8, but there is no verbal match
with the surviving fragments 11-12 and 14-18, which are also in this script. 419
While frr. 11 and 14-17 contain the lower 5-15 lines of their columns, frr. 12
and 18 contain the upper 7-14 lines, like Fr. B. All these fragments were
probably removed from the outermost parts of the roll by sollevamento. 420 This
matches the report in Piaggio's catalogue, quoted above, that no. 1419 was still
a whole papyrus; Del Mastro rightly concludes that it was subjected to unrolling
in 1790 rather than, as had been thought, in 1798, and that the pieces of
PHerc. 1419 in the other hands were added later as a result of confusion. 421
Some of the confusion may be owed to the fact that PHerc. 1419 was put onto
two cornice by D. Bassi, 422 but it is clear that some of it goes back to this
episode. There are no Neapolitan drawings of any text called `1419'.
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413

Kolotes, p. 104 n. 501.

This fact was already noted by CroÈnert
(Kolotes, p. 104 n. 501). Cavallo, p. 50, assigns it to Group A and dates it later, but cf.
R. Janko, The Herculaneum Library: some recent developments, «Estudios ClaÂsicos» 44/
2002, pp. 25-41, at pp. 39-40.
414

415 So Parsons in Turner and Parsons, p.
134.
416

Blank and Longo, p. 104.

Del Mastro, Poetica, pp. 88-89. I have
not seen this fragment.
417

418

Del Mastro, Poetica, p. 88 n. 5.

Del Mastro reports that fr. 13 is in a
different hand, but thinks that fr. 17 may be
in Hand 8; it contains the bottom of a column (Poetica, p. 89 n. 12).
419

420

Del Mastro, Poetica, pp. 92-93.

421

Poetica, pp. 93-94.

422

DuÈrr, p. 216.

Scott found nothing in this piece to help him identify its content. 423 However, it surely discusses how the sympathies of the audience are aroused by
poets' depiction of the sufferings of others.
O Fr. B=PHerc. 1419c, fr. nov. (VI 1578)
1

5

. . . ce*c]omem at\soi& c, o%si [. . .
. . . .]m e\lbke*wacim ei\c sa+
sx&m a>k]kxm jaja*. jai+
. . . . .]sx[.] uamg&mai pa. . . . . .]s[. .] soi& c a>kkoic [
desunt versus fere xxii

fons O praesto sunt margines sup. et dext. primus edidi 2 me: pi O
litt. 4-5 fort. pa&|[ci

3 spat. vac. ii

«. . . has happened to them, because (?) . . . for those who observe the
misfortunes of others. And . . . to appear . . . to the others . . .»

O `1419' (VI 1571, Latin oration or letter, Manus B)
Since the present PHerc. 1419 subsumes only fragments in Greek, albeit in
at least three different hands (see above on PHerc. 1419), but O `1419' is in
Latin, there has clearly been confusion in the numeration. The existence of
O `1419' is not noted by Del Mastro in his list of extant papyri from
Herculaneum. 424 For a description of its semi-cursive script see Section II
above. Scott found nothing intelligible in this piece. 425 However, as it uses
the first person singular, it seems to be an oration, legal deposition or
correspondence. The script is perfectly compatible with a literary work, as
in the papyrus of Cicero in Giessen. If this piece corresponds to the present
PHerc. 1491b, which seems possible on grounds of hand, the no. 1491 that
Piaggio recorded was another piece, as its dimensions differ.
O `1419' (VI 1571)
1

5
7

-

-

-

.] inquit. [.] m[i]h[i .] . .[ - - ]or.i. [.] omnibus . c[ - - ]ter . ho[c . . .]onu[ - - .] ci.ui [.] ner.[ - - .] prope [.] s.cit. [.] m. .[ - - ]m [.] fit [.] s[. .] ea. [.] co. .[ - - ]nibus [.] tr.i.n.o. [.] e[ - - -

fons O primus edidi 1 t.: potius i. 2 r. i. vel n. 3 fort. prop]ter vel -i]ter 3 fort. m]onu[mentum 4 i. vel e. r. vel a. 5 s. potius quam i. t. vel i. 6 fort. s[i a. vel r. 7 fort. ma]nibus
vel om]nibus r. i. vel n. n. vel i.t. o. vel c.
423

Scott, p. 49.

424

Papiri latini, p. 187.

425

Scott, p. 52.

«. . . (singular subject missing) said to me . . .for all . . . on account of (?) this

monument (?) . . . for a citizen . . . almost knows . . . happens . . . she (?)
. . . for (plural noun missing) for the third . . .»
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PHerc. 1420/1056 (Epicurus, De nat. lib. inc., Hand 6)
No. 1420 was issued as a roll in June 1782; the date of this event is in fact
the terminus ante quem for the creation of Piaggio's inventory, since without
it this record could not have been kept. The present PHerc. 1420 was unrolled and has the same height. It consists of the upper part of a volumen
containing an unknown book of Epicurus' De nat. It is written in Cavallo's
Hand 6, 426 like PHerc. 1056 hand A (also from Epicurus' De nat.) and PHerc.
1039. It has been edited by G. Arrighetti and S. Laursen. 427 Some fragments
and several columns were drawn by G. B. Malesci in 1809 and published in
HV2 VII 68-73. However, it does not correspond to any known Oxonian
drawing. Given its date of issue, it is unlikely that it was ever among this
bundle of disegni.

PHerc. 1491a, 1491b and 1491c (Greek prose, author, work and hand
uncertain; Latin prose, author and work uncertain, ?Manus B; Philodemus,
Rhetoric IV ed. B, Hand 11)
A roll bearing the number 1491 was issued in September 1782. Clearly there
has been confusion in the numbering, since none of the three different rolls
now called PHerc. 1491 is as short in height as was no. 1491. A volumen
numbered `1491' was subjected to unrolling in 1822 by G. B. Casanova. 428
Yet De Jorio, writing in 1824, records that PHerc. 1491 had not yet been
unrolled, and that it had a title written on the exterior; unfortunately he
does not tell us what language this was in, and his illustration of it is too
diminutive to help. 429 A Neapolitan disegno of a piece called PHerc. 1491 was
drawn by C. Malesci, probably in 1839; as Bassi noted, this drawing shows a
Latin text. 430 The papyrus presently consists of four cornici containing
twelve pieces. 431 They all appear to have been unrolled continuously on
Piaggio's machine. However, they are in three different hands. The single
wide piece in cornice 1, which is in poor condition, is the lower part of a roll
in an unidentified Greek hand, and should be called PHerc. 1491a. Its height
is too great for it to correspond to the original no. 1491. Del Mastro confirms that cornici 2 and 3 are both in Latin; 432 they are in the same hand, and
these pieces should be named PHerc. 1491b. Cornice 4 is certainly in Cavallo's Hand 11, which wrote PHerc. 1007/1673 and PHerc. 1114, probably
both part of Philodemus' Rhetoric IV 433 (the scorza of PHerc. 1114 has
recently been confused with that of PHerc. 1104, the scorza of which I
believe to be in Hand 12 of the De pietate 434). These fragments should be
renamed PHerc. 1491c.
The Latin hand of crr. 2-3 is closest to the semi-cursive Manus B of O
`1419'. It uses V rather than U in the same distinctive form and has no
cross-bar in the A. Q is bilinear and the B «aÁ panse aÁ gauche» has a vertical
upright. Accordingly, one wonders whether the digits of `1491' were
reversed to `1419'; if so, this is in fact the same papyrus. However, no
overlap in the text is apparent, and it is uncertain whether a roll issued as
early as 1782 could be relevant to this set of disegni. Unless there has been
an error of measurement or reporting, none of these items can correspond
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426

Cavallo, pp. 31, 45 with Tav. XIII.

Epic., fr. 35 Arrighetti; S. Laursen,
The Early Parts of Epicurus, On Nature, 25th
Book, «CErc» 25/1995, pp. 5-109. E. Puglia
first suggested that it is from the beginning
of the same roll as PHerc. 1056 (PHerc. 1420/
1056: un volume dell'opera Della natura di Epicuro, «CErc» 17/1987, pp. 81-83).

427

428

CatPErc, p. 343.

De Jorio, pp. 59, 92 (Tav. I lett. A b). His
book appeared after 5 Nov. 1824 (De Jorio,
p. 92).
429

430

Bassi, Papiri disegnati, p. 460.

431 CatPErc, p. 343, which implies that they
are all in Latin.
432

Papiri latini, p. 187.

This had been thought to be in Latin, but
was first identified as Greek in my presence
by S. Booras while he was creating the digital
images (pers. comm., 2000), and again by R.
Macfarlane during KBYU Television's documentary «Out of the Ashes» that was filmed
in 2002, when he picks out the word
ctmhexqx&msec that is visible in line 3.
433

434

Dorandi, Ricomposizione, p. 61 n. 18.

to the roll no. 1491 that was issued in 1782, because carbonized papyri
cannot get taller.

PHerc. 1690 (Latin prose, author, work and hand uncertain)
Nos. 1690 and 1691 appear together in the list of pieces issued as «Frammenti» with no date given; no doubt they were handed out at much the
same time. Each piece now consists only of a scorza, without Neapolitan
disegni. 435 Neither is discussed by Cavallo. Piaggio's inventory listed no.
1690 as «Tavoletta con frammento di papiro incominciato a svolgersi, e poi
tralasciato», and no. 1691 as «altra Tavoletta con frammenti di altro papiro parimente incominciato, ed indi tralasciato». 436 This proves that they
were issued before 1782, since, as Blank observed, those pieces that we
know to have been issued before 1782 have no date given in the register,
but are listed simply as «unrolled» or «fully unrolled». 437 If these pieces
were drawn, as Piaggio indicates was his custom, 438 it was presumably
Piaggio himself who drew them. If PHerc. 1690 is glued to canvas, as
seems to be the case from the infra-red image, it would resemble the
papyrus of De musica, the first to be unrolled. It is most unlikely that
either is relevant. PHerc. 1690 appears to be in Latin cursive, although this
is not noted by Del Mastro, but it is difficult to be sure when the surviving
scorza is in such poor condition.

PHerc. 1691 (Greek prose, author, work and hand uncertain)

435

CatPErc, p. 384.

436

Blank and Longo, p. 120.

437

Reflections, p. 82.

Blank, Reflections, p. 82, quoting Piaggio's memorandum of early Aug. 1786 (see
A. Travaglione, Testimonianze su Padre
Piaggio, pp. 53-80, in Epicuro e l'Epicureismo
nei Papiri Ercolanesi, Napoli 1993, at p. 71).
438

439

Reflections, p. 82.

440

Blank and Longo, p. 120.

441
Blank and Longo, p. 148, quoting AOP
XVII 7.
442

Bassi, Papiri disegnati, p. 464.

443

CatPErc, p. 387.

Bassi, Papiri disegnati, p. 464. It was published as HV2 I 198-200.
444

No. 1691 was issued before 1782, since, as Blank observed, those pieces that
we know to have been issued before 1782 have no date given in the register,
but are listed simply as «unrolled» or «fully unrolled». 439 It is not clear
whether the present PHerc. 1691 is the same. Either way, given its date of
issue this item is unlikely to be relevant to our disegni. The content is Greek
and the hand is small and bilinear and slopes to the right.

PHerc. 1787 (Philodemus, Memoriae Epicureae, hand of PHerc. 239a, 310
and 474)
This item was not issued in 1788-1792. In fact its number had not yet been
created in 1782, when Piaggio inventoried only 1695 items, 440 or indeed in
1807, since the highest number listed in the catalogue of papyri that had
then been issued is no. 1691. 441 Additional numbers down to PHerc. 1805
(because PHerc. 1806 was found in 1870) must have been assigned in the
years 1806-1813, because PHerc. 1786 was drawn by F. Celentano in
1813. 442 The fact 443 that PHerc. 1719 was «provato» by V. Corazza in
1785 must imply that this papyrus was then inventoried under a different
number. F. Celentano drew PHerc. 1787 in 1839. 444 However, since it comes
from the same roll as PHerc. 239a=O 239, I have given a preliminary
edition of it above in the discussion of the latter.
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PHerc. 1815 = Fr. E and F (VI 1573, Philodemus, Rhet. IV Edition A,
Hand 27, and Philodemus, De piet., Hand 12)
See above on PHerc. 245 and 247 respectively.

PHerc. 1816 = Fr. G (VI 1573, Latin prose, Manus 2)
The Latin fragment labelled `Fr. G' has never been edited. In 1978 it was
assigned the number PHerc. 1816. 445 Its existence is remarked by Del Mastro in his list of Latin papyri from Herculaneum. 446 Evidently it lost its
numerical label; its original has not yet been identified. The drawing shows
part of the upper margin and parts of the first four lines of writing. Since the
edges of several further layers are depicted underneath, this was clearly the
top of a stack of scorze. Scott saw nothing intelligible in this piece, calling it
«perhaps Latin». 447 This is too pessimistic, but the content remains obscure.
The formal hand, not represented elsewhere in these disegni, is probably of
late Republican date (see Section II).
1
4

- - - ]ntõÁ' quoq[ue
- - - ]i.nit xe.[ - - - - - ] nu.tr.i.tis o.[ - - - - - ]k[ - - -

fons O adest marg. sup. primus edidi 1 fort. uigi]ntõÁ signum ' non intelligo: fort. vestigium alius paginae 2 i. potius quam o. xe. [ fort. nomen graeculi e. : litt. formae ignotae 3
u. : litt. formae ignotae r. i.: potius n. o. vel q. 4 fort. k[alend-

«. . . twenty (?) also . . . (plural noun missing) having been nourished . . .»

PHerc. 1817 = O `1082' and O `1082' bis (VI 1568, 1570, Latin prose,
Manus 1 and Manus 2)
During the making of the Catalogo (1978) the number 1817 was assigned to
the «Latin papyrus» that was drawn as O `1082' in our set of disegni. Unfortunately this is in two hands, as Lindsay observed. 448 For O `1082' see
above on PHerc. 238a, and for O `1082' bis see the discussion under the
latter number.

PHerc. 1818 = PHerc. 1113a = O `1106' (VI 1574)
The disegni of this piece were given the number 1818 in 1978, when the
original was mistakenly thought to have been lost. See above on PHerc.
1113a.

PHerc. 1824 = O `253' (VI 1576, ?Epicurus, ?De nat. lib. inc., in Hand B of
PHerc. 1420/1056)
See above on O `253'.
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445
So Papiri non inventariati, where it is stated that the original no longer exists. So too
the CatPErc, p. 398.
446

Papiri latini, p. 187.

447

Scott, p. 52.

448

Lindsay, p. 443.

Fr. A = PHerc. 860 (VI 1579, Demetrius Laco, De mus., Hand 4)
See above on PHerc. 233, which is from the same roll.
Fr. B = PHerc. 1419c (VI 1578, Philodemus, De poem. 2, Hand 8)
See above on PHerc. 1419c. 449
Fr. C = PHerc. 233 (VI 1577, Demetrius Laco, De mus., Hand 4)
See above on PHerc. 233.
Fr. D (VI 1576, author and work unknown, hand of PHerc . 1408 and 1489)

The Catalogo omitted this fragment entirely.
449

450

Dorandi, Precisazione, p. 63.

451

Bassi, Frammenti inediti, p. 347.

452

CroÈnert, Neues, p. 610.

453

Scott, p. 49.

454

Pers. comm., Sept. 2006.

This piece must have been issued in 1788-1790. It was drawn after PHerc.
435, which was issued in Dec. 1790 and occupies the upper left corner of the
same disegno. Its caption «Frammento D» is annotated in a different ink, but
still in the hand of G. B. Malesci, «per non esservi num(er)o nel pezzo del
Papiro Ð». This confirms that he gave it the number D, as part of the series
from A to G, because seven of the papyri in his care had lost their numbers.
This was therefore the fourth piece among these seven.
Few letters are preserved: only ABC, E, GHIJ, LM, QCST and V. The hand
of PHerc. 1113a is somewhat similar. Both hands are large in size and
square, with B rising above the line. L has two pairs of splaying diagonals.
The letters EHOC are distinctly narrow. However, in the hand of Fr. D the
S has its upright in the middle. I see a closer resemblance to the hand of
PHerc. 1111, a small scorza showing the top of a column, and PHerc. 1119, a
larger one, which have an oval O and an identical S and T; in these pieces,
the arm of E does not extend beyond the curve. Comparetti had assigned
PHerc. 1119 to Philodemus' Rhetoric, but Dorandi 450 notes that the writing
is too archaic and the papyrus is light brown in colour, which excludes him
as author and points to Demetrius Laco. It is probably from a hitherto
unknown work of his on rhetoric, since the words published by Bassi 451
from the twelve Neapolitan disegni made by F. Casanova in 1830 include
q<gsoqijg&c. The extant scorza shows the top of a column.
The same hand as that of Fr. D definitely appears in PHerc. 1408, part of the
bottom of its roll containing three to five lines, just as does Fr. D. This piece
has an identical E. However, none of the latter papyri were issued during the
years in question. The same script appears in PHerc. 1489, which was unrolled in 1808 by F. Casanova and drawn, probably in 1829, by F. Biondi.
The two sheets containing six drawings are published in HV2 XI 67-68. They
show the first four lines of the top of successive columns; as I have not seen
the original, I do not know what colour it is. On the basis of the hand and the
very limited content, CroÈnert assigned them to Epicurus' On Nature. 452 He
noted the presence of ano stigmai. However, none appear in our fragment.
Fr. D has never been edited or identified. It has not even been assigned a
«PHerc.» number. Scott could make nothing out, and called the writing
«large and peculiar». 453 An assignation to Epicurus was suggested to me by
J. Porter. 454
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fr. 1a=O Fr. D, pagina a (VI 1576)
incertum quot versus desint
0
1

5

[
ma*cjg.i, a[ - - jasa+ sa+ v.ai[q - - meiai h.tl[ - - am. g. jasa+ c. [ - - ctlb{qai.j}[ - - -

a\-]

-

fons O adest margo inf. primus edidi 1 g. vel m. 2 v. potius quam j. 2-3 a\che]|mei* ai
suppleverim 3 h. potius quam o., quae rotundior esset h.tl[ scripsi: hta O 4 litt. m.g. vel
m.m. inter se coniunctae esse depinguntur, sed pars atramenti ex pagina superposita est c.
vel x., o. 5 post c apex, quod delevi ut fr. paginae superpositae litt. qai.j e pagina
superposita delevi

fr. 1b=O Fr. D, pagina b (VI 1576)
incertum quot versus desint
5

- - - ]qai.j[ - - -

fons O adest margo inf. primus edidi 20 litt. a pagina superposita u.v. i. formam
crucis habet, quod pars atramenti ex pagina alia est

Fr. E = PHerc. 245 (VI 1573, Philodemus, Rhet. IV Edition A, Hand 27)
See above on PHerc. 245.
Fr. F = PHerc. 247 (VI 1573, Philodemus, De piet., Hand 12)
See above on PHerc. 247.
Fr. G = PHerc. 1818 (VI 1573, Latin prose, Manus 2)
See above on PHerc. 1818.
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SaraÁ scritta un giorno sulle pagine di questo `Bollettino'
la cronaca della ripresa degli scavi della `Villa dei Papiri'
in Ercolano?
La pianta* del Weber cesseraÁ di essere un documento di
archivio o un mero incentivo a ipotesi marginali?
SaraÁ descritto un giorno lo scavo di altre ville ercolanesi?
La speranza non eÁ incerta, ma eÁ soprattutto in tale voto,
la cui realizzazione esige tuttavia tempi non troppo
brevi, che rinviene giustificazione il titolo di «Cronache
Ercolanesi», organo del Centro Internazionale per lo
Studio dei Papiri Ercolanesi.
Marcello Gigante
Dalla `Premessa' al volume 1/1971
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